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An analytical model has been developed that can be used to establish certain parameters of
a thermal vacuum environmental test program based on an optimization of program costs. This
model is in the form of a computer program that interacts with a user insofar as the input of
certain parameters. The program provides the user a list of pertinent information regarding an
optimized test pro_am and graphs of some of the parameters.
The model is a first attempt in this area and includes numerous simplifications. For instance,
it deals only with the first flight of a unit and also is limited as to the size of the facilities in
which tests take place. No solar simulation or temperature cycling testing is included.
The model appears useful as a general guide and provides a way for extrapolating past per-
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A THERMAL VAC'IIUM TEST OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of a thermal vacuum test program* for spacecraft and their component
parts has been based largely on subjective judgement. This judgement ir _haped by the experi-
ences of the particular test program designer as modified by influences such as the availability of
e
time and funding and the perceived importance of the mission. The intent of this study was to
t develop a more objective approach to the design of a thermal vacuum test program.
.. Because of the wide variety of requirements, materials, fabrication techniques, etc. that go
into the make-up of a spacecraft, it was considered impractical (certainly in this first attempt) to
approach the problem of defining the effects of a thermal vacuum test program and operations
in orbit on a microscopic or piece-part level (e.g., a resistor or a transistor). Instead it was de-
cided to proceed on a macroscopic level; that is, how do components such as transmitters and
higher levels of assembly act as a group under the thermal vacuum environment.
This approach was taken with the recognition that the group of all spacecraft components
is far from homogeneous in their reaction to stress. (Eventually, it is hoped that finer grained
models for describing component performance can be developed to account for differences among
types of components.) The same assumption, having the same shortcomings, was applied to the
spacecraft system level of assembly; that is, all spacecraft were taken as constituting a homogeneous
.. group. No intermediate level of assembly was designated (e.g., sub-assembly) because of the dif-
ficulty in assigning specific items to the groups and in collecting data bases into the different
. groupings.
: *The themlalvacuumtest programis aportionof the overallenvironmentaltest programto whichspacecraftequip-
ment is subjectedin orderto demonstrateits preparednessto performin orbit. Duringthe thermalvacuumtest pro.
-'- -. gram,the equipmentis exposedto vacuumand temperatureconditionsrelatedto those thatwill be experiencedin
: orbitandoperatedin a simulationof the mission. The performanceof the equipmentunderthis environmentis
. used to assessits readiness.
[
.:-_i/ ............................ _,--" .............. ._..... -. ........ -_.......... .. ,; ...... .. _,. ,;.
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qThe concept of reliability growth, that is, the decreasein component failure rate with lime,
was selected to describe tile basic changes in the performance of items. This reliability growth is
modified by the environment under which the item is operating. A decreasing component failure
rate has previously been demonstrated (Rel: I); that is, on tile average, spacecraft in test and in
orbit exhibit a decreasing failure rate (up to some point that may be described as wearout) rather
than the classical constant failure rate.
Using concepts such as failure flow analysis (as in Ref. 17), one can hypothesize the exist- J
ence of a relationship between the performance of equipment during component level test and
system level test and between system level test and orbital operation. Ref. 1 describes mathe-
matical models that simulate spacecraft performance during system test and during orbital opera-
tion. Given these relationships, one can predict the effect of a test program upon the perform-
ance of a payload in orbit.
This study has taken the single criterion of cost as the parameter upon which optimization
is based. (All costs used in this study are normalized to 1978 dollars.) Only certain costs were
considered relevant in this study; they include launch costs, recurring payload costs (those needed
to produce a second, identical payload), and test costs. In order to utilize these costs in an opti-
mization scheme that considers the performance of the item during its mission, the concept of
"availability" was introduced.
This concept, described in Refs. 2 and 3, assigns a value to the performance of a spacecraft
that can relate its capability after some number of malfunctions to its capability had there been
no malfunctions. Using functions of availability and cost, a "lost value", or money lost because of
less than perfect performance, was developed and used to determine the optimum program; the
lowest lost value indicates the optimum program of a group that is investigated.
Because of the availability of a desktop calculator (Hewlett Packard Model 9831 A) plus a
few peripheral pieces of equipment and the expected simplicity of the program that would be
2
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generated during this study, it was decided to develop the program using a modified form of
BASIC, a computer language comp,ztible with that mm:hine.
Section 2 provide5_ _:ontinuingthre_zdd_Lrihing lhe development of varinus ur¢_ in thi_
._tudy. Uw ism_de(_1"Appendices to provkk, Iht, dHaik, d hnckl_roundin thew _,re;i._.




2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE THERMAL VACUUM TEST OPTIMIZATION MODEL
As noted in Section I of this report, previous studies have been conducted into the perform-
ance ot"spacecraft during test and in orbit. These studies (Ref. I, 4, 5, 6) grouped the spacecraft
into a large class and dealt with the class as heing homogeneous. These studies, while providing
analytical models describing performance during system test and during orbital life,dcscribcd their
performance on a component basis.* llowever, none of the,_ studies investigated the perlbrm-
ante of the spaceclaft components when they were tested on an individual (or component level)
a
, basis.
• This study conceived of decrea',ing failure rate as a process that could be intercepted at the
: " component level and followed on through into the mission. Also, the optimization process was to
include both COh_ponent and system level testing. Therefore it became necessary to develop an
analytical model that could be used to describe the reliability growth of equipment during the
- component level test phase.
; Data from 109 component level tests were selected from files at the Guddard Space Flight
•; Center (GSFC). No specific effort was made to randomize the selection of these data; the major
,, objectives were to determine whether the available data was usable in a study such as this and, if
7
sn, _ag this small sample, to develop a reasonable analytical model to describe the component
_' lewl test program.
:_ Appendix A contains an example of this data and the methods of and programs for analyzing
it. The data are presented as they are retained in the computerized files except that information
,_ identifying specific projects or dates has been omitted.




_..,. It was recognized that the GSFC data provided a unique opportunity to investigate not only
reli,,bility growth as a functinn of time, hut al._ to investil_ate tile effects of the environmental
,' lilclors operaling on lhe item under h;sl. The specific factors of interest were tile temperatures '
to which the item_ were exposed and tilt: periodicity of the temperature applications. Appendices
;.i B and C respectively deal with tile development of Iho:;e portions of the analytical model that
- deal with these two puramete_,
I Appendtx I) describes the development of the aaalytical model used in describing the proc-
_' ess of reliability growth through the component test phase, the system test phase, and during the
orbital mission.
A basic problem inherent to the development of a model that performs optimizations based
on cost is the establishment of parameters that describe the way in which costs are affecte_ .,y
". the other parameters. In the ¢"evelopment of this model, the costs themselves that were co,tsid-
_i; ered relevant were: (a) the cost of the launch, (b) the recurring costs of the paying,' the.
; t
'_ cost to produce a second one), and (c) the thermal vacuum test cos_,
_. Launch costs were considered as those recurring costs associated with placing the payload in
•" orbit. Appendix E provides a description of the methods used in establishing these costs. Many
. simplifications were employed in order not to unduly delay the completion of the overall model:
most of the; major costs are believed included. The launch cost model contains options that per-
mit the user to consider an expendable launch vehicle (a Scout, a 2900 series Delta, or a 3g00
. series Delta) or the Space Transportation System with a number of the options it provides.
It can be seen that an important parameter in e_tablishing launch costs is payload weight.
-_ The program provides for a user input as to payload weight. However, if the user is unable to
° " provide this information, a weight is estimated internally by the program based on the number
._ of components (as described in Appendix D), the type of mission (free-flier or not). and the
..-°
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type of instrument involved. This estimating feature was particularly helpful in developing the
program. Appendix F ,iescribes the approach used in estimating the total payload weight.
As noted previously, the cost of the payload plays a part in the cost optimization equation.
This cost is requested of the user. If the value is unknown, the program will internally generate
an estimated cost based on payload weight, whether it is or is not a free flier, and the type of
instrument system involved. A more complete explanation of the process is contained in Appen-
d" dix G.
': J
The last cost item that is included in the optimization equation is that of the tests costs.
Test costs were derived from data obtained from aerospace and government sources. Some of
the data was considered sensitive insofar as they indicated management practices of the corpora-
tions. Since it was desired that this report be distributed without restriction, the details of the
evaluations of this test cost are omitted from this report. They will be included in a separate
: document. Appendix H provides information as to the final figures derived from the amalgamation
i
of the industry and government data. As such, it is considered not to present any information<
: that an industry source would be reluctant to divulge to other corporations. It does present cost
" figures for component testing, system level testing, and repairs including the algorithms used
within the program.
One of the key items needed in the development of a cost optimization model was a param-
_- eter that could be used to relate the performance of an item in orbit to cost. The concept of a
lost value, i.e., that money that would be lost because of less than perfect performance, is one
,' that lends itself to an optimization concept. While costs themselves can be defined (to within
: some degree of accuracy), the selection of a parameter that describes the performance of an item
:. in a eeneral way is subject to a good deal of question.
_: In this study, it was decided to use the concept of availability as described in Ref. 2 and 3.
i' t_ssentially, this concept involves a determination of the remaining capability of an item to
=: 6
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perform its mission after having undergonesome number of malfunctions. The basic parameter
that is derived is that of "instantaneous availability" as described in Ref. 2 and 3; it is the per-
centage of the initial capability of the equipment to perform its mission that remainsat some
'4
point in time after a number of failures. From the instantaneous availability, A, is derived an
averageavailability, _', that is considered a measureof the accomplishment of the mission. Ap-
" pendix I describes the development of the availability parameters. It also contains graphsshow-
ing how they vary with mission parameters _,nda description of an applic_*_on.
I
Havingdeveloped cost data and a parameterthat can describe the success of a mission, it
becomes possible to derive an expression that may be minimized or maximized in order to obtain
an optimum result. The expression u_-edin this model is:
Lost Value = (1 - _) (Launch Costs + NumberRecurringofPayl°adMissionsC°Sts) + (1)
Component Test Costs + System Test Costs.
In operation the model iterates through a number of test programsincluding certain user
defined inputs and designates that combinations of parametersthat minimizes the lost value. If
a user designates a desired averageavailability, _, this becomes a fixed parameter. If this is not
designated, the iteration process includes a determination of X and again determines a minimum
lost value with a correspondingZ.
The model currently is applicable only to single flight missions although it does treat reus-
able payloads to the extent that this cost is ammortized over the number of flights. Similarly,
another current shortcoming of the model is that refurbishment costs are not included; this is
not seen as a problem since the model does deal only with the first flight where no refurbishmento
is involved. It la apparentthat a very important extension of the model will be to extend the
availability concept to multiple flights of the same payload so as to account i'orthis very impor-




Appendix J presents information pertaining to the computer program itself including a list-
ing of the program. The listing is heavily annotated with remark statements to assist a user; it
could be significantly shortened merely by removing these statements. In addition, Appendix .I
contains a large number of trial cases conducted using the model. These are included to demon-





3. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
The analytical model that has been devclol_d is capable of selecting a thermal vacuum test
program (from among a number of alternate approaches) '.hat results in an optimized cost func-
tion to a user. The model is extremely flexible in that it allows a user to investigate programs in
which the test program pvrameters and mission parameters are variable.
The user is required to define the number of components that compl'ise the payload. Other
parameters (such as weight and cost) can be entered by the user or he may elect to allow the
model to determine these parameters. The user may also select from a number of launch options.
The model is restricted in a number of aspects; however, these restrictions are due not to the
implicit design of the model but rather are due to the desire to complete a workable analytical
model in a timely manner. For instance, only three expendable launch vehicles are included:
there is no technical reason why all expendable launch vehicles could not be included.
The model is based in large part on assumptions of average component performance. There-
fore, it is best suited to be used as a guide rather than for developing hard and fast programs. In
time, the model could be greatly sophisticated to involve much less averaging.
No sensitivity studies have been conducted to define those areas in which added work would
provide the greatest yield. In addition, the statistical limits of the assumptions have also not been
established.
Costs of tests are based on extremely limited data. It is hoped that this data can be im-
proved by discussions with readers of this report. Costs of the payload are based on models de-
veloped by others. The TVTO model, for expediency, has used these other models in simplified
form. Costs for the launch vehicles are based on information of a preliminary nature.
llowever, with all of these shortcomings, given a user defined average availability, the opti-
mum programs .selected by the analytical model appear not unreasonablc. When the modcl is
9
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: allowed to select a test provam without the restriction of a fixed average availability, the opti-
mum program results in an unexpectedly long test. While at first one might choose to disregard
this solution, it is arrived at in exactly the same manner that solutions resulting from a user defined {
average availability are arrived at, and those yield "reasonable" results. It may then be that we
: must rethink our test policies and to understand what, in fact, the model indicates.
gs
Because of the intimate relationship between test temperature and test prof'de within the
: algorithm, it is virtually impossible to predict the optimum program. However, it appears pos- l
sible to make certain generalities. Most evident is the trend of decreased costs arising from ex-
tended temperature limits. Since the model assumes that no new failure modes are introduced
by extending the temperature limits, one might expect this result. A user would then be advised
to select the optimum temperature by selecting the widest temperature range over which the
equipment is capable of operating.
The effect of the ratio of time spent during transition to time spent during dwell is not
clear; however, it does appear from the case shown in Appendix J that long transition times to
not yield optimum results. The case shown in Appendix J and other runs that were conducted
indicate that ratios of transition to dwell times of 1:2 are close to optimum cases. However, the
: better case as seen in Appendix J was a ratio of 1:11.
The model does indicate that with the 1:2 ratio, the shorter the period, the less the lost
.: value. The optimum test duration must be established by u_-_of the model; it is impossible to
predict the optimum program by inspection.
It appears that programs having a low cost re_xlt in a no-test option or a component-test-
: only option. The trade-off points have not as yet been established since they depend not only







The concept of availabilityappearsto providea way for a user to establishperformance




Throughout the development of this model, areas for improvement became evident con-
stantly; only the desire to reach some fixed point in time with a stable working model prevented
pursuing these areas. The following is a list of some of the more important areas that should be
developed.
(I) Establish the Statistical Correlation Between Test and Orbital Performance
The current analytical model is based on the assumption that payload performance dur- •
ing test is related to its performancein orbit. This assumption has been used pre_'f_,usly
(Ref. 17 et al.). However, this hypothesis needs to be verified by determining the correla-
tion between system test and orbital performance. It is believed that sufficient data exists
to define that correlation. It is believed that it would be impractical to attempt a correla-
tion between component and system performance based on past data became of the diffi-
culty in establishing the history of individual components.
(2) Establish the Uncertainties and Sensitivities Within the Model
The variancesor confidence intervals need to be established in many areas (e.g., the
reliability growth expressions) as well as determining the sensitivity of the model to various
parameters.
(3) Improve the Data Base
One of the most difficult aspects of the study has been to relate the model to past
performance. In great part, this is because the raw data base has not been recorded in a
systematic manner;every program conducts its business its own way. In many cases, the
o
data base was developed by discussions with individuals who were associated with a program
and who were asked to recall some item from memory.
Two areas in particularneed improvement. First, the data base on component testing
needs to be greatly expanded. The current conclusions based on the existing base (Appendix
12
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4A) are grounded on very tenuous relationships. Many more tests need to be analyzed to
=" verify effects of the test parameters.(
Secondly, the cost of testing needs to be better defined. Current accounting practices
and work breakdown structures do not permit the separation of test from other costs, most
notably from integration. In great part, the current model is based on data generated from
estimates as to the way in which past costs should be allocated.
l
Consideration must be given to the need for a data base and a systematic data collec-
tion program. Old data needs to be recorded in an appropriate format and new data continually
added to maintain a record of the most recen! trends.
(4) Revise the Initial Failure Rates for Follow-On Units
While the cost algorithm currently contains data for follow.on units (i.e., those where
a similar payload has previously been flown), the decreasing failure rate model does not. There is
data from a number of programs that indicates that the failure rate for second, third, etc.,
similar models (up to but not including the last of a series) decreases. This change in failure
rate needs to be accounted for.
(5) Include the Effect of Multiple Flights
The current optimization algorithm considers only the fhst mission and assumes that
the availability is required for this fhst mission. It would be more in keeping with the STS
concept to account for those cases where multiple flights are used to accomplish a mission
objective. Two other factors would enter the algorithm. One is that the mission itself, even
though it might not be a success, would contribute to the reliability growth of the payload
and this would have to be factored into the test program. The other is that the cost of re-
pair and refurbishment would have to be factored into the model.
13
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(6) Introduce Greater Sophistication into the STS Cost Portion
The present model is greatly simplified insofar as establishing STS costs. For instance,
only the costs that very evidently exceed $200,000 (e.g., OMS kits) have been included.
_t
Less apparent costs - but ones that may far exceed $200,000 such as the cost for additional
power - should be included. An opposite approach using a user provided cost input, is an
alternative. °
(7) Develop Marching Army Costs .
The "Marching Army" costs (Appendix H) are based on very gross assumptions. It
would appear relatively simple to develop more appropriate costs based on existing models
for program cost as a function of time.
(8) Devise a "Finer-Grained" Model
This recommendation cuts across a number of areas and inciudes effort to do such
things as establish component test costs for various sized chambers, adding a smaller chamber
(e.g., 7 ft. x 8 ft.) to the system test group, break components into classes (e.g., experiment
vs. non-experiment related or electronic, electro-mechanical, mechanical, etc.) and break
payloads into various classes. This would also result in a significant change to the model
itself since, with f'mer grained identification of components for instance, one would follow
the effect of degradation in a particular area to its impact on the mission. It could result
in the model treating the payload as a combination of series and parallel paths as is done in
Ref. 16. It would provide a way to better tailor the test plan to a specific program.
(9) Use the Analytical Model Form for the Space Environment
The analytical model currently takes the space performance of the payload as being an
average of the spacecraft in the data base. It is a relatively simple matter to input the mis-
sion values for period and temperature to more closely simulate the performance of a par..
ticular payload that is under study.
14
t(I0) The Availability Concept Should be a Subject for Further Study
As pan of Appendix I, it was shown how the concept of availability could fit actual
mission profile requirements. It is believedthat this can be further refined to become a
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GSFC DATA BASE. 109 COMPONENT LEVEL TESTS
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APPF.NDIX A
GSFC DATA BASE, 109 COMPONENT LEVEL TESTS
In order to develop a model that is representative of a situation, one must be able to define
the situation a:; it c'xists, in the area of thermal wlcuum _¢sting, a data bank exists at GSFC that
has been compiled by tile organization thai has been responsible for thermal vacuum testing. This
data was begun in the early 1960's until 1976 when a reorganization took place and the data bank
, input changed. Tile data in the system prior to the reorganization contained information on all
tests conducted by the ,group in various sized temperature chambers, thermal vacuum chambers,
and solar simulation facilities. The tests were conducted at all levels of assembly of spacecraft.
As time passes, data is sent to storage where it is retained for a number of years and then de-
stroyed. Therefore, the available data includes a period of about 10 years.
The data bank i[self consists of the handwritten records of the tests indicating such things
as the name of the project, the name of the item tested, the dates of the test, the TAR (Test
Action Request, authority for the test plus some data), the times at which temperature changes
took place, and failure information.
In order to i:lake this data amenable to computer operations, it was transcribed onto a mag-
netic tape cassette (Hcwlett-Packard 9162-0061 Data Cartrige) using a Hewlett-Dackard 9831A
calculator (which was used for most of the analyses conducted under this study). 109 data files
were so established. Addendum A-A is a listing of the information in these files (with informa-
tion that identifies the particular item omitted).
The four columns listed in each data file include (a) the matrix row in wb;'h that line of
data is contained, (b) the hour of the year at which the temperature change took place, and (c)
the failure status. Under "failure status," a 1 indicates that an anomaly took place some time
between the hour indicated on that row and the hour of the next row; a zero indicates no
A-I
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anomaly. The number "2" in that column indicates a break in the test, a "3" indicates that no
functional tests were performed during the exposure, a "4" indicates the continuation of a test
beyond the last entered data, and a "5" indicates that the anomaly occurred somewhere within
the time period within which the "Ss" are noted.
Fig. A-i shows the format of the array in which the data is stored. In order to simplify
4
various analyses, this data was compres_d into two other arrays (72 col. x 50 rows each). The
format for these arrays is shown in Fig..,1-2.
Addendum A-B is the program for storing the data and Addendum A-C is the program for





• ,,:> : " '_ - ,3!
00000001-TSC02
COL. NO, ---4. 1 3 3 4 E i ? 8
D(1,ll I*| OI1,31 011o$1 011,41 011,8) 015,8| DII,7) Oil,8)
TAR NUMBER PROJECT NAME JOB ORDER NO. RETEST'/
+
COL. NO. _ E 10 11 12 13 14 16 Ii
0(2,t) D(2,2) 0(2.3) 0(2,4) 0(3,8) 0(2,6) 0(2,7) 0(2,81
NAME OF TEIrr ITEM
It
COL. NO, _ 17 13 1O m 21 22 23 24
I)(&i) D(3,_) D11_11 DI&4) DCU) D(2,01 DI&T) (hI D(2,,61
LEVEL OF ITEM TEST FACILITY NUMBER OF
A_Y TYPE MATURITY TYPE NUMBER OUTCOME COMPONENTS --
COl.. NO. ---_ 26 26 27 28 8 30 31 32
;)(,,._) 0(_) 0(4.3) O(4o4) m4,s) 0(4_) WAS FIRST
TOTAL TEST NO, OF I/2 TIME AT TiME AT 1/2 CYCLE --
TIME T(MAXI T(MINI CYCLES T(MAXI T(MIN) HOT OR COLD
COL. NO` ---e_ 33 34 35 M 3? B m 40
NUMBER OF
EARLIEST TIME OF FAILURE LATEST TIME OF FAILURE TEMPERATURJFAILURE8
-%(<m
FAILURE #1 #2 #3 FAILURE #I #2 , #3 FAILURE #1
COL. NO` "--_ 41 42 43 44 46 M 47 48
AT EARLIEST NUMBER OF 1/2 CYCLES TEMPERATURE AT LATEST
< TIME OF FAILURE AT TIME OF FAILUREI*
#3 FAILURE #1 #2 #3 FAILURE #1 #E #3
COL. NO. _ 40 80 61 62 63 64 66 HT(MAX) AT TiME OF ?(MAX) AT LATEST TIME
FAILURE OF FAILURE T(MIN) AT EARLIEST < }
FAILURE #1 #3 #3 FAILURE #1 #E #3 FAILURE #1 #2
COL, NO` _ 67 68 69 E0 81 62 63 M
TIME OF TIMIN) AT L _*TESTTIME NUMBER OF
:) FAILURE OF FAILURE _ OR MONTH DAY YEARRETEEll
#3 FAILURE #1 #2 #3
COL. NO..,--,e. 08 M 8"/ 26 N 70 71 ?2
TIME AT THE COMPLETION OF EACH 1/2 CYCLE
NOTES: (1) THESE DESIGNATIONS INDICATE THE CORRE3PONDIHO ELEMENT FROM ARRAY OII26,111;
WHERE NO ELEMENT 18 iNDICATED, THE VALUE HAS BEEN COMPUTED FROM THE DATA.
(hi MUST lie EQUAL OR GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF FAILURE&
Figure A-2. Format of ArrayAI [50, 72]
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ADDENDUM A-A
SAMPLE DATA FROM 109 COMPONENT LEVEL TESTS
00000001-TSC04
'!
: DRTR FROM FILE # 1
TAR XX,XXX J,O. XXX-XX-XX ProJ: RBCD
Level: $$ys! Me_urity: PFlt! Type: Exper! Item: EFGH
: Humber of oomponentsm 4
Type of testm TV F_oility Hr, 239
OutcoMe of test: UndeterMined
Total test time: 109 hrs
. TiMe at Tmax ( 40 deg C): 32 hrs
TiMe at TMin (-10 del C): 30 hrs
" Row Hou_ Tem_,de_ C Failure Status
5 2981 25 B
6 2917 25 "0
7 2923 -10 1
..: 0 2925 -10 0
:. 9 2937 40 0
10 2944 40 0
: 11 2953 -10 0
12 2978 -10 0
13 2984 40 0
14 3009 40 0
15 3010 25 0
DBTB FROM FILE # 2
TAR XX,XXX J.O. XXX-XX-XX ProJ: ABCD
" Level: CoMp! Maturity: PFlt! Ty_e: Exper! Item: EFGH
Humber of components: 1
Type of test: TV Facility Hr, 240
Outcome of test: UndeterMined
Total test time: 98 hrs
:: TiMe at Tmax ( 40 deg C): 36 hrs
: Time at Tmin (-10 deg C): 36 hrs
_, Row Hour TeMp,deg C Failure Status
F': 5 2629 25 0
6 2635 40 0
::? 7 2659 40 0
': 8 2665 -10 0
i_: 9 2677 -10 0
:, 10 2682 40 0
..- 11 2694 40 0
12 2699 -10 0
•: 13 2723 -10 0
_-. 14 2726 25 0








PROGRAMFOR STORING DATA FROM GSFC DAtA BASE
10 COM DI[35,B ],P$[6 ],H$[16 ],L$[4 ],T$[5 ],M$[4 ],C$[2 ],OS[14 ]
28 REM - PROGRAM TO STORE DATA FROM CODE 755 FOLIOS
30 FORMAT "TAR No.",FS.O_'°,",F4.8




80 LOAD KEY 2
81 CFLRG e
83 DISP "Li!t d_t_ £roP_£ile";
85 INPUT R
86 IF NOT FLRGO THEN 99
88 SFLRG 0
90 DISP "FILE NUMBER";
92 INPUT F
94 LORD DATA #1,F
96 GOTO 480
99 DISP "File Hr. £or storage";
100 INPUT F
110 PRINT "File Nr;";F
120 PRINT
130 FIND F
140 DISP "TAR Hr. (AS XXXXX)";
150 INPUT J
160 D[ 1,1]=INT(J/1000)
170 D[ 1,2]=J-1000*D[ 1,1]
180 DISP "ProJ n_e (P$, 6 SPA)"; ._
190 INPUT P$ --_RILI_ 0_ 'l_Itl_
200 TRANSFERP$ TO D[1,3] I_?_OI)U_210 DISP "J.O. Hr. (AS XXXXXXX)"; --_, _._,_k_llS]2001_,
220 INPUT J .:-_Rtt;l_'_ -
230 D[ 1,6]:INT(J/10000)
240 D[ 1,7]=J-10000*D[ 1,6]
250 DISP "Re_es_? I=Y,O=N ";
260 INPUT D[ 1,8]
270 DISP "l_er_n_rne(N$, 16 SPA)";
280 INPUT N$
290 TRANSFERN$ TO D[2,I ]
300 DISP "Lvl o£ _ss'y (I=C,2=SS,3=S,4=TM)";
310 INPUT D[3,1]
312 IF D[3,1]=1 THEN 318
313 IF D[3,1]=4 THEN 320




320 DISP "Ite,_ type (l=Hskm_,2=Exp,3=Both or ?";
330 INPUT D[3,2]
340 DISP "M_turity (I=PF,2=PT,3=TM,4=UNK,5=FltA,6=SPRRE;etc.";
350 INPUT D[3t3]
360 DISP "Test. type (I=TY_2=TC,3=TB,4=?)";
370 INPUT D[3,4]
380 DISP "F_cili_ Hr. (AS XXX)";
390 INPUT I)[3,5]
400 DISP "Ou_,co_e (l=S_t,2=Ur,s_t,3=It,drr_)";
410 INPUT I)[3,61
420 DISP "T(_x, de9 C";
430 INPUT D[4,2]








500 PRINT "ProJeotm ";P$tSPn10t"Ite_= ";H$
505 IF FLRGO THEN 870
510 GOTO D[3t2] OF 560t5801600
520 GOTO D[3,3] OF 620,640,660,680,700,?20
530 GOTO D[3,1] OF 74017601780
540 PRINT "Lul of ass'_: ";L$t"Maturit_: ";M$," Type: ";T$

































870 PRINT "Ty_e o£ _est: ";C$1" Facility Hr. ";D[3,5]
080 GOT0 D£316] OF 9501970199011010
890 PRINT "Outcome of _e$tm "105
900 PRINT "T_xm"lDC4,2];"de_ C. T_in:";D[4,3];"de_ C."
905 IF FLRGO THEN 1030
910 PRINT











1030 PRINT "C_l= 1 2, 3 4 5 6 7"
1040 PRINT "Rou Mo D_ Yr TiMe T_.,_p,de_ C Sun Failure S_atus"
1050 FOR I=5 TO 35
A-B-2
O0000001-TSCO8
1055 IF FLAGO THEN 1228
1060 DISP "Mo,De,Yr (XX,XX,XXIi£ endle,o,e)";
1070 INPUT D[I,I],DCI,2],D[I,3]
1080 IF DCI_I]'O THEN 1240
1090 DISP "Hour (XXXX)"I
1100 INPUT DCI,4]
1110 DISP "Te_, de_ C";
1120 INPUT DCI,5]
1130 IF D[3,4]#3 THEN 1160
1140 DISP "Sun on ? 1=Yes, 0= No ";
1150 INPUT D[I,6]
1160 DISP "Fail btwn now and next _er? l=Y,O=N,2=Unknown";
1170 INPUT DCI,7]
1180 DISP "TEST INTRPT NOW(I=Y,O=N)";
1190 INPUT A
_200 IF A=O THEN 1220
1210 D[ 1,7]=2




1245 IF FLAGO THEN 1920
1250 DISP "USE FN KEYS 1"0 CHANGEOR CONT "
1260 STOP
1270 PEN - This routine converts MoDaYr to Hour o£ Year (addin_ last
1280 PEN - year i£ the test crosses a year.
1290 FOR I=5 TO 35
1300 IF DCI,1]=O THEN 1730
1310 REM - This section determines whether this is the same year as at the
1320 REM - start o£ the test and i£ that was a lea_ Year.
1330 IF DC5,3]=(D[I,3]-I) AND INT(DC5,3]/4)=D[5,3]/4 THEN 1360







1410 PEN - This section talc the hr o£ _he yr (adding last yr i£ r_r'd).
1420 T1=0
1430 FOR G=I TO 12
1440 K=D[I,I]-G
1450 IF K=O THEN 1640
1460 IF K=I THEN 1540
1470 IF K=2 AND INT(D[G,3]/4)-DEG,3]/4 THEN 1580
1480 IF K=2 AND INT(D[G,3]/4)#D[G,3]/4 THEN 1600
1490 IF K=3 OR K=I2 THEN 1540
1500 IF K=4 OR K=6 THEN 1560
1510 IF K=5 OR K=7 THEN 1540
1520 IF K=8 OR K=IO THEN 1540
1530 IF K=9 OR K=11 THEN 1560 , _C]]31L1,t'_OFTB_,_%
1540 D1=31 ___&ODI _ I8 _OOS














4,660 REM - Roundin9 _o the nearest whole hour.
1674 H3"(I)£114]-H2_100)/60





I730 REM - C=Ioulate time @ Tma× and Tmin; also total test ti_e.
1740 D£4,5]=B[4,63=D[4, i]=L1=0
1750 FOR L=5 .TO 35
1760 IF DrLIT]#2 THEN 1799
1770 LI=D[L+I _8 I-D[L,8 ]+LI
1790 IF D[L,1]=O THEN t900
1800 REM - Co_ute ti0_e@ Tmax and T_in.
1810 IF DtL,5]#D[4,2] RND DEL,5]#D£4,3] THEN 1880
18_.0IF DEL_5]=D[4t2] RHD DEL-I,5]=D[4,2] THEN 1850
1830 IF D[L_5]=D[4,3] RND DtL-1,5]=D[4,3] THEN 1870
1840 GOTO 1880
1850 D[4,5 ]=Dr4,5 ]+D[L,8]-DEL-I,8 ]
1860 GOTO 1880
1870 D[ 4, 6 ]=D[ 4_ 6 ]+D[ LI 8 I-D[ L-l, 8 ]
1880 NEXT L
1890 REN - Commute _otal l,est time.
1900 9[4, I]=D[L-I,O]-D[5,8]-LI
1910 PRINT
1920 PRINT "Col: 8 5 6 7"
1930 PRINT "Row Hour Tempi de9 C Sun F_ilure S_atus"
1940 FOR Z=5 TO 35
1950 IF 912,1]=0 THEN 1980
1960 WRITE (2,60)Z,D[Z,8],D[Z,5],D[Z,6],D[Z,7]
1970 NEXT 2
1960 PRINT "Total tes_ timel "lD[4, I];" hrs"
1990 PRINT "Time a_ T_ax ("lD[4,2];" dee C): ";D[4,5];" hrs"
2000 PRINT °'Timeat T_in (";D[413];" de$ C): ";D[4,6];" hrs"
2010 PRINT
2020 DISP "Rll OK (1=Y,O=H)9 8 results in STOP";
2030 INPUT R
2040 IF R=O THEN 2090
2050 STORE DRTR #t,F
2060 F=F+I









PROGRAM FOR LISTING DATA FROM FILES
O0000001-TSC11
PROGRAM TO PRINT CSFC DRIR FROM FILES
IG CON DI[351B]IP$[6]IH$[16]IL$[4]IT$[5]IM$[4]IC$[2]_O$[14]
20 REM - PROGRAM TO LIST DRTR FROM CODE 755 FOLIOS
30 FORMAT "TAR "IF3.0,"_"_F4.0," J.O. ",F4.01"_",F3.B_"_",F3.O," Projl "
40 FORMAT F3.0,2X,F3.0tlX,F3.0,1X,F3.B,3X_F5.O,2X,F5.0,5X,F4.0,11X,F2.B
50 MAT D=ZER[35,B]
60 DI3P "ENTER Ist & LAST FILES FOR LST_IG'°!
70 INPUT FI_F2
80 FOR F=FI TO F_
90 PRINT "DATA FROM FILE #'°IF
108 PRINT




158 GOTO D[3,2] OF 288,228,248
160 GOTO D[3,3] OF 260,28_J300,320,340,360
170 GOTO D[3,1] OF 380,400,420
180 PRINT "Lev_l: ";L$;"; N_uri_y: ";MS;°'; T_e: ";T$;"; l_eA: ";N$














330 GOTO 170 OF340 M$="FI_ " RI_RODUUI_uJ_















510 PRIHT "NuRber o£ COR_Oheht$1 "|D[_?]
528 PRINT "TY_e of te_tl "|C$," Facili_ Hr. "|D[3,5],LIH1
530 fiOTOD[3,6] OF 560,580,600,620











630 PRINT "ro,.o.l t.e._,,t._._lel "ID[_,I]I" hr;_."
G40 PRINT "TiQe o.t. TP',_x ("I]_[4,2]I" de._ C)s "I[i[4,5]I" hrs."
658 PRINT "TiF, e et. TF,in ("ID[4p3]I" de3 C)I "ID[4,_3]I" hrs."
660 PRINT
67@ PRINT
68@ PRINT "Col= 1 2 3 4 8 5 7"
690 PRINT "Ro=.v He D= Yr Ti,',_eHour TeF_p,de,_c F,_ilure_;.;t.o.ttl_."
79B FOR I=5 TO 35
















CORRELATION OF COMPONENT FAILURE RATES
WITH TEST TEMPERATURES
There was insufficient data in the GSFC data bank (Appendix A) to establish a significant
relationship between temperature and failure rates. In view of this it was decided to take an ap-
proach that assumed a certain make-up of parts within an average component, compute failure
. rates of the parts as a function of temperature using thermal characteristics based on Military
Handbook 217-13 (Ref. 12), and thus arrive at a measure of component failure rates over a given
temperature range.
A "spacecraft component," as used throughout this report, refers to a sub-section of a
spacecraft system which is essentially a self-contained combination of parts performing a unique
function within the spacecraft system.
General def'mitions of system subdivisions are given in Fig. B-1. As used herein, equivalent
failure rates of components within the system are implied. In an ideal situation, all identified
components would have the same failure rates or reliability characteristics. In actual practice
this condition does not exist. However, good analytical results have been consistently obtained
:.: in the past using essentially a count of system components to represent the system complexity.
Also, this level of assembly is a convenient unit to use since it fairly well represents she system
complexity, and it is the level of assembly generally used in identifying failures or anomolies
that occur in space operation.
Parts for a typical spacecraft electronic component used in an unpublished presentation by
W. Smith, GSFC Product Assurance Division, were taken as a reasonable representation of a corn-
6
;. ponent unit, or "black box." Generic failure rates of these parts at temperatures from 20 to
" 100° Centigrade were then derived using the guidelines of Ref. 12. Table B-1 (output of corn-
; puter program, Addendum B-A) shows the piece part composition of the "average" spacecraft
7.
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£_J_mn- A major subdivision of a given
launch vehicle such as a propulsion
system or spacecraft system. The system
SPACECRAFT embraces all its own subsystems including
checkout equipment and servicing equipment.
_- The next functional subdivision
of a system and is generally composed of two
or more components designed to perform an
COMMUNICATIONS operation.
SUBSYSTEM
Component - The next functional subdivision
of a subsystem and generally is a self-
contained combination of assemblies per-
TRANSMITTER forming a function necessary to the sub-
system's operation.
_- The next functional subdivision
of s component and consist of parts and
subassemblle_ which perform functlolm
POWER SUPPLY necessary to the operation of the component
as a whole.
- An assembly within a larger
assembly.
REGULATOR
- An element of a component, assembly
or subassembly which is not normally
RESISTOR subject to further subdivision or dis-
assembly without destruction of the designed
use.






(oC) MONOL. HYBRID TRRHS. DIODES RESIS. CRPRC.
20 0,0257 0,3121 0,000? 0,0002 0,0003 0,0002
30 0,0312 0,4512 0,0008 0,0003 0.0005 0,0002
40 0,0388 0,6392 0,0009 0,0003 0.0007 0,0002
50 0.0510 0,9024 0,0010 0,0_04 0,0010 0,0002
60 0,0681 1,2408 0,0012 0,0_05 0,0015 0,0002
70 0.0941 1,6544 0,0015 0,0006 0_0023 0,0002
80 0,1246 2,1808 0,0018 0,0008 0,0033 0,0003
90 0,173_ 2,8576 0,0023 0,0011 0,0049 0,0003
100 0,2374 3.647E 0,0031 0,0017 0.0072 0,0004
TYPICRL BLRCKBOX COMPOSITIOH
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BLRCK BOX FRIL. RRTE/10¢6 HRS.
TEMP.
(oC) MOHOL. HYBRID TRRHS. DIODES RE$IS. CRPRC, TOTRL
20 2,75 33,39 0,01 0,01 0,05 0,02 36,23
30 3,34 48,28 0,01 0,01 0,08 0,02 51,73
40 4,16 68,39 0,01 0,01 0,11 0,02 72,70
50 5,46 96,56 0,01 0,02 0,17 0,02 102,23
60 7,29 132,77 0,01 0,02 0,25 0,02 140,35
70 10,06 177,02 0,02 0,03 0,3(; 0,02 187,51
00 13.33 233.35 0.02 0.03 0.53 0.02 247.28
90 18,55 305,76 0,03 0,05 0,78 0,02 325,19




component, along with the individual part and component failure rates over the stated range of
temperatures. An exponential curve of the form, AeB(T+g) was fitted to the computed failure
rates with the constants as shown:
h(T) = 7.9 x 10-6 e 0.0306(T + 32),
where T = temperature in degrees Celsius.
This function is plotted in Fig. B-2.
Q
On the basis of these results, one would conclude that failure rates increase with increasing
temperature, and conversely, decrease with decreasing temperatures. Results of a study of ther-
mal vacuum test failures conducted by Timmins, Heuser, and Strain (Ref. 6), show that on an average
basis, hot temperature related test failures are greater than those experienced during ambient
temperature conditions: however, cold temperature related test failures are also greater and
moreover are essentially of the same relative magnitude as those experienced under hot tem-
perature conditions. These conditions can be discerned from Fig. B-3 (Fig. 5 of Ref. 6). A pos-
sible explanation of this is that the temperature function thus far developed applies only to the
reli_,bility degradation of the physical/molecular mechanisms within the piece part: and that other
degrading thermal forces must be acting upon the larger structure of the "black box," or com-
ponent, such that there is an "equal" degrad.ation of component reliability under colder than
ambient conditions - to those higher than ambient.
Using this hypothesis, a mirror image of the temperature function was developed, (increasing
failure rate with decreasing temperatures), with the failure rates equal at 20°C. The sum of these
two curves results in an expression for the total effect of temperature on the component failure
rate given by:
h(T) = h(T o)(e 0.0306(T+32) + e 0.030_(72-T)),
t
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Reference: NASA "IN D-7408, Nov. 1973, "Analysis of Flight Model Spacecraft Per-
formance During Thermal-Vacuum Tests," Timmins, Heuser, Strain
Figure B-3. Thermal-Vacuum Malfunctions per Spacecraft of Flight Spacecraft by
Day and Environment
The net effect of this transformation is shown in Fig. B-4. While somewhat arbitrary, it is
believed to be a reasonable approach to the total component temperature function, referred to
in subsequent sections of the report as part of the "environmental intensity factor," E. A test
of its applicability was made through an independent analysis of the data in Appendix A, using
a rather unique approach.
While the data bank was insufficient to permit a straight forward determination of the re-
lationship, it was felt that some indication could be obtained by developingan indirect approach,
that is, by developing groupings that excluded certain failure probabilities.
The data was analyzed without regardto time or the number of cycles and it was assumed
that the grouping was sufficiently homogeneous so that the effects of the_ other two stresses








'L A binomial approach was taken; that is, a component either passed or failed a test. If more
' than one failure occurred during a test, it was assigned as another component. (No more than
i three failures were encountered during any test; multiple failures were very infrequent.) '
Since we were interested in failures (tests concerning binomial distributions generally deal
.i
with successes and we simply interchanged the terminology), a computer program was written to t
:':. search through the data and determine (a) how many failures occurred out of n components
.,_ tested at temperatures down to (T- l)°C and (b) how many failures occurred out of n components
tested up to (T+ 1)°C. This is equivalent to saying for case (a) at g'I' and for case (b) at _T. A point
estimator,_, of the probability of failure was found by dividing the number of failures by the number
of components. (This nomenclature and much of the following is consistent with that found in Ref. 13).
Z:, The confidence interval or band within which the true failure probability lies is (Ref. 13,
: Chap. 2. Sec 3)
.:"" where 15"is the number of failures divided by the number of units tested, n ,"_1"=(1 -_'); go_12 is
! a standard normal random variable; and the choice of ordetermines the 1 -or percent confidence
interval for p, the true probability of failure. By choosing ot= 0.05, got/2 = 1.96 and the confidence
:.:- limits approach 95%: that is, we are 95% confident that p lies ,vithin the limits expressed by Eq.
.:.: B-1. (This approximation becomes subject to significant error when n is small or _ or _ approach
.:: zero.)
;_ Figs. B-5 and B-6 are graphs on which are plotted the 95% confidence bands within which
y.
..:: the probability of failure exists. These are shown as brackets open to the right or left and indi-
, cate data based on the probability of failure above or below the temperature minus or plus one
:: " degree. It can be seen that no significant difference exists between the two figures. Also plotted
: °.
:..'. ........ _ ... ,:........ .2.. v ..... -:- "'-
: ......... 7k----.:............ ., 00000001-TSDO8
is a bar that indicates the intersection of these two confidence bands. Since one band applies to
temperatures _(T and the other to temperatures >__T,the intersection provides an indication of
the location within which the probability of failure at T exists. The word "indication" must be
emphasized.
Also plotted on each figure is the function
P(F) = 1.0088 x l0 -2 [(exp(0.0306(T + 32))) + (exp(0.0306(62 - T)))] (B-2)
where P(F) is the probability of a failure as found earlier and T is the temperature in degrees Cel-
sius. The numerical values were adjusted to match an indicated minimum at 15°C suggested by
the data plotted in Figs. B-5 and B-6.
It is interesting to note that the function expressed in Eq. B-3 was developed independently
of the data and that the only modification was to select the point at which the minimum failure



















40 DFITFIO. I':1,fI,83_11.2,::,l.i2 1J,hlq, l./,O,5,1!3,,:'.,l,f1,E:25,:',-l,l,,5,,I.4,l,_'\,,',.:?,,;-'.r'd,
50 l]fITFl7._,,"!:.6,'?_.?
6£I FORHflI' F_.',,_
, _:I FOPHfI[ 6F13,4
80 FORt'IfI[ 6F,'--':,,i',,F':J.,:'
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230 PRINT TRBIS,"SINf;LE [DEVICE FHILLIRE PFITES.'IOi'6HF"."..",LIN2
240 PRIIIT "TEI'IP."
250 PRINT "(oC) HONOL. HYE:PID TRFIN'.-.,IJlOIJE'.-; RESIS. r:fiF'AC."
260 PP.IHT "- ............................................. ",LIHI
270 FIXED 4
280 FOR I=I TO 9
290 WRITE ':2,60._FI[I,I];
300 FOR _I=2TO 7
310 WRITE ,:'.2:7O';'FI[I,J].,
llkl_
:320 NEXT J ,m,l,_IllRJl , • T.__f_'_,3:30 WRITE "2,*_




380 PRINT TFIBI5,"T't'F'ICALB HC_. E:O'.'.COI'IPO'_IItOII",Lltll
390 PRINT TFIBIO,"PIECE PFIRT",TRBGO,"NO. UF PARIS _
400 PRINT TFIBIO_.... _TFIB60,"-...............'
410 PRINT TFIB5_"t'IICROELECTROtlIC IJEYICES-I'IUHOLITHIF",IRB64,"10,....







490 PRINT TFIBI5.,"BLFICKE'.O/,FRIL. PRTE'IOI6 HWS.".,,LIN2
580 PRINT "TEMP.''
510 PRINT "(oC:', NOHOL. H'_'BRLD rRFltIS, i_It.tDESRESIS. L:_.F'RC.TOTHL"
520 PRINI "-.............................................. "I..IH1
530 FOR I=I TO 9
540 RESTORE 2:-'0
550 WRITE (2,60>FI[I,I]1
560 FOR .J=2TO 7
570 REFID P --_ {)_',-
' " :"* '"
580 WRITE ':.2,,3O..H[I.,J _'" .,.
590 F2=F2+FI[I,,J]+P
600 NEXT J t_,_.., -,,_ ",. ..it" I













DEVELOPMENT OF THE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL FOR COMPONENTS
This section of the report covers tile development of a mathematical model chosen to reflect
the influence of time, tc,npcrature, and teml_erature cycling on the state of component reliability.
The need for the model was basic to this study since it was the means by which a quantitative
assessment could be made of the generation of failure and failure rates - the former required as
a direct input to the cost model and the latter required for projecting component reliability to
space operations.
Several published reports were reviewed to arrive at an appropriate form of a failure proba-
bility function, F/N, from which failures and failure rates during tests could be derived. The
"power" functions developed in Ref. 1, with respect to time as a variable, served as the basis for
this work.
Other published reports verified reliability growth through temperature tests, with the num-
ber of temperature cycles as a variable. Ref. 14 is a report of an extensive survey of aerospace
industry practices for achieving high reliability including the beneficial use of temperature cycling
as a means to this end. High rates of change of temperature during the test were suggested. Ref.
15 is a report of experi_._ental test results achieved by subjecting 200 units of avionics communi-
cation equipment to temperature cycling during burn-in tests at two different cycling rates; half
were tested using a cyclic period of four hours and the other half using six hours per cycle. The
conclusion reached was that the four hour cyclic burn-in resulted in the same effectiveness as a
burn-in with six hour cycles, but in 2/3 of the total test time. Unfortunately, mathematical
models showing the separate effects of time and temperature along with the number of temper-
ature cycles were not provided. These reports, however, were useful in establishing basic assump-





r(1) Thermal-vacuum test failures can be categorized according to the phase of the tempera-
ture cycle. High temperature failures occur during, and only during, the high temperature phase
(or dwell), cold temperature failures occur only duringthe cold test phase, and temperature tran-
sition failures occur only during transition periods. A fourth category is included to account for
those failures due to unspecified causes. Stated mathematically,
.- F _F o + FH + Fc + FT (C-l)
where: F = total number of failures, Fo = failures due to unspecified causes, and FH, Fc, FT =
failures due to the cyclic phases of hot, cold, and transitional temperaturesrespectively.
(2) Reliability growth takes place in each of the cyclic temperature phases, to a degree de-
pendent on the amount of time spent in each phase. In other words, the specific failure rates de-
crease with total time within a specified phase using the models proposed in Ref. l, this assump-
tk,_ is equivalent to,
h(t)x = KExBtxe-1 (C-2)
and
F(t)x = KExNtxe (C-3)
where: h(t)x = a failure (hazard) rate function, F(t)x = a cumulative failure function, N = num-
ber of components, K = initial cumulative failure rate at t = 1 hour (or day), tx = total time
spent in a specific test phase, x, and Ex = environmental intensity of a specific test phase, x.
(See Appendix B.)
(3) Dwell times at the high and low test temperature are equal and in turn equal yp. The
total time spent at the maximum and minimum temperatures is:
n
_: tH = tc ffi_- yp (C-4)
where: n = the number of cycles (one cycle includes one dwell plus one transition), p = the





(4) The environmental intensity factor during temperature transitions is equal to a function
of the average rate of change of temperature during the portion of a cycle equal to (l - y). Then:
z
F.r = G (C-S)
\(1 - y) p/
where: G = proportionality constant, z = an unknown power of the average rate of change
of temperature.
These assumed conditions are believed reasonable in fight of the analytical results presented
in the referenced reports. In particular, Ref. 6 reports failures classified in a similar manner and
shows the accumulation of failures separately for each class as a function of accumulated time
within the class. A general expression for the failure probability in terms of time, temperature,
and the degree of temperature cycling was developed using the relationships described above.
From assumption I,
F/N = (F/N)o + (F/N)H + (F/N)c + (F/N)T (C--6)
From assumptions 2 and 3,
(F/N)H = KEHtHB.
n
Letting tH = _ yp and the total test time t = n p,
(F/N)H = KEx t B (C-7)
Similarly,
(F/N)c KEc (_) _
= tB, and (C--8)
(F/N)T = KET( 1 _ y)S tB (C-9)
C-3
-- -'. .... L.... , . _ t
v
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- ° ..... ) (C-IO)(F/N)T=KG(1 y) _il - y) p tB
By substituting Eqs. C-7, C-8, C-9, and C-10 in Eq. C-6, combining terms, and simplifying,
the final expression for F/N becomes:
CT"-F/N = (F/N) 0 + K EH + Ec) + .G(I- y)n tn (C-1 I)\(I - y)p
where:E_I,E¢ = environmentalintensityfactorduringthehotandcoldtemperaturedwellphase,
respectively,asdefinedinAppendixB.(e.g.,EH = exp(0.0306(TH + 32))+ exp(0.0306(62- TH)).)
SolutionfortheunknownparametersofEq.C-lI wereobtainedby firstnormalizingthe
datafromAppendixA andthendeterminingleastsquaresolutionsforK andB foreachsetof
valuesof(F/N)0,y,G,andZ iteratedovertheirexpectedranges.BothChi-SquareandKolmogorov-
Smirnoff(K-S),goodnessoffitstatisticswerecomputedforeachsetofvaluesinordertofind
the best fit parameters.
The results of this exercise are given in the following equa'ion as the solution for failure
probability:
E (_)' - TC 2qFIN 0.02+ K EH +E c) + 3(I - y)B(TH Y/
= (t + _)B (C-12)
\(1 - y)p/ _]
where K= 424 x 10_ failuresper unit-hour and B = reliability growth factor (0.7 for component tests).
Note: The actual least squares solution included an additional "location" parameter, "y
(gamma). While this required an additional iteration for the solution, it was felt worthwhile since
the use of gamma helps to "linearize" initial time variations in the data.
C-4
. -.. %. . ..... . .. v
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Eq. C-I 2 is the equation used for determining the effects of component testing. It was also
applied to the system test and space operations phases using the appropriate values of K, B, _,
and E for each phase.
The computer program for normalizing the basic data in Appendix A is included in Adden-
dum C-A. The output of the program is shown in Addendum C-B. The program developing the
' least squares solution for the unknown parameter of Eq. C-I I, is shown in Addendum C-C. A
sample output is shown in Addendum C-D.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the acceptability of the analytical model was as._sed
•: by using the K-S statistic. The computed value for the best fit case was 0.015. Since it is less
than the critical value of 0.086, the ability of this model to simulate component test conditions
can not be discounted on statistical grounds. Therefore, an inference exists for accepting the
' model for reliability determinations. It would have been more convincing had this statistical
. acceptance been supported by the Chi Square statistic as well; however, because of the relatively
:' small sample size of data, compared to the number of "data cells" and the large number of vari-
ables required, the number of degrees of freedom was equal to zero. Thus, no conclusion as to
"- goodness of fit could be reached with this statistic.
. Additional data beyond the 109 files noted in Appendix A is required in order that an accept-





PROGRAMFOR NORMALIZINGTHE DATA FROM ADDENDUM A-A
00000001-TSE06
LORD#E.,6
T/V OFTIMIZ, TAPE II
10 COt"TJlE35,B_IP$[6]_N$CI6],L$[4],TSE5],M$[4],C$[2],OSE14]
28 DI_.RS[75,12],BS[75,12],RS[28]
30 REr'/'PROGRRMREDUCES RRW DATA FROM DI(35,8>, AND COMPUTES AND STORES"
40 RE_I"INTERMEDIRTE STRTISTICS IN RS(75,12); WITH FINAL DATA IN BS(75,12)"
50 REr':"FORFINRL SOLUTION OF F/N=£(n,t_T). THESE ARRAYS ARE THEN STORED"













190 FCR I=1 TO 109





240 BEI,6 ]=BEI,6 ]+N
245 CFLRG 6
250 FOR K=5 TO 35
260 IF ])[K,I]=0 THEN 390
270 IF FLAG6 THEN 350
280 IF D[K,5]=CI THEN 290
285 IF D[K,5]#C2 THEN 380
290 $FLRG 6





350 IF K=5 THEN 380






420 IF KI=T/6 THEN 440
430 K_=KI+I
440 IF KI<74 THEN 460
450 KI=74




500 FOR K=I TO KI+I
510 REK,2]=H
520 NEXT K
538 F{R J=5 TO 35
540 IF D[J,I]=8 THEN 1848






570 IF DEJ-I,7]=2 THEN 1030
. 580 T_=TI+D[ J, 8 ]-D[ .J-l, 8 ]
590 IF ])[J-1p7]#1 THEN 830
' 600 Tc,=(TI+T2)/2 "
610 IF T5 >--T7 THEN 730
,: 620 REI,6]=R[1,6]+I
: 630 Ff.R K=I TO 75
: 640 GC.SUB 670
650 NEXT K
: 660 GOTO 830
670 R[K,B]=R[K,8]+I
680 IF K>KI+I THEN 720
690 REK,4]=R[ K,4]+l
'" 700 IF REK,2] <= 1 THEN 720




: 750 IF T6*6=T5 THEN 770
; 760 TfE=T6+I
il 770 IF T6<74-THEN 790
' 780 T_ =74
_, 790 FZR K=T6+I TO 75





"; 840 IF T4*6=T2 THEN 860T
.'-." 050 T_=T4+l
:; 860 IF T4<74 THEN 880
" 870 T"=74 ..__.,'" .
- 880 IF T l>m7 THEN 930 • "----,-,_,.--'-"_G_'_'_'t'_U_ __".:.ii 9 F 2 <= 7 THEN 1020 0 )_
_. 900 T_=B
":, 930 FER K=T3+2 TO T4+1 O_ _LGI"_. ..,
; 940 IF D[J,51#25 THEN 970
_ 950 V]=23
-," 960 GO.TO 980
--_,_ 970 Vl =I_[J,5 ]
i'" 980 BE K,7 ]=CI-C2
• V ** I .
-. 990 R[K, II]=EXP(Y_('YI+32))+E,,p,._._(62-VI>)
: 1000 I'EXT K
': 1010 13=T4
r
, 1020 1 I=T2
' 1030 tEXT J
:" 1040 FOR K=I TO 75
_ 1050 lISP I;K;KI
.:_ 1060 ]F ,',.r.._._THEN 1110
..: 1070 F[K,5]=R[K,2 ]+R[K,4]
:" 1080 IF K=I THEN 1110
1090 E[K,&]=B[K,8]+B[K,7]_.R[K,_.,=]._6
_:.. 1100 F.[I<.,'._]:R[K,12]+R[K.,II]+R[K,5]_6
II10 F[K,10 _I=R[K,10 ]+R[K, 2 ]










1180 FOR Jl=5 TO 35
1190 IF FLAG4 THEN 1820
1200 IF DEJ1,2]#0 THEN 1290
1210 ,,=J1-1
1220 IF FLAG1 THEN 1250





1272 IF B[J,8]-X3-XI=P2 THEN 1820
1280 COTO 1540
1290 J=J1







1360 IF NOT FLAG1 THEN 1410




1410 IF D[J,5]=C1 THEN 1510
1420 IF FLAG2 THEN 1720
1430 IF _[J,5]#C2 THEN 1720
1440 EFLRG 2


















1600 ]F FLR_5 THEN 1630
1610 _FLRG 5
1620 F,[I,3]=A[I_3]+(P2-P)*N
1630 FOR K=(PI+I) TO P3
1640 ft[ K, 3 ]=A[ K, 3 ]+(P2-P)*R[ K, 5 ].6
1650 E:[K,2 ]=P4*R[K,5 ]
1660 NEXT K

















1850 I:OR K=2 TO KI+I







1930 FOR K=2 TO 7_
1940 6[K,7 ]=(RtK,8 ]+R[K,I8])_6
1950 IF K>2 THEN 2000




2000 I:_[K,9 ]=R[K-t,9 ]+R[K,7]
2005 6[K,3 ]=R[K-1,3 ]+R[K,3 ]
2810 E[K,4 ]=B[K-l,4 3+B[K,3 ]
2020 F[K,12]=R[K-1,12]+R[K,12]
2030 E.[K,9 ]=B[K-I,9 ]+B[K,8 ]
2050 E[K,6]=R[K,9] R[K,1]
2055 E[K,5]=B[K,4]/8[K,6]
2060 E[K,18 ]=B[K,9 ]/R[K,9 ]
2070 E:EK,12 ]=R[K,12]/REK,9]
2080 PEXT K
2090 FR II'!T TRB55,R$, LIN2
2100 FRINT " TIME df F Nr dHT NT H-_'"
2110 FRIHT " -.................. "
2129 I:ORMRT5Fg. O,F.B,F8.O




2170 FRINT TIME p(o/2) N-rl h' d .O-L:) £(TEMP)
2180 I:RINT " -......... "
2190 FORMRT F8.B,FIB.4,FI1.4,F9.4,F12.2,F13.3
2200 FqR J=t TO 75
2210 F[ J,3]=R[ J,3]/R[ J,9]
2228 tRITE (2,2190>B[J,I],R[J,3],B[J,4],B[J,5],B[J,10],B[J,12]
2238 t EXT .J
2235 [-EL,lIND
2240 fRINT LIN2
2250 lISP "TO STORE-(CONT.,EXEC,)";
2260 F.TOP
2280 lISP L.HHN.,E TRPE8"!
2298 '.iTOP





"" ,:,TLFED Ill 13PTIMIZ "IRPE II RS FOLLOL._S:"_._50FRIHT "DATA 13 " "° T/'.,.' .
C-A-4
O0000001-TSEIO
236_ FRINT TRBIO,"RS(75112) IH#I,"INI
2370 FRINT TRBIO_"BS(75pI2) IN #1,"IH2tLIH2







NORMALIZED DATA FROM ADDENDUM A-A





lIME df F Hr dNT NT Ms_
:. 10 4 4 198 1985 1985 199
- 6 5 9 197 1236 1236 206 '
,; 12 4 13 192 1230 2466 206
. 18 2 15 187 1212 3678 204
'L 24 0 15 182 1182 4860 203
30 2 17 163 1080 5940 198
36 4 21 161 1092 7032 195
42 0 21 156 1062 8094 193
48 2 23 152 1050 9144 191
54 I 24 148 1032 10176 188
60 0 24 134 948 11124 185
66 0 24 130 924 12048 183
":" 72 I 25 128 918 12966 180
78 1 26 125 906 13872 178
": 84 0 26 123 894 14766 176
- 90 3 29 115 864 15630 174
96 0 29 105 804 16434 171
.r ]02 0 29 99 768 17202 169
; ]08 I 30 91 726 17928 166
_ ]14 0 30 89 714 18642 164
120 0 30 87 702 19344 161
: ]26 0 30 83 678 20022 159
_': 132 0 30 78 648 20670 157
; )38 0 30 73 618 21288 154
]44 0 30 69 594 21882 152
_50 0 30 66 576 22458 150
" ]56 0 30 65 570 23028 148
: J62 0 30 65 570 23598 146
:., ]68 0 30 65 570 24168 144
,!. ]74 0 38 63 558 24726 142
, ]80 0 30 57 522 25248 140
,, ]86 0 30 50 480 25728 138
, _92 2 32 47 474 26202 136
. ]98 0 32 39 426 26628 134
;': 2:04 0 32 39 426 27054 133
: ;:10 2 34 33 402 27456 131
'._ ;'16 0 34 29 378 27834 129
:: ?22 0 34 26 360 28194 127
;28 0 34 24 348 28542 125
:! ;'34 0 34 22 336 288?8 123
" ;_40 0 34 22 336 29214 122
C ;'46 0 34 22 336 29550 128
': ;;52 0 34 22 336 29886 119
,_ ;58 0 34 19 318 30204 117
" _64 0 34 19 318 30522 116
;'70 0 34 17 306 30828 114
,.:. ;'76 0 34 17 306 31134 113
;:82 0 34 14 288 31422 111
"i. ;"88 0 34 14 288 31710 110
,:- ;:94 0 34 10 2_4 31974 109
_:00 0 34 3 222 32196 107
C-B-I
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$06 8 34 _ 222 32418 . 106
_12 8 34 3 222 32648 105
::18 8 :34 3 ,',oo o,-,,-*.:,
_ ._ 183
_24 8 34 3 222 3_084 182
330 0 34 1 210 :33294 101
:!:36 8 34 I 218 3:3584 100
_42 0 34 I 210 33714 99
_48 6 34 I 210 33924 97
_,54 0 34 I 210 :34134 96
{60 0 :34 I 218 34:344 95
':66 8 :34 i 218 34554 94
_72 8 34 1 218 :34764 93
:'78 8 :34 I 218 34974 93
_84 0 34 1 218 35184 92
_90 0 34 I 218 35394 91
_9_ 8 34 I 218 35604 98
,02 8 34 I 210 35814 89
'08 8 34 1 218 36824 88
'14 8 34 I 218 36234 88
_28 8 34 1 218 36444 87
_26 8 34 1 218 36654 86
_32 0 34 1 218 36864 85
_38 9 34 I 218 37874 85
_44 0 34 I 218 37284 84
C-B-2
i _ j_ "_=" " - "----_' ,--'_ ......_7- --"........._-------'- - " :,7 ">'
00000001-TSE14
TIME P<o/2) H-n n' d<o-C> £(TEMP>
10 0.0341 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.000
26.6262 63.0171 0.$059 56.65 13.028
12 26.8004 119.6540 0.5823 56.56 12.858
18 27.1386 170.7580 0.8357 56.34 12.686
24 27.2000 214.5720 1.0596 55.85 12.517
30 2(.8282 259.5000 1.3106 55.53 12.363
36 28.1117 306.1180 1.5672 55.28 12.294
42 28.3550 $51.9550 1.8265 55.09 12.209
48 28.6102 $93.6440 2.0664 54.96 12.123
54 28.8201 429.8400 2.2810 54.85 12.039
60 29.3656 465.4570 2.5106 54.70 11.968
66 29.8794 496.3900 2.7193 54.54 11.884
72 $0.5155 528.0030 2.9320 54.38 11.847
78 $1.1033 556.8940 3.1313 54.23 11.827
84 31.6659 591.7060 3.3661 54.09 11.810
90 $2.2550 610.7590 3.5167 53.07 11.783
96 $2.8561 626.6850 $.6608 53.61 11.746
102 33.4059 641.5810 3.8043 53.34 11.704
108 33_6828 659.0150 3.9700 53.07 11.644
114 $4.3447 675.8550 4.1330 52.81 11.596
]20 34.9001 688.4090 4.2705 52.54 11.538
]26 35.3446 701.4950 4.4146 52.30 11.488
132 35.7404 714.2580 4.5613 52.03 11.432
138 36.1158 724.[160 4.6941 51.78 11.379
144 36.4845 732.8870 4.8230 51.50 11.321
150 36.7317 742.0320 4.9561 51.23 11.266
156 36.9637 755.6070 5.1188 50.97 11.213
]62 37.1159 766.6430 5.2630 50.73 11.164
168 37.2207 777.3450 5.4036 50.50 ll.lfl
174 37.2751 785.9440 5.5508 50.26 11.059
]80 37.3367 793.5040 5.6571 50.04 11.007
186 37.4207 802.5160 5.8018 49.83 10.954
]92 37.3773 810.7160 5.9407 49.63 10.905
]98 37.4028 818.9160 6.0893 49.44 10.859
2.104 37.4177 824.9230 6.2203 49.25 10.814
210 37.4439 829.9300 6.3478 49.07 10.768
216 37.4531 834.1680 6.4734 48.84 10.714
222 37.4503 839.0400 6.6066 48.61 10.661
2:28 37.4136 841.9120 6.7254 48.37 10.605
234 37.4132 844.7800 6.8453 48.14 10.549
_:40 37.4128 847.6480 _.9636 47.91 10.494
246 37.4125 850.5160 7.0805 47.68 18.440
2:52 37.3686 853.2770 7.1949 47.47 10.386
258 37.3480 856.0380 7.3123 47.25 10.334
2164 37.2154 859.0070 7.4300 47.05 10.282
2:70 37,0929 863.9050 7.5664 46.80 10.225
276 36.9673 865.3740 7.6715 46.56 10.169
2:82 36.8652 866.8430 7.7796 46.31 10.112
288 36.6717 868.2500 7.8857 46.06 10.055
294 36.4017 868.6680 7.9874 45.81 10.000
_00 36.1833 86_.08_ _ 8.0981 45.52 9.939
306 35.9679 869.50._ 8.2074 45.24 9,879
C-B-3
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312 35.7555 869.9220 8.3155 44.97 9.819
318 35.5459 870.3400 8.4222 44.69 9.760
324 35.3270 870.3950 8.5240 44.42 9.702
330 35.1240 870._490 8.6277 44.16 9,643
336 34.9235 870.5030 8.7300 43.89 9.585 ,
342 34,7256 8?0,55?0 8,8311 43,63 9,528
340 34.5301 870.6110 8.9309 43.37 9.472
354 34.3370 8?0.6650 9.0296 43.12 9,416
360 34.1462 870.7190 9.1270 42.87 9,360
366 33.95?8 870.7730 9.2233 42.62 9,306
3?2 33.7717 8?0.8270 9.3185 42.37 9,252
378 33.5078 870.8810 9.4125 42.13 9,199
384 33,4060 870.9350 9,5054 41.89 9.146
390 33.2265 8?0.9,90 9.59?3 41.65 9,094
396 33.0490 8'1.0430 9.6881 41.42 9,043
402 32,8737 871,0970 9,7778 41,19 8,992
408 32.7004 871.15 10 9.8665 48.96 8.942
414 32.5291 871.2050 9.9542 40.74 8.893
420 32.3597 871.2590 10.0408 40.51 8.844
426 32.1923 871.3130 10.1265 40.29 8.795
432 32.0269 871,3670 10.2113 40.07 8.747
438 31.8633 871.4210 10.2951 39.86 8.700
444 31.6838 871.4210 10.3774 39.64 8.653
C-B-4








T'Y OfTIMIZ. TAPE II
LIST
10 REI "PROGRAM TAKES COHP. TEST D,ITFI_F."H,T IME, T_.,a>.:,T,._in,F',At..IiDOES flL.EA:-,T'SO."
28 RE["MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANAL. '0 SnLVE F'ARAf.I.OF: F,"N=F."t.,o+KE._Ct-to;,IB_,"
88 REI'"WITH A LOGARITHMIC'.PROGRES'.;IONI.IEIGHTING.IT THEtl GIYES GOODHESS OF FIT"
48 REr."STATISTICS (CHI SQUARE,NULl. CHI o-ou.,AND KOLMOGOROV-:_:;NIRNOY:_,_FOR"
50 REI'."EACHOF THE VALUES USED IN THE ITERATIYE SOLUTION."




100 LC.AD DATA #1,5,A






165 G('TO 190 "r_
170 MF!TPRINT A; .-.,-.'_.I . _;._:_..
180 HFT PRINT B; _100_ '_ "_:" ' 'g_z_'_190 D]SP "IF ERROR-I,0K-O";
200 It PUT Z ._0 I,
210 If Z=O THEN 233
220 ])]SP "MAKE CHGE;--CONT.,EXEC. ;
230 S'lOP
233 DISP "MAX. TIME"; , .
234 It_PUT T8 " -_ _ O_
240 E[2,1]=0.6 ___I_,_.OT)
245 FE.-A[i,8 ] F_t._": '- '
250 F{RMAT F5.2,_F7.2,F7.2
260 F_RMAT F5.Z,F .....3,F8.3,F8.0,F9 3,F4.g,FG.CI,2F7.3
26.5F(R Z=0.5 TO ._.5STEP 0.2
270 PFINT LIN2
280 PFINT TAB55,A$,LIN2
290 PFINT TAB20,"GSFC COhPOt.IENTT IST DATA F'ARFI[IETERS",LIt-II
300 PFINT TABZF:,"(_IOI"G)",TAB45,"HULL"
310 PFINT " Y ";
320 PFINT " G BETAt. LHMBDQ Fhl S,_...DEGR Ch12 t:.-S K-E'.+."
3:30 PF INT "..... ";
:340P_ INT " -.............. "
360 F(R A=2.5 TO "_ _..:,STEP 0.5
370 PFINT Z ,TAB.,"FI"
880 PFINT "---- ";TAB9, "- **._.+ p .+_***_*+_+.+'_.*_*****_*+****_"
.382 WFITF (2,2.SO)Z,A
385 H{=100
390 F{R Y4=0.9 TO 0.9 STEP 0.1
415 PFINT "-.............."
420 FI:_RG=-B. °,_.TO -0.4 STEP 0. I























620 E=(B[ It10]/(8[ 1,3]_'.(I-Y4)))¢Z
630 E:E*B*(I-Y4)tE[2, I]
640 E-"E+B[I,12 ]*2*(Y4/2)tE[ 2, I]


















830 IF E[I,I]>200 OR E[I,I]<-200 HEN 980





920 REM"DI=K-S* FOR 0. i LEVEL OF ;IGNIFICFIHCE"
930 REM"HI=HULL CHI SO. VALUE"
940 IF H>H5 THEN 980





1010 FOR Jl:2 TO Nl
1020 I'ISP ZIR;Y4IG;JI
1030 F=E[I,I]*F[JI,4]_(B[Jltl]+G)"E[2,1]
1040 _2=RB$(F-F[ Jl _5 ])
1050 IF $2<$i THEN 1070
1060 ,c.1=$2
1070 F=F,B[ Jl _6]
1080 F=F-FI
1090 ]F F(5 THEN 1150
1100 F I=FI+F







1150 FRINT "t_.lox=";B[Hl,l]!"HRS." TBB45,<2_H2..,!"DEG. FREE])OI'_",LIH?










1260 PRINT LIN2 4
1261 PRINT TRB55,R$




1266 PRINT "K=" ! KI "_101'-6"
1267 PRINT "Z="IZ
1268 FRINT "R=";R
1270 PRINT "F/N(E,p,T)=F/No+K*(2E :Y/2)¢B+R_, I-Y>'tB(Tx-Tn)/'(t-v)p)1'z) (T+G)I'Bt."
1280 PRINT " TIME F/Hd_t,_ F/N(E,T)"
1290 PRINT " - ............ "
1300 FORMRT F6.0,2FI1.3
1310 FOR I=2 TO HI
1320 E=(B[ I,10]/((I-Y4)*R[ 1,3]))1';:
1330 E=E*R*( I-Y4)I'82
1340 E=E+2*B[ I,123*(Y4,"2)I_82
1350 F=FB/B[ I,6 ]+K_E_(B[ I,1]+G)_B2
1360 WRITE (2,1300)R[I,1],R[I,8]/B[I,6],F
1370 HEXT I
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ADDENDUM C-D
SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM FOR LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION
(ADDENDUM C-C)
00000001-TSF07
GSFC COMPOHEi4TTEST DATA PARAMETERS
(.10_6) NULL




0.90 -0.800 0.653 420 t.460 -1 104 0.015 0.086
• 0.90 -0.700 0.654 442 1.451 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.600 0.655 441 1.441 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.500 0.656 439 1.431 -I 104 0.015 0.086




0.90 -0.800 0.654 432 1.458 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.700 0.655 429 1.446 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.600 0.656 427 1.435 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.500 0.656 426 1.425 -i 104 0.015 0.086




0.90 -0.800 0.655 420 [.453 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.800 0.655 419 1.453 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.700 0.656 416 1.44_ -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.600 0.656 415 :l.431 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.600 0.656 415 1.431 -1 104 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.500 0.657 413 1.420 -1 103 0.015 0.086
0.90 -0.400 0.658 412 1.410 -1 103 0.015 0.086
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE OVERALL RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL
Component reliability growth functions within each thermal vacuum test phase are discussed
in Appendix C. This appendix, D, covers the concept and development of matlw.matical expres-
sions which transfer reliability growth from one phase to another, (e.g., component level testing
to system level te_ting and on to space flight).
There are two approaches that may be used for this pro'pose. One method assumes a con-
tinuous functior, with time measured from the beginning of component testing all the way
through to the end of life:)other function parameters are associated with given phases and are
used as needed. In the second method, separate functions are used to represent component re-
liability within each phase, and appropriate adjustments are made at the beginning of each phase
based on the end conditions of the preceding phase.
The first method results in a smooth transition of failure rates and total failures. In the
second method, a new time base is established for each phase. This results in a failure rate at
time t = 0 that theoretically approaches infinity: this is followed by a rapid drop so that at time
t = 1 the failure rate is equivalent to the final value achieved in the previous phase. As a con-
sequence, there is a slight increase in the number of failures over those generated when using
only one continuous time variable.
The second method is believed to represent the process that occurs between the three phases
considered in this study more correctly: it has been used for the following reasons:
(1) The functions for failure rate, h(t), and cumulative failures per component, F/N, for
each phase were initially derived independantly, (Ref. l and Ap. C). The computed values of
the location parameter, _mma O'), used in each case did not indicate the need for further adjust-
ments to the time base.
D-I
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Q(2) Ref. I infers a correlation between final system test failure rate and tile space failure
rate function at time t = I. Mathematically, this can be expressed as:
h(t)TEST = (KEB)sPAcE (D-I) _,
where K, E. and B are the reliability growth function parameters defined in Appendix C.
Also, as in Eq. C-2 of Appendix C (but with t + '1'substituted for t), the function
h(t) = KEB(t + 7) B'i (D-2)
describes the failure rate at any time, t, during system test (see Ref. 1).
(3) The ability of the model to simulate az_increase in the number of failures at the start
of system test and also during space flight is a highly desirable feature that accounts for those
defects introduced because of the interactive effects of one component on another (resulting, per-
haps, from system integration and the disruptive or transient thermal stresses present during the
launch). In the techniques used in "failure flow analysis," these perturbations are taken into ac-
count and added to the defect population in subsequent events (Ref. 17).
In the approach of the socond method described above, an allowance for these initial anoma-
lies is automatically included at each successive phase. The first method does not simulate this
situation.
A graphical representation of this process is shown in Fig. D-I (using a constant environ-
mental intensity). Both failure rate, h(t) x 104. and cmnulative failure per component, (F/N) x
100, are plotted. Had these functions been plotted using full logarithmic coordinate paper, sys-
tem, they would both appear as straight line functions of time. (This is a convenient character-
istic of a "power distribution" or the Duane growth model.) Note that there is a continual de-
crease in failure rate (increase in reliability), except for the time between successive phase.
As noted above. Fig. D-I represents a reliability process with the environmental inte_)sity
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: ,_,_ r- Figure D-I. AnalyticalforTestM°delandOperationalTrendsof FailureSphasesand Failure Rates
*:_ would be higher and more failures would be expected in a given period of time. A corollary to
tb_,:statement is that the same number of failures in a test will result in a shorter period of time
if the environmental intensity is increased.
An interpretation of this relationship is represented graphically in Fig. D-2 which shows the
"_ relationship between time and failure rate on a lo:'arithmic scale. Total t:ailures are represented
- D-3
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a.s tile areas under the ctlrves. U.sltig the concept.s of failttre flow analysis ;llltl tht, abow, we can
write tht' foliowinp, rdation._hip:
(F/N)I lij= (F/NI t + IFINlin (I)-3t
where IF/HI i,sthe nlinlber (if f;iiltircs per _tlinponcnt and tll_ Ronlan ntlnieral ._ub,_L'ril_tintlieatL,,s
the approl_riate enclosed art,a iil Fil_, I)-2.
d' i._dlosen sudl that
(F/NIu -- (F;N)Ill (lJ-4)
St,.b_tituting tile equations for F/N developed as a fundion of !: and t (Al_pendix ('. l"q. ('-3)
into tit!. 1)-3, leads to tile solution of tlic equivalent time. d'. a ful_ctiotl of cllvironlllelltal iliten-
siLv t-.
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Thus, the failure rate of an item under testat an environmental intensityof E for a duration d
resultsin a failure rate of the item at an intensity of E' of
/EEt) B'I
h(to Etl = KE'B - (t + _);t-t ID-6)
where t + 3, = d.
As can be seen from Fig. D-2, the immediate effect of increasing environmental intensity
is an increase in the inherent failure rate inferring a decreased failure rate (and a commensurate
increase in reliability) in subsequent operation assuming that the operating environmental inten-
sity is returned to the lower value, E. (It is assumed that no unrealistic failure modes are intro-
duced by the various values of the environmental intensity.)
This philosophy, together with Eqs. D-5 and D-6, was used in deriving the mathematical rela-
tionship for component failures and failure rates from component testing through space operation.
These relationships are given in Addendum A to this appendix. They are used within the total algor-
ithm contained in the computer program (see Addendum J-C) which, in turn, is designed to com-
pute component reliability parameters in space as a function of the component and system test plan.
Fig. D-3 is a plot of failure rates generated by the analytical model. Typical parameters as
observed in the analysis of actual data from GSFC spacecraft programs from 1960 to 1970 were
used to generate these graphs. The results are in good agreement with the average values of the
data sample of 57 spacecraft (Ref. l).
An environmental intensity factor for space of 14.26 is used in this model. This value was
arrived at as follows. First, a set of assumptions was made as to the average orbital conditions.
These were:
(a) The temperature ranges between 5°C and 35°C,
(b) It takes six months to go from one temperature to another,
(c) The temperature varies linearly with time,
(d) There is no short-term thermal cycling effect.
D-5
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SPACE TIME - DAYS
Figure D-3. Typical Failure Rates for GSFC Spacecraft
D-6
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ri - in view of the very slowly varying temperature (30°C in six months), it was consideredmore
,. appropriate to apply an "average temperature" approach to deriving an environmental intensity.
Eq. D-A-4 (of Addendum D-A) provides an equation for the en,_ronmental intensity at constant
,: temperature as
-" O.03061TH/C  3210._)306162 - THI C)
,' EHI¢ = e • + e (D-7)
i (The subscript H/C indicates a maximum or minimum temperature condition as appropriate.)
i .
/" Over the range of 50C to 35°C, Ell is approximately equal to Ec. One can then say that
: EH + Ec is equal to twice some average en_ronmental intensity, E-',that can be expressed as
1 fT T2= _-_ Ex/¢ dTi
.: (D-8)
. l e0.03060 "+ 321 e0.0306162 - 1")
'_
r ',
so that the environmental intensity can be expressed as:
-?
i " EH + Ec = 2"_" (D-9)
o.: Although the temperature profile actually consists only of very long transitions (of six months
', duration) and zero length dwells, the value for y is selected as unity. This is done in consonance
c ,
_. with the concept that the very long transitions induce a stress comparable to that which would arise
; from the application of an average temperature; the long transitions then become essentially dwell
• ';'_ times at the average temperature. What would normally be considered dwell time (the time spent
- ',1
! " at a constant temperature) is zero for the triangular temperature functions, l'herefore, this
•: triangular function results only in a dwell (equal in length to the time to go from one tempera-
ture extreme to the other) and no transition. Since p is defined as transition plus dwell time and




The bracketed term on the right hand side of Eq. C-i 2 of J,ppendix C may be seen to be
the total envbonmental intensity factor. Substituting Eq. D-9 and the value for y of unity into
this expression yields, as the total environmental intensity,
= +3(!- y).?/
The second term in the right hand side of Eq. D-.lO actually accounts for stressesin the
transition phaseand since, as shown before, the transition time is taken as zero, this term be-
comeszero.
Performing the integration of Eq. D-8 yields, as the solution for the averageenvironmental
intensity,
1 [C0.0306(TH+32) 0.0306(62-TII) 0.0306(TC l ˆ)]E" = 0.0306(T H _ Tc ) - e - e + e 0"0306(62-TC (D-I 1)
Taking TH = 35°C and Tc = 5°C` yields a value of ETOTAL = 14.26.
It is recognized that this method yields only an approximate solution for the space environ-
mental intensity. However, because of time limitation and a lack of data, further effort in this
area was not possible. Continued study and refinement should be pursued in the final phase of





MATHEMATICAL RELIABILITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR




" MATHEMATICAL RELIABILITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR
i
TEST AND SPACE PERFORMANCE '
Definitions:
B, Reliability growth parameter; equal to the slope (on a log-log graph) of the rela-
"_ tionship between cumulative failures and time. (B2 = 0.7, Bl = 0.6, Bo = _"314)
E, Environmental intensity
h(), Hazard or failure rate
,,_
K, Initial cumulative failure rate at time = 1
::,. N, Number of components
o; p, Dwell time + transition time; dwell time is the time that the item spends at the
_- hot or the cold temperature (taken as equal), transition time is the time that the
: item takes in going from the hot to the cold condition or vice versa (taken as
equal in the two cases)
,t
,,._ T, Temperature, degrees Celsius
,_'_" t, Time witbin a specific phase (te_t or orbital); hours or days as appropriate
y, Dwell time/p
_ 3', Gamma, location parameter: applied to a particular function so that it may more
"" closely represent initial variations in data. (3'2 = -0.4h, 3"1 = -0.8 days, ?o = 3 days)
_.._ Subscripts:
_- ; 2, I 0, Component test, system test, or orbital phase related (respectively)
. 4, Transformation to space environmental intensity and time units in days
:_ H, Maximum temperature condition
C, Minimum temperature condition
i" H/C, A convention indicating the maximum or minimum case depending on whether
_ the H portion or the C portion is considered
D-A-I
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!. COMPONENT TEST PARAMETERS
!. Failure (Hazard) Rate (see Eq. D-2)
h(t2, E2) = K2E2B2(t2 + _'2)B2.I failures per unit hour* (D-A-I)
2. Failures (see Eq. C-! 2)
F2 = O.02N + NK2E2(I 2 + "}'2)B2 failures (D-A-2)
3. Environmental Intensity
O.0306(TH/C + 32) 0.0306(62 oTH/C}
EH/c = e + e (D-A-3)
[y_B 2 ./rTH _ Tc_I/2
4. Failure Rate Related to the Environmental Intensity of Space, Eo, (from Eq. D-6)
B2-1
h(t2, Eo) - (24 _2) K2EoB 2 (t, + 72) " (D-A-5)\E0/
where 24B2 is necessary to convert failure rate units from hours to days. letting
B2-1
K4 = (24 B2) K2 (D-A-b)
\Eo/
then, the final failure rate can be expressed as
h(t2, Eo) = K4EoBI(t2 + _2) I_2"1 (D-A-7)
11. SYSTEM TEST PARAMETERS
A. Without Component Test
1. Failure r_te related to an enviromnental intensity of space, Eo,
K l "K 4
*Note: K2, the initial cumulativefailureratefor components,is takenas 424 x 10"6. Thisis basedon pasthistory.
Variationsin the inherent failureratesthat may accompanynew techniquesmay cause this valueto change.
D-A-2






'" h(t'E°)= KIE°B! _E'd ' (tl+ q'l)B! (D-A-8)
2. Failures
:_ FI = O.02N + NK t Et(t t + 'rt) aj (D-A-9)
B. With Component Test
:. I. Failure rate related to an environmental intensity of space, Eo
i •
•., .r2)B2-t! K 1 = K4(t 2 + (D-A-IO)
: where t2 is the final time of component test. Then,




:i;. Ft = NEtKl(tt + q'l) el (D-A-12)
Ill. SPACE OPERATION PARAMETERS AT AN ENVIRONMENTAL INTENSITY OF Eo
: A. No System Test
'_ (a) No component test
I. Failure rate; using g 4 from Eq. D-A-6,
,'r
,,#
: K 0 = K 4 (BI/Bo) (D-A-13)




,. Fo = O.02N + NEoKo(t o + 'Yo)B° (D-A-IS)
(b) With component test:
£






Ko = K 4 (BI/Bo) (t2 + 3'2)a2"! (D-A-16)
wheret2 isthetimeattheend of component test
h(to) = KoEoBo(t o + 3'o)B°'z (D-A-17) "
2. Failures
Fo -- NoEoKo(to + 3'o)p° (D-A-18)
B. With System Test
(a) With or without component test
1. Failure rate
B 1-1
K0 " K1 (BI/B O) (t I + 3'! (D-A-19)
where t I is the time at the end of system test
h(to) = KoEoBo(to + 3'o)9°'1 (D-A-20)
2. Failures









The analytical model provides t* ': user with the ability to determine t!,e cost of launching a
payload, it includes a large number of options. Either an expendable launch vehicle or the Space
Transportation System can be selected. Payload project launch costs (e.g., manpower) are not
included.
In order to keep the program simple, only three expendable launch vehicle options are in-
eluded, the Scout, the 2900 series Delta, and the 3900 series Delta. Other options can easily be
added to the model since they arc simply fixed inputs.
Using the value of the 1978 dollar as a basis, the cost of a Scout launch (obtained from a
project that uses a Scout launch vehicle) is taken as 2.4 million dollars (abbreviated in this report
as $2.4M) of which $2.2M was for vehicle costs and $0.2M for support services.
The cost of using the 2900 series Delta (Castor II) was estimated as $15.4M and the 3900
series Delta (Castor IV) as $19.0M. Both of these costs were obtained as rough estimates from
the GSFC Delta project office; the costs include support service costs from the contractor.
STS costs were derived from Ref. 7. This reference describes the way in which STS costs
may be assessed against a user and contains a large number of options. The descriptions con-
tained in Ref. 7 lend themselves to an interactive computer approach and this approach was
followed.
Again, in the interests of simplicity, only certain of the options are included in the analyti-
cal model. Basically they include:
(a) a dedicated or a shared mission,





e(c) if Spacelab, a dedicated or shared element. Also, whether pallets only or pallets and tile
pressurized module are used,
(d) Orbital Maneuvering Systems (OMS) kits are availabh: in the free-flier or attached payload
configuration options (OMS kit weight and length are internally added as payload
parametersL
The model is designed to construct costs based on either weight or length depending on
which parameter is determined as governing within the model. The volume parameter applicable
to the Spacelab payload configuration was not included in the interests of simpli_:ity.
The model assure-s a 60,000 pound STS capability and develops costs based on this. Also,
the user is considered as Civilian, U.S. Government. in the Spacelab configuration, only the long
pressurized module is considered. The number of pallets required is a user input and checks are
made internally to determine that Spacelab element weight constraints are not exceeded.
The user is also provided the option of adding an upper stage to an STS payload. Five con-
figurations are available. Estimates as to cost, weight, and length were obtained verbally from
NASA Iteadquarters. "they include support services. The values used (normalized to 1978 dol-
lars) are:
(a) SSUS-D: $3.2M, 7,500 lbs, 7.5 ft.
(b) SSUS-A: $3.6M, 12,200 Ibs. 8 ft.
(c) IUS-two stage: $12.4M, 32,000 lbs, 16.4 ft.
(d) IUS-twin stage: $14.5M, 48,700 Ibs, 21.8 ft.
(e) IUS-twin stage + spinner: $15.3M, 55,900, 27.2 ft.
The section of the program that deals with launch costs is contained in File #2 and runs










liSTIMATION OF PAYI.OAI) WiqGIIT BASI(I) ON ('OMP()NI.N'I COUNT
II1 illstallCes where lhe payload weiYhl is tlllkllowll, It Iliily I)c' cnlimatcd based solely on corn
ptHicll! Couli[. This in ol}vlollsly a very r(stlgh apl_roxilllaliorl hbl! pl'ovid¢:, ;t Ilser wilh a way of
exercisinRtiiL' progralll.
The cslimalin[,,,a}l.:orilhm was der,vcd l_y ¢Oml)armgthe numl_er of eomponents in a nmnbcr
spacccrafl (taken from Refs. l, 4..S, and o) wilh the lolal Sl)acecraftweigh! a.sIbled in Rcf. _.
" Spacecraft fr,,m the lime frame I_)(_5-I_)()_)12_)_amples.Fig. I.-I ) and I070-1_)75 12(,samplrs,
'_ Fig,I:-2)wcrc compared usinga leas!._luarcssolutiontoan eq:iationI"the l'orm
i,
y = c. exp(t,lxl (F-i)
-: Inasmuch asthe data from Fig, !:-2 were the more recen! and therefore I_']t to be more rep-
..-. resentative,theequation:
Payload Weight. pounds - 118.28 • exp 10,0301 x Nt,taber ol('onq_onenls) 1[:-21
i'
was usedas tile algorithm to e,stablishpayload wright for a trce-llitr l_ayloud.
Tile instrument portion of a I'ree-tlier payload was taken to be I/4 ,_t"the total payload
: weight. This proportion was arrived at from data taken from Table i of Ref, t). l'able I also
,"7
. provides data on gross weight and experiment weight for 17 (;SFC spacecraft. Thi.,:data is plot-





s s ,'; I1"the payload is an STS attached or Spacclab payload, tile enlire weight, as computed by
I_q, F-2 is taken as tile instrume_t weight.
: The portion of the l_rogramthat perforn)s the estin)aling is _'ontaint,d in lhe .subroutine
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ESTIMATION OF PAYLOAD RECURRING COSTS
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APPENDIX G
ESTIMATION OF PAYLOAD RECURRING COSTS
The model requiresat. input of payload recurring costs, if the user is unable to provide _his
as an input, it is internally generated basedon the payload weight, the type of instrument in-
volved, and whether the payload is a free-flier or not.
If the payload is a fred-flier, the payload weight is distributed as 3/4 to the platform and
I/4 to the instruments. The platform cost is then computed usingthe equation:
Platform Cost, MS -- 0.02498 (Platform Weight, lbs)0.st (G-I)
This relationship is taken from the recurring cost estimating relationship for the first unit as
found on page IV-29 of ReL ! 0.
Exhibit 5-1 of Ref. 11 providescost estimating relationships (for the first flight unit, less
design,development, test and evaluation) for 18 types of instruments. 17 of these are basedon
weight and one on power. In order to simplify the program, the relationship based on power
was omitted and the remaining 17 divided among three groups. The user of the program can
comparehis particular caseto the three groups (which name the instrument types) and select the
best fitting relationship. If none of the groupsseem to fit as the instrument is unknown (as was
the casein developingthe program), the user is instructed to select the averagecase.
If the payload is attached to the STS or a Spacclabmission, the entire weight is considered
as instrument and the cost computed accordingly.









Table H-I has been prepared based on data received from aerospace industry and government
sources. Since the basic data provided by the contractors contains information on the internal
company operations and since it was desired that this report be generally available, the data on
which Table 14-1 is based has not been made part of this report; it is contained in a separate
document.
The nominal complexity of the payload indicated in the table is basically that of an earth-
orbiting, scientific spacecraft with a one to three year projected lifetime. It would be similar to
: previous ones although requiring entirely new structure. However, very few, if any, entirely new
housekeeping function designs would be needed. Experiment instrument requirements during
test would be modest during test insofar as stimuli or test configuration constructions: for in-
stance, no critical alignments or special movements are needed. The spacecraft would contain
: some 40 housekeeping components plus eight to ten instruments.
As a f'trstapproximation for simplicity, algorithms have been devised that base test costs on
the maturity of the item (i.e., protoflight, £u'st tlight urfit, or follow.-on unit) and on the number
, of components contained in the item. Table H-I is constructed from adjusted costs of nominal
7 complexity tests in 50000 ar 4 I$00 cu. ft. facilities and average component test costs in a 50 cu.
:: ft. facility, it presents the actual algorithms.
5 One cost that is included under test but is not immediately apparent is sometimes refened
l
•. to as a "marching army" cost. This is a cost arising in other project areas due to a delay caused
by the test program. The present algorithm contains only a rough estimate of this cost. It is
:_ based on $120,000 per week for a payload having 84 components or .120/(84 x 7) million doi-





I. Coml_)nenl I.evelTests: (50 cuft chumher)
I. Protufllghtor QtudlflcationUnit or Follow.On uni!
Cost, $ = (N9  F2)x (_68  25.2x T2) + F2 x OI
2. First Flisht Unit Costs= 2 x Qiudiftcationunit componenttestcosts
!1. SystemLevelTests:
A. LargeChamber(30,000 to 50,000 cu ft)
I. Protoflisht orQualificationUnit:
Cost,$ = (N9 x 3,400 + 147,000)+ TI x(N9x 177+ 17,000)+ O2x(N9 x 158+6,160)+ FI xQI
+ Q3 x N9 (TI - TI/1.34)
2. Fi_t Flisht Unit:
Cost,$ = Costfor a qualificationunit test(_zmetimesand failures)+ (N9 x 861 + 40,300) + TI x (NO
x 44.5 + 7,000) + 02 x (N9 x 158 + 6,160) + FIx QI + Q3 x N9 (T! TI/1.34)
3. Follow-On Unit:
Cost,$ = (N9 x 158 + 6,160) + TI x (N9 x 44.5 + 7,000) + 02 x (N9 x 158+ 6,160) + FIx Ol
+ Q3 x N9 (TI - T1/1.34)
B. MediumSizedChamber: (1,000 to 2,000 cuft)
1. Protofli_t or QualificationUnit:
Cost, $ = (N9 x 2,86(; + 69,800) + TI x (N9 x 96.4 + i ,240) + Q2 x (N9 x 133 + 2,920) + FIx QI
+ Q3 x N9 (T1 - T1/1.34)
2. First Flisht Unit:
Cost, $ = Cost for aqualification unit test(sametimesandfailures)+ (N9 x 679 + 19,100) + TI x (N9
x 24.2 + 516) + Q2 x (N9 x 133+ 2,920) + FIx QI + Q3 x N9 (TI - TI/1.34)
3. Follow-On Unit:
Cost, $ = (N9 x 133 + 2,920) + TI x (N9 x 24.2 + 516) + Q2 x (N9 x 133 + 2,920) + FI x QI
+ Q3 x N9 (TI - T1/1.34)
Legend:
N9,, Numberof Components
T2=Testduration,houri;F2 =Nr. of failuresin componenttest
TI =Testduration,days;FI =Nr. of failuresin systemtest
Q! = RepairCost#failure($5,300)
Q2 =(Nr. of systemtestswithretests)/(Nr,of systemtestswithandwithout retest)
= 27!39;basedon GSFCdatabase








In Ref.2, the PlanningResearchCorporation developed a paranleterthat they termed
"availability"" to describe the usefulnessof a spacecraft system as the mission progresses. A,
the instaneous availability immediately after the nth anomaly, was defined in termsof the
degradationdue to the anomalies up to the point as
A = _r (I- Di) (I-I)i"l
where Di was defined as the mmsiondegradation that results from the anomaly when compared to
a perfectly functioning system.
This approach allows for the continuing operation of a payload even with a numberof de-
gradinganomalies.









Ref. 4 presents data based on a study of 57 spacecraft (all under GSFC cognizance). In
Fig. 5 of Ref. 4, the author presents a chart indicating the criticality of the total space malfunc-
• tions (analogous to the PRC term "anomaly") of the 57 spacecraft in the form of bar graphs.




The criticality of each malfunclinn is divided as follows:
Criticalit_ PcrcentaBcLoss
I, Catastrophic >q0
2. Major Loss 50-90
3, Substantial Loss 10-50
4. Minor Loss 0-10
The data is presented in Ref. 4 considerint_ the existing conditions i.e., with such redundancy
as existed during the mi._inn and without redundancy. In the case including redundancy, the values
shown are:





Addendum I-A presents data concerning the variation of the criticality of malfunctions with
time; while a Ibrmal proof was not undertaken, it was felt that there was sufficient evidence to
support the thesis that the criticality of a malfmlction was invariant with time. With this hy-
potheses, one should be able to describe a single value of criticality, D*, that can be assigned to
each malfunction of a particular spacecraft such that
n
(l-D*) n = a' ( F'Di) (I-2)
i=l
where n is the number of malfunctions up to some time.
If D1 assumes m number of different values of which any one can occur w to z times, then
Eq. (I-I) may be expanded and written as:
A = (I - a)w x (I - b)x x ... x (l-m) z • (I-3)
I--2
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Recognizingthat n -- w + x +... + z, we may take tile logarithms ot' Eq, !-3 _nd !-2 and
by dividingone by the other andrearrangingterms, we can find the wdue of the criticality. D*,
basedon actualdata as
1)'=1 - exp[/(w,n(I -a)+ x,n(l-b) + ... + zltn(I- n,))] (1-4)
• Substituting this vahle into Eq. I-I the availability can be_xprussedas
A = ( I - D*)" (!-5)
Rel'. I providesthe bridge neededto determine spacecral'tav'Jilability as a function of time.
Eq. 3 at' Ref. ' expressesa relationship (basedon a study of 57 spacecraftprogramshaving an
-. average, uf some 65 c:_mponents pi:r spacecraft) that determines a cumulative failure rate as:
.-2,"
-_ F
= = K0(t + ,/)-a failuresper day (!-6))'_ N( t + "y)
where: F is tiie number of failures during time t, N is the average number of components per
spacecraft, _f is a "'location parameter" similar to that used to fit a Weibull distribution, and a
_. is the slope of the line ( a growth rate).
The negative sign in the exponent is based (,a a convention of referring to a as positive in
, sign. However, the sign of ot in the reliability growth case is negative and so the sign in Eq. 1-6 should
,i
:tually be positive. To maintain the mathematical treatment correctly, Eq. !-7 which follows
2
.... _1the rest will consider the sign as positive. Therefore, rewriting ._.q. I-6 we have,
: F
: = K0(t +1,) a (I-7)
,. N(t + "y)
, Multiplying both sides by N(t + _),
F = NK0(t +,,t.)I +o (I-8)
.!
, Again remembering the change in the sign convention for a, l_ef. 4 defines a term




and suhstiluling this in Eq. 1_ yields
F = NKu(I +7_ (1-10)
This equation was derived for failures; however, it can be modified for malfunctions (i.e.,
any i_t'rl'ormanceoutside specified limits) by determining the ratio of malfunctions 1o failures.
From Fig. 2 of Ref. I it appearslha! the ratio of nlalfunclions (M) Io failures (F) is relatively
constant with time. Since Ref. 4 indicates 438 malfunctions of which 23q were failures, one
may define malfunctions in terms of failures for that group of' spacecraft as,
438
M = -- F = 1.833F (I-l l)239
Also. Ref. I defines values for 7"as 3 (using days as the unit of time) and/3 as 0.311. The
value for K0 in that report is given as 0.00918. This was basedon an analysis considering an
averageof 65 components per spacecraft. More recent analysi_ indicates that a value of 67.34
components per spacecraft would better suit the data. Since K0N is a constant, then the value
for K0` based on N = 67.34, is 0.00886.
Substitution of these values in Eq. 1-10 yields, as the number of tnL' ___.,.iionsat time T,
M = 1.833 x 0.00886 N(t + 3) °311
= 0.01624 N(t + 3) °311 (l-12)
The development of the factor 7' in Ref. 1 stemmed from a need to account for a large num-
ber of early faibtres. Without this apparently high initial rate, the expression to describe the later
failure parameter could exclude the 7'. Since early failures can be expected to include the pre-
ponderance of failures due to the mechanical stresses of launch (vibration, shock, etc.) and the
later failure can be considered as representative of the thermal vacuum environment, the 7' factor
is deleted in this study in order to characterize those failures arising from the thermal vacuum
environment.
Addendum [-B provides additional information as to this assumption.
!-4
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Combining Eq. I-5 and I-I 2 and deleting the _, factor, the insta_)taneous availability payloads
can be described as
A = (I-D*) 0'01624N(t0'31l) (I-13)
One apparent problem with the model for availability described by Eq. I-13 is the fact that
• the availability is so directly tied to the number of components. One would intuitively believe
that as the number of components increased, the apparent criticality of a failure would decrease.
In order to develop a model to describe this phenomenon, it was decided to use 31 of the
33 spacecraft contained in the PRC model; the two that were omitted failed shortly after Munch
and were felt to be not part of a family intended to describe thermal vacuum associated anomafies.
The data plotted in Fig. I-1 depicts the expected criticality of a failure for each of the 31
spacecraft as a function of the number of components in that spacecraft. Through that data was
fitted an exponential curve and the best fit was found to be described by the equation
D* = 0.273 exp (-0.0086 N) (I-14)
Substituting this function in place of the coefficient (1 - D*) in Eq. 1-13 (determined as in
Eq. I-5), the following equation is developed:
A = [! - (0.273 exp (-0.0086 N))]0"01624N(t0"311) (I-IY)
Fig. I-2 presents a comparison between an average instantaneous spacecraft availability and
the analytical expression shown as Eq. I-I 3. The plot indicated as "PRC data" was constructed
from information obtained from PRC on 31 spacecraft that were contained in the GSFC data
base. This permitted a common ground for comparison purposes. The plot was constructed by
developing an instantaneous spacecraft availability for each of the 31 spacecraft and then averag-
ing these individual instantaneous spacecraft availabilities. If a spacecraft fell below a 5% availa-







oonsidered as being basically "dead." In other cases, data was unavailable beyond some point in
time. In these cases, the spacecraft was removed from the sample and a new average computed
from that time forward; such a drop-out i_ indicated by an "x" plotted on the graph. The plot
was terminated when the number of spacecraft fell below 10. Addendum I-C contains a listing
of the progrd.n used to generate the plots and the data that was taken from the PRC data sheets.
It is felt that this comparison indicates a good correlation between the model which, except
for the function defined in equation 1-14, was derived independently from the anomaly criticality
analysis performed by PRC.
One may describe a term Ao based on Eq. I-14 as
Ao = l-D* (I-16)
= I - 0.273 exp (-0.0086N) (I-17)
The instantaneous availability, A, at the end of some time T, in orbit can be expressed as:
A = Ao _l.s3s KEN)(t B) (I-18)
where: K = cumulative failure rate at day one, E = environmental intensity of space*, N = num-
ber of components that comprise the system, and B = 1/3"*.
If one were to define a desired instantaneous availability at some time t, then the value for
K can be derived from Ee. I-16 and 1-18 as
K = tn A/(1.833 E N tn Aot e) (I-19)
*Thisis a factor(suchas the factor_E andfT of Table2-4 in Ref. 12)that relatesthe failurerateto the
environment.
**A valueof I/3 is used rathertitan 0.311 as indicatedin Eq. I-15 so that an integrationcan be performed.This
erroris not consideredserioussince it appliesto all casesinvestigatedandsincecomparisonsareused foroptimi.
zationsequivalenterrorswouldbe secondorder. Fig. I-3 shows the variationin availabilitywitha changein B.
I-8
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The value of instantaneous availability, A, cannot be directly used in the optimization model.
Moreover, it is a rather difficult concept to convey or to use in defining mission parameters. An
average availability, A, is a much more useable form of the availability concept. It can be looked
at as that portion of the information that is obtained by the payload as a function of that portion
that would have been obtained had there been no malfunctions. This then is a parameter that can
be used to define the effectiveness of a mission or its cost effectiveness if one can attribute costs
in an acceptable manner. It is also more tractable as a concept as to the performance of an item
during its mission.
The total availability, At, may be defined in terms of the instantaneous availability as:
At = Adt (I-20)
where the limits of the integration go from launch (time = 0) to some time, t, considered the end
of mission life.




It can be seen then that if there were no failures _ would equal 1; if the item failed completely
at launch, _ would equal 0. The average availability then can range between 0 and 1 and depends
on the number of failures accumulated by time t and their significance. The development of the
criticality of a failure, D*, from Eq. I-I 7 permits one to proceed without assigning differing
effects to each failure.
Addendum I-D contains the integration indicated in Eq. 1-23 and 1-24. Fig. I--4 is a graph
on which is plotted both average and instantaneous av.:flabilities. Fig. I-5 is a graph of the in-
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A = [ 1 - (0.273 exp (-0.0086 N))] 0'01624N(tI/3) (I-22)
showing its variability with the number of components.
?
Fig. I-6 is a graph of the corresponding average availability, _', as derived in Addendum I-D.
•: Since it is based on data from GSFC missions, it may be used as a point of reference for one who
wishes to select a particular average availability for a mission. .
A0dendum I-E contains the results of a short study into the development of an approach
for assigning an average availability for a mission in which tile payload is operational for the en-
tire length of the mission but opportunities for taking data are limited. Of those opportunities
for obtaining data, only a portion is required in order to achieve mission objectives. For instance,
the first case noted on Tab__. I-E-2 is one in which tile mission is 14 days long (such as on the
: STS). 42 opportunities for observation present themselves during this period with each oppor-
:. tunity 2h long; a total of 8h of successful observation is needed for mission success. The program
• for determining the average availability (Table I-E-I ) depends on an iteratiw process and so the
_, results are not exact but the closeness of the resulting solution (successful observing time =
7.979 h) to the desired performance of 8 h seems satisfactory. This addendum then presents a
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VARIABILITY OF THE CRITICALITY OF A FAILURE
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ADDENDUM I-A
VARIABILITY OF THE CRITICALITY OF A FAILURE
*t
The following data was derived from information received from the Planning Research Corp-
oration regarding 33 spacecraft that arc part of the 57 that make up the GSFC sample.
While a formal statistical test has not been performed due to time limitations, the data does
appear to demonstrate a consistency as to the distribution of the criticality of malfunctions based
either on a function of time or on a count of malfunction. The two following tables provide
some of the data.
Table I-A-I was developed by counting the number of anomalies of the various classifica-
tions for 5,000 hour time increments and determining the percentages among them. Table I-A-2
was developed by counting up 10 anomalies for each category and determining what percentage
they form of the total. In Table I-A-2 only categories 1,2, and 3 are depicted since less than





Percentage of tile Total Number of Anomalies Encountered when
Counting up to I0 of ;I Particular Criticality
_:PRCData on 33 GSFC Spacecraft)
Time at Which Percentage of All






































ADJUSTMENT OF ORBITAL MALFUNCTION PREDICTION TO ACCOUNT FOR
NON-THERMAL VACUUM ASSOCIATED EFFECTS
O0000002-TSC01
ADDENDUM I-B
ADJUSTMENT OF ORBITAL MALFUNCTION PREDICTION TO ACCOUNT FOR
NON-THERMAL VACUUM ASSOCIATED EFFECTS
Eq. 1-12 of Appendix 1 has within it a term, "(t + 3)." The number 3 was found by the
analysis in Ref. l to provide a reasonable fit to the empirical data used in the preparation of that
document. This term is similar to the location parameter (generally designated by the Greek let-
ter gamma and herein referred to as "G") of the Weibul distribution. Its use infers the start of a
process at some time other than that indicated by the time function.
In the case of Ref. 1, the later period data seemed to be part of some common process:
that is, it complied with a particular function of decreasing failure rate. However, the failure rates
encountered during the early portion of the mission did not appear to follow this same function
and seemed to be of a different family. In order to describe both of these phenomena with a
common equation, a gamma of -3 was employed. (The form of the equation is generally given
with the value as (D - G) and so a value of -3 would yield (D + 3).)
It would appear reasonable to take those early failures as some evidence of launch failure
phenomena such as those arising from vibration or acceleration. They would be generally evi-
denced immediately after the equipment was activated. On the other hand, that class of failures
that would occur after some period of time in orbit could be ascribed to the class of thermal
vacuum failures (recognizing that there would be some residual number of failures due to the
launch environment and due to non-thermal vacuum causes such as electromagnetic interference).
Failures due to the thermal vacuum space environment are taken as very broad in scope as
are those failures uncovered during thermal vacuum testing. Many of these failures are due to
neither the temperature nor vacuum environments nor to a combination of both, but many may
be due to operating procedures, faulty parts, design error, or similar problems. However, since
I-B-I
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this type of problem forms a significant part of that group uncovered during thermal vacuum
testing, they are considered as being detectable in that environment. It is possible that one
might develop separate functio,as that separate failures due to the environmental stresses from
those that are simply uncovered during environmental exposure; however, the data used in pre-
paring this report did not permit such a differentiation.
in order, then, to describe failure rates in orbit that ve_'e ascribable to the thermal vacuum
environment, the factor gamma, or G, was set to zero and in that way the function is believed
to best describe those failures due to the thermal vacuum environment. Fig. 1 (based on 67.34
components) shows the effect of setting G = 0 when establishini,, spacecraft availability. It is
interesting to note that the availability, although larger during the early periods with G = 0 as
opposed to G = -3, does not go to 1.0 for the first day. Rather, the equation indicates some
number of failures occuring during the first day. This appears quite reasonable since one would
not expect that only the launch mechanical stress environments would cause early failures. One










PROGRAM TO OPERATE ON PRC DATA AND DATA LISTING
00000002-TSC05
Pt'ograM used to operate on PRC data.
18 REH- Cell u# PRO dote (stored in £ile15 as Mat t'ixB>, cop)pure data, end plot.
28 REM: Plot Routine, seMi-lo_ plot •
30 DIM A$[32],B$[32],X$[32],Y$[32]
40 REM- Label statements set for 6 its.hi × 9 in. wide £iela.
50 DISP "Enter plot title, 32 space ,_ax. ";
60 INPUT AS
70 DISP "Line 2? 32 Max. Enter spa i£ no.";
80 INPUT B$
98 X$=" TIME, HOURS"
























340 LABEL (*)" 'X' INDICATES S/C DROPS OUT"
350 LABEL (*)" OF SAMPLE"
360 LABEL (*)"
378 LABEL (*)" PRC DATA ENDS WHEN NUMBER OF"
38e LABEL (,)" S/C IN SAMPLE FALLS TO < 18"
390 DISP "PLOT SCALES? Y-410, N-680 "
400 STOP
410 XAXlS Y5,LOGSI,LOGX3,LOGX4






480 FOR X=LOGX3 TO LOGX4 STEP LOGSI
490 PLOT X,Y5,1
500 CPLOT -2.5,-1.5 _l_I'&ODUUmu,_

















660 DISP "TO COHP AND PLOT, COHT 680
670 STOP
600 REM- Analysis o£ PRC d_t_; Aean availability b_sed on
690 REN- the averae o£ all the S/C _v_ilability _t _ siwn tiv,e.
700 FORMAT "S/C:",F3.0,3X,"H:",F6.0,2X,"EC:",F2.0,3X,"E:",F_.5,3X,"COHP E:",FS.5
710 DIM BS[360,4]
720 NAT B=ZER[360,4] _i
730 J=O !
740 LOAD DATA 15,B
750 DISP "SORT #I: BY S/C, BY TIHE";
760 SORT B,C,I,2
770 REM- Find highest S/C # (= hr. o£ S/C).
780 FOR I=I TO 360 i
790 N=B[I,I]
800 DISP N
810 IF N <= J THEN 830 i
820 J=N
830 NEXT I i
840 REM- PRINT "MAX S/C # =";J,LINI
858 REN- Determine individu_l S/C cumulative ef£ectiueness
860 R=O i
870 FOR 1=2 TO 360 !
888 B[I,2]=B[I,2]+A !
890 R=A+Q.00001
900 IF B[I,I]#BEI-I,I] THEN 920
910 B[I,4]=B[I,4]_B[I-1,4]
920 NEXT I
930 REM- Co_pute aver_e S/C _v_ilability ms _(ti_e) where
940 REH- D=suA o£ _11 availabilities, M=_verae avail_bilit_=D/J




990 REM- Co_pute _v_ e£¢ectiveness, EC:6 = still runnin, 7 = de_d
1000 F=I
1010 FOR I=i TO 360
1020 IF J<lO THEN 1340
1030 DISP I
1040 REH- _i_inish divisor bY i when B(I,3)=6
1850 IF B[I,3]=6 THEN 1070
1868 GOTO 1118
1078 J=J-1
1080 IF J<lO THEN 1340
1090 D=D-B[I,4]
1100 GOTO 1200
1110 REN- Find next _rior ti_e S/C # _ppeors in the _atrix
1120 FOR B=I-I TO 0 STEP -I
1130 _ISP I,B
1140 IF B=0 THEN 1180










1250 IF B[1,3]#6 THEN 1320







" 1318 NEXT B








1400 IF R<O THEN i440












¢LISTING OF DATA TRKEN FROM PRC DRTR SHEETS
Note_: EC = I indicate_ 0.025 Io_ of remainin9 8/C avoil_bili_
EC = 2 indicate_ 0.200 Io_ of re_ainin9 $/C auoil_bilit_
EC = 3 indioate_ 0.500 Io_ of re_ainin9 8/C auoilabilit_ _
EC = 4 indic_te_ 0.808 Io_ o£ re,_inin9 $/C avoil_bili_
EC = 5 indioate_ 0.975 Io$_ of reMainin9 $/C availability
EC = 6 Jndicate_ $/C _till oPet-ating, no _ore info available
EC = 7 indioates S/C failed or availability < 5 per cent
Rou 8/C # Time, h EC (I-e££.)
1 1 I 1 0.975
2 1 1 2 8.888
3 I 1776 3 0.500
4 I 1968 2 0.800
5 I 2304 3 0.500
6 1 2805 2 0.808
7 1 2664 2 8.888
8 1 8848 2 0.880
9 1 348g 2 0.800
10 I 4512 2 0.800
II i 5592 2 8.888
12 i 7488 2 8.888
13 I 8678 I 8.975
14 I 18469 4 0.288
15 I 21696 2 8.888
16 1 22727 5 8.825
17 I 22728 7 1.000
18 2 252 i 0.975
19 2 720 2 0.800
20 2 17592 6 1.000
21 3 3820 2 0.800
22 3 8580 2 8.800
23 3 3820 2 0.800
24 3 37671 6 1.008
25 4 1 2 0.800
26 4 5 2 0.800
27 4 1440 2 0.800
28 4 5040 2 0.800
29 4 5760 2 0.800
30 4 6570 2 0.800
31 4 13900 2 0.800
32 4 17500 2 0.800
33 4 20180 2 0.800
34 4 29510 6 1.000
35 5 I I 0.975
36 5 I I 0.975
37 5 I 2 0.800
38 5 1 1 0.975
39 5 10600 2 0.800
40 5 12134 6 1.000
41 6 46 2 0.800
42 6 190 2 0.800
43 6 2020 2 0.800
44 6 3220 2 0.800
45 6 4000 3 0.500
46 6 4760 2 0.000
47 6 5740 2 0.800
48 6 7220 5 0.025
49 6 7221 7 1.000




51 7 250 2 0.888
52 7 308 2 0.800
53 7 462 2 0.800
54 7 616 5 0.025
55 7 617 7 1,000
56 8 I I 0.975
57 8 I I 0.975
58 8 1 i 0.975
59 8 I I 0.975
60 8 I I 0.975
61 8 50 I 0.975
62 8 51 I 0.975
63 8 52 I 0.975
64 8 60 I 0,975
65 8 120 i 0.975
66 8 380 I 0.975
67 8 1120 I 0.975
68 8 1250 I 0.975
69 8 1430 i 0.975
70 8 1450 1 0.975
71 8 1640 I 0.975
72 8 1710 3 0.500
73 8 1770 2 0.800
74 8 1920 I 0.975
75 8 2110 2 0.800
76 8 2360 1 0.975
77 8 2460 2 0.800
78 8 2600 2 0.800
79 8 2870 1 0.975
80 8 3900 I 0.975
81 8 4420 2 0.800
82 8 6090 1 0.975
83 8 6340 1 0.975
84 8 7130 I 0.975
85 8 7800 1 0.975
86 8 7900 1 0.975
87 8 8100 1 0.975
88 8 9460 1 0.975
89 8 10600 2 0.800
90 8 11700 1 0.975
91 8 13140 I 0.975
92 8 15600 I 1 0.975
93 8 23400' 2 0.800
94 8 23401 3 0.500
95 8 23402 7 1.000
96 9 I I 0.975
97 9 I 2 0.800
98 9 1 2 0.800
99 9 20 1 0.975
100 9 30 1 0.975
101 9 45 1 0.975
102 9 120 1 0.975
103 9 195 i 0.975
104 9 200 2 0.800
105 9 600 1 0.975
106 9 683 2 0.808
107 9 700 1 0.975
108 9 790 1 0.975
109 9 930 I 8.975
110 9 1000 1 8.975
111 9 1366 I 0.975
112 9 1420 i 0.975
113 9 1470 I 8.975
114 9 1610 i 0.975
115 9 1798 I 0.975
116 9 1970 1 0.975
I-C-5
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117 9 2050 I A.975
118 9 2160 6 1.000
119 10 I 2 0.800
128 10 400 1 _.975
121 10 1440 2 0.81_
.:,.:, _ f .JI_ 10 1500 i 0.''_
12:3 10 1670 6 IoAO_
124 II I I U,775
125 II 7 I P.975
126 II 1:30 I 0.975
127 II 158 I _.975
128 II 216 I 0.975
129 II 520 I 0.975
130 11 940 I 0.975
121 Ii 956 2 U.800
132 11 1330 2 0.800
133 II 1800 2 O 800
1:34 11 1850 i 0.975
1:35 11 1912 I 0.975
136 II 2150 2 0.800
137 ii 2170 2 0.800
138 ii 2868 I 0.975
139 11 2920 1 0.975
140 11 3320 1 0.975
t41 11 3824 1 0.975
142 II 4230 I 0.975
143 11 4670 £ 0.800
144 II 4750 I 0.975
145 II 4780 I 0,975
146 II 4781 6 1.000
147 12 I 4 0.200
148 12 I 2 0.900
149 12 890 I 0.775
150 12 2350 I 0.975
151 12 2800 I 0.975
152 12 3767 I 0.975
153 12 7151 i 0.975
154 12 8608 i 0.975
155 12 8760 i 0,975
156 12 11300 i _.975
157 12 13520 i 0.975
158 12 27040 2 0.800
159 12 32700 1 0.975
160 12 40560 1 0.975
161 I2 40561 6 1.000
162 13 i 4 0.200
163 13 1 2 0.800
164 13 660 2 0.800
165 13 1136 i 0.975
166 13 1210 1 0.975
167 13 1775 I 0,975
168 13 1777 I 0.975
169 13 1786 2 0.800
170 13 1790 3 0.500
171 13 1800 I 0,975
172 13 1801 I 0.975
173 13 2200 I 0.975
174 13 2524 2 0.800
175 13 2754 I 0.975
IZ6 13 2880 I 0.975
177 13 2881 i 0,975
178 13 3391 i 0.975
179 13 3393 i 0.975
180 13 3631 I 0.975
181 13 3658 I 0.975
I-C-6
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U,: 1 -: -' "- -
.' 6 'J
I:,4 I T: _"-,,-
_,c,,_,U 3 O. 50f_1
_,:,.:,I-:I _: t), L-':00
...._ ] :': 9500 ," fl, 8fro
:::u I 3 '_,:?,Of_ ,:, fl, 000c.(
'. ':' _ 1 :; 106_11.-1 ,._ -.1. :_Of_:l
':-J3 ! :: [ ?:14 0 2 ft. :_::00
q2 1 ", 14144 7 I. 000q. ', 14 : r :.
..... 8. 800
'=.,1. 14 11O0 3 O. 5fsO
qq.. 14 4 .:,"'-',..,;J- t 0. 975
'9 ; 14 4400 2 0. 800
9," 1 , 7660 1 0.975
q;: 14 21 :':00 ;2 0 " ="" - , ,;,I._H
qq.. 14 27200 1 8.9"'_,.200 14 :" " _ "
,.io
:81 15 I I 0.975
_ _1.. 15 40 :'-' 0. 800
20:-: 15 100 2 0. 800
204 15 ?650 I 0. 975
205 15 10:300 i O. 975
206 15 10530 1 0.975
207 15 11520 1 0. 975
91710
--.-, 15 11870 1 0. 975
;'R'_ 15 129e;H :'-'" -, 0.500
210 15 14300 2 0.800
211 15 16200 1 0.975
-t -2.12 15 18650 :3 0.500
21:3 15 22920 e: 1.000
214 16 60 2 0.800
215 16 101 1 0.975
216 16 720 1 0.975
217 16 1320 1 0.975
218 16 7600 1. 0.975
219 16 7970 1 0. 975
_.,..0 16 10680 1 0. 975
221 16 11000 1 0.975
222 le. 12860 1 0.975
22:3 1_.: 14300 1 0. 975
224 le: 17060 I 0.975
225 16 20200 1 0.975
226 16 23040 I 0.975
227 16 23900 1 0.975
228 16 24000 6 1.000
229 17 1 1 0.975
230 17 120 1 0. 975
2:31 17 300 2 0.800
232 17 600 1 0. 975
..3 .-_ 17 2830 1 O. 975
234 17 4060 1 0.975
235 17 4360 1 0.975
236 17 7320 1 0.975
237 17 8050 1 0. 975
238 17 10340 2 0.800
'3 '-_
,.,:,9 17 10800 3 0.500
240 I? 13000 6 1.000
241 18 546 2 0.800
242 18 612 3 0.500
,.4_ 18 760 1 0.975
244 18 1430 4 0.200
245 18 1520 3 0.500
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-4,_ 18 3840 2 8.800
24'_ c
. 1,:: 304 ! 7 1. 000
250 19 __,°'_ 2 ft.800
251 19 120 1 0,975
'3 _ '3
_ 19 800 z 0. 808
253 19 1690 I a ,_ue . I ._1
254 19 2940 1 0.975
"__ 9 _r,J_,-,.-, I :3380 I O. '"_
....,c, 19 11520 6 1,000
257 20 120 2 0. 800
"_'- .,-'_' 1 0.g_., d 20 q _ "
259 20 1700 1 O. "_
260 20 5800 1 0.'_ _.,I,.I
261 20 7350 I 0. "_r,;i
262 20 8100 I 0°975
_6,. 20 9800 1 O. _
264 20 10125 o 0.800
_6_ 20 11500 _ 0,800
266 20 14950 I 0.975
_6, 20 15000 I 0.975
268 20 18200 I 0.975
269 20 20250 2 0,800
270 20 20251 6 I 000
271 21 720 1 0.975
272 21 865 1 0.975
27:3 21 1030 2 0.800
274 21 1150 i 0.975
275 21 3000 1 0.975
276 21 3400 2 0.800
277 21 5090 _,'_ 0.500
278 21 6000 i 0.975
279 21 7270 I 0,975
280 21 9080 i 0.975
281 21 12000 1 0.975
282 21 22630 g 1.000
283 22 998 1 0.975
284 22 1800 I 0.975
285 22 1896 1 0.975
286 22 6576 6 1.000
287 23 48 ] 0.975
288 23 2304 1 0.975
289 2:3 3160 i 0.975
290 23 :3161 6 1,000
291 24 1 1 0,975
292 24 i i 0.975
293 24 i 2 0.800
294 24 1464 i 0.975
295 24 1750 2 0.800
296 24 2300 1 0.975
297 24 7934 i 0.975
298 24 7958 I 0.975
299 24 8150 i 0.975
:300 24 15120 I 0.975
:30t 24 16300 2 0.800
:302 24 19518 6 1.000
:303 25 I 2 0.800
304 25 1728 2 0.800
305 25 2930 2 0.800
306 25 2973 2 0.800
:307 25 4800 2 0.800
:30:3 25 5800 2 0.800
309 25 8800 :' 0,800
:310 25 9000 6 1.000
311 26 I 2 0.808
312 26 8760 1 0.975
:31:3 25 8761 6 1.000
I"42--8
O0000002-TSC'I3
4314 27 1 ) 0.975
") _ "b -.' ., I JJ I _., I I H. ':' '? _
}:16 ;.7_7 400 2 0.:-:00
-:17 ,:':'_, 1000 I O.975
3:I:s 2,' !:301 2 O.801:-;
-:19 27 20EEt 2 O, 8¢]0 "
_,jj,._ ,_'-,-', 26I_EI ,.:.-' 0,L--:O0
-',,'_ I ,-*". ,.:.,., _ U ,.- U, ,:, H I:-I
-,':,-' "? 291"10 ':' 0,0 r.'1
":':' 2 / }600 7: U,500
:,':,, 62EI_I 6 I 000....I 27
"_ ;-.'8 I 3 I,].5_'E_
",",..... "--' 30 o 0 8013
3Z7 "" "'_
-,.-_ :,o 4:-t6 "_, 0. 500
".,2 ._.,... ,."',,:, 7600 1 O, 975..
.,_.. O 1 O. ''_;::30 ;20 ':''5" _,' v
"::31 "" "'" ':__,:, ,. _Ot. 4 0. 200
3:32 ''8 13600 7 I.000
-:3:3 ,29 I I O. q75
:334 ',?.9 1::.',30 2 0,80L-_
335 "" 1760 7: ¢I.500
':''.,ot:; 29 4650 I O, 975
_,:'37 29 8700 2 O. 800
q" " " O. 5003:38 29 . ,:,00 ,:,
3,_. 29 9301 6 I.000
34_ :'-_0 576 2 O. 800
o8 2930 ,?. 0. 800
.34 i '_-"
342 30 408A 3 O. 500
:34"3 :30 8760 I 0. 975
'344 :30 12240 I 0. 975
9 ,"..,:345 :30 I _:,.._jt 1 0. "_
346 30 20400 3 0. 500
347 30 23000 6 1,000
348 31 I i 0. 975
349 31 I 2 0. 800
:350 :31 :350 2 0. 800
351 31 543 i 0. '?75
:352 31 3600 2 0. 800
_=" 8000 2 0 800•.,o._ :31
354 :-:1 1:3150 1 0 • 975
355 31 16000 2 0. 800
.356 :31 17500 6 I.000
:357 :32 1 5 0.025
:358 32 2 7 1. 000
359 :33 1 5 O, 025
360 o-_,.,.:, 2' 7 1.000
I.-C-9
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ADDENDUM I-D




INTEGRATION OF INSTANTANEOUS AVAILABILITY TO DETERMINE
THE AVERAGE AVAILABILITY
The initial program contained a value for B (see Appendix I) of 0.311. In order to deter-
, mine the average availability, A, a numerical integration method was introduced. Because of the
relatively long integration time that it required, it was decided to accept the error introduced by
setting B = 1/3 so that a closed form solution could be developed. The following analysis pro-
vides that solution.
From Eq. 1-20 of Appendix I,
A t = Adt (I-C-l)
From Eq. 1-18 of Appendix I,
A = A0 O.833KI-:N)(tB) (I-C-2)
or,
_n A = 1.833 KEN(t B) £n Ao (I-C-3)
Let




I'At = ectB dt (I-C-6)
If one lets u = tB, then
Bts
du = -- dt (I-C-7)
t
I-D-I
.... " " 00--0002----00TSD02 ....
but t = UlIB,
then Eq. I-C-.7 can be rewritten as:
Bu















f u(t)u2eeu du (I-C-10)
I
A t =_- J,0.U(o)
Integrating,
1(.io,At = B C .,u(0) uecu d
• (I-C=I 1 )
, _,{,:, ,)}ju,,,B C U(o)




• . Since, from Eq, I-C-S,




4Eq. I-C-12 may be rewritten as:
AT m _._._ C3 (CIB- 1 eCtB (l-C-13) ,
- BLL c c3 (ctB- I eorB- (I-C-14)
t
From Eq. 1-21 of App. I,
- _-LLC _3(cte-I ecte- (I-C-15)
For an initial _Jumber of failures, Fo,
AoF0_--t2B2Bt LLC c _ c-_}_= -3(Ct'- I 'e ct.- (I-C-16)
If A"is given and C is known, Eq. 1-C-15 may be rewritten as:
A = (Bt_ + 2/C3)/ (t2u/C) -_-] (CtB- 1 (I-C-17)
If C is unknown, we may let C = _n A/t e Therefore, the average availability may be solved as:
= -- + A (l-C-I 8)
B _nA (_nA) 2 (_I_A) 3 (£I_A)






DETERMINATION OF INSTANTANEOUS AVAILABILITY BASED ON
INTERMITTANT OPERATION DURING MISSION LIFE
00000002-TSD05
Tabb I-E-I
Program for Computing Instantaneo_ Availabm_ for
_termittant Opem_ons Daring Mission Life
10 FORMAT F10.0,2F10.3
20 DISP "ENTER NR COMPONENTS";
30 INPUT H9
40 DISP "ENTER MISSION DURATION,DRYS";
50 INPUT 09
60 DISP "ENTER TOTAL NR OBSERVRTIONS.";
70 INPUT M




120 DISP "ENTER OBSERV. HRS REQUIRED";
130 INPUT R
135 PRINT "HR OF COMPONENTS=";N9
140 PRIHT "MISSIOH DURATIOH=";09;" DAYS"
150 PRINT "MR OF OBSERV. IS=";M
160 PRINT "DUR. OF ER.OBSERV="IT;"HRS."
170 PRINT "TOTRL HRS OBSERV.RVRIL=";O!"HRS."
180 PRINT "TIME BETWEEN OBSERV. IS="!P*24




























MISSION DURATION= 14 DAYS
NR OF OBSERV. IS= 42
_UR. OF ER. OBSERV= 2 HRS.
TOTAL HRS OBSERV.RVRIL= 84 HRS.
TIME BETWEEN OBSERV.IS= 8.088800888




MISSION DURRTIQN= 14 DAYS
NR OF OBSERV. IS= 28
_UR. OF ER.OBSERY= 4.2 HRS.
TOTAL HRS _BSERV.RVRIL= 84 HRS.
TIME BETWEEN OBSERV.IS= 16.8
OBSERVATION HOURS READ= 8
K AVAIL. TOT.H
10325 0.166 7.984
MISSION DURATION = 14 DAYS
NR OF OBSERV. IS= 10
DUR. OF ER.OBSERV= 8.4 HRS.
TOTAL HRS OBSERV.RVRIL= 84 HRS.
TIME BETWEEN OBSERV. IS= 33.6








THERMAL VACUUM TEST OPTIMIZATION COMPUTER PROGRAM




THERMAL VACUUM TEST OPTIMIZATION COMPUTER PROGRAM
(PHASE ! VERSION, 1979) AND EXAMPLES
t0
¢
The program is written in an expanded form of BASIC devised by the Hcwlett-Packard
Company. The calculator used is a Hewlett-Packard 9831A with an attached 0866B printer. An
b
expanded memory (76'77 word nominal capacity) is needed. The plotting routines use a Hewlett-
Packard 9862A Calculator Platter (which requires a 98223 Matrix-Platter ROM). The program is
m
stored on magnetic tape (Hewlett-Packard 9162--0061 Data Cartridge) which is also used for stor-
ing the data developed by the progra:n. The programs are stored in four files on track #0 of the
tape: track #1 is marked for a minimum of 21 files of 350 words each for matrix storage. Table
J-1 is a listing of data as stored on the tape.
Addenda J-A through J-D contain listings of the .four files that together make up the
Thermal Vacuum Test Optimization (TVTO) computer program. Addendum J-E provides the
format of the matrix in which the data is stored.
The program is written to be user interactive; certain information is provided the user, ques-
tions are posed, and answers are requested from the user. The user inputs may be the answers
yes or no (which are input to the program as a one or a zero) or a numerical data input. When
questions are not applicable, the user is requested to entei" a zero: a zero entry also indicates a
need for the computer to develop a result (such as payload weight) internally.
4
The program automatically proceeds from one file to the next under internal control (LINK
statements). Fig. J-l provides a general flow diagram indicating the major portions within each
segment of the overall model.
Table J-2 contains a list of questions options that are presented to the user as he proceeds
through the program. Not all options are available in all cases (for instance, the user may not






FilE, File - Rb_ Curren_ Line Nu,,J:,Pr_
t4o, "_'pe _ Words 1st, L:i_ " _
TLI_T#O
0 3 2008 13 10 20
1 3 3008 2020 10 1020
2 3 6500 5925 10 S6803 3 6oeo 5185 10 5600
4 3 4000 2836 10 6230
5 0 0 0 0 0
TLIST#I
0 0 350 0 0 0
1 2 350 336 _ 0
2 2 350 336 I 0
3 2 350 336 I 0
4 2 350 336 1 0
5 2 350 336 1 0
6 2 350 336 I 0
? 2 350 336 1 0
8 2 350 336 1 0
(Continued for 100 files for _torv._
Levend=
File TYpe 0: Unused
: File Type 2: D¢_a
: File Type 3l Pro_r_
Addendum J-F is the outputof a typical run. The calculator has been placed in the PRINT
ALL mode; this results in statements that are normally only displayed being printed. This is seen
as a statement or question followed by a question markand followed againby the user input.
This PRINT ALL mode was retained until a point in file #3 where it would have resulted iv a
lengthy (but not informative) output; this is noted by an asterisked statement. The pages are in
the order in which they are printed by the printer. Page J-F-4 is the summary output of the




i I ENTER MIESION DURATION AND AVERAGE
[ AVAILABILITY ICOM_tUTED IF REQU|STED)
[ NUMBER OF PAYLOAD COMPONENTS AND
I MATURITY, TEET PROGRAM PARAMETERSq
•.................................. J




I F.NTER PAYLOAD WEIGHT AND COST I
DATA: GENERATE INTERNALLY IF
REQUIRED
................................ .t'.'.'.'.'2.'.'2222.'22_.':::.'::2.'::.'. "J ................................
I LIMIT LENGTH OF COMPONENT TEST IPROGRAMS TO BE I_IVESTIGATED I
1
DETEt_tlINE THE RE FOR EACH OF 10 COMPONENT
r QUIRED RE;IAB, LITY TEST LE'¢GTHS ISTARTING
AT LAUNCH _ AVERAGE _ WITH ZEROI DETERMINE THE
I _/ RELIABILITY AT LAUNCH FOR
EACH OF 10 SYSTEM TEST
PROGRAMS [STARTING WIIH
ZEROI AND ALSO THE NUM.
CALCULATE 10 COMBINATIONS BER OF FAILURES
OF COMPONENT AND SYSTEM
TEST PROGRAMS TO RESULT IN /
I THIS RELIAIILITY STARTING t
I WITH ZERO COMPONENT TEST. I
I DETERMINE THE NtJMBER OF DETERMINE AVERAGE AVAIL II FAILURES DURING TEST AND ABILITY IN ORBIT FOR EACH
FOR EACH CASE DETERMINE
YES THE COST OF THE TEST PRO
GRAM AND THE TOTAL PRO
! GRAM COSTS, INVESTIGATE
THE MINIMUM OF THE LOST
I VALUE EQUATION AND RE_
TAIN THE SIGNIFICANT
PARAMETERS. STORE ALL
J I ENTER NEW AVERAGE ! THE DATA GENERATED ON
i [CYOL"ORIT"IA *
...............................::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::................................
lPtLE4 t| I PRINTOuTMI.IOM.PAYtOAOANDTESTI
! I PARAMETERSFOR_T O.,MIZEOCA.JI t
DENOTING MINIMUM LOST VALUE POINT IXI
......................................




QuestionsPresentedand Options Available to the User
(The numbersopposite the statement indicate the appropriate program line number)
=1
File #1:
90 Additional information needed to execute the program?
360 Number of componentsin the payload?
400 Minimum acceptable averageavailability (zero to be entered if no =mninmm is
defined).
440 Mission duration
520 Component test transition time and dwell time at temperature?
650 System test transition time and dwell time at temperature?
850 System level minimum and maximum test temperatures?
920 System level test chamber size?
950 Maturity of the payload (protoflight, first flight unit. or follow-on unit)'?
File #2:
70 An STS or an expendable launch vehicle mission?
- (If an expendable launch vehicle is selected, only question from line 9560 is
posed regarding launch)
9560 Scout. 2900 series Delta, or 3900 serie_ Delta vehicle?
- (If an STS mission is selected, the applicable of lines 290 to 8310 (below) are
posed)
290 Free-flier, an attached payload or a Spacelab payload?
301 Will the payload be reflown?
306 How many reflights?
340 Is the mission shared or dedi:ated?
420 The percentage of the payload weight on the pallets?
470 Are Spacelab elements dedicated or shared?
706, 900 Number of pallets if a long, pressurized module is involved?
800,950 Number of pallets with no pressurized module?
8030 Is upper stage required?
8070 SSUS-D?
8100 SSUS-A?
8130 IUS two stage?
8160 IUS twin stage?
8190 IUS twin stage plus spinner?
8310 How many OMS kits are needed?
4090 Payload length?
4150 Payload weight?
4350 Payload cost (1978 millions of dollars)?
- (If payload cost is unknown, the following additional question is posed: line
4600)








IqO Maximum mnnber of component lest hour,s to be investigated?
210 First file number intn which data will be stored'?
250 Is a reliability data printout desired?
300 Is a cost data printou! desired?
- (If File #3 has been accessed from File #4, questions from lines 2162 to 2400
are posed)
2162 Try a new average availability?
2168 Input a new desired aver:age availabiht; (mu_t be greater than 0.04).
2178 Try new test temperature conditions?
2210 Enter new system minimum and maxinlum test temperature conditions.
2260 Enter a new increment difference between compor, ent and system test
temperatures.
2280 Change test transition or dwell times?
2360 Enter new conlponent test transition and dwell times.
2400 Enter new system test transition and dwell times.
File #4:
5800 input the starting and ending file numbers to be plotted.
6170 Further plots desired?
Figure J-F-I is typical of the plot that results when zero is entered in response to the first
question as to the desired average availability. The ordinate {lost value in millions of dollars) is
scaled so as to maximize resolution and the abcissa length is set equal to the maximum number
of component test hours to be investigated. The abcissa is divided into 24 or 48 hour periods.
Two curves are automatically plotted. The first is the one that results from having no system
level test; this is indicated by the "0.0" following the curve under the heading "PLANNED SYS
TEST DAYS." The "X" indicates the minimum computed point on the curve (recognizing that
the curve is based on 10 computed point_).
The second curve is drawn from the files and is the one tllat contains the minimum value of
all the values that were computed. This point toc, is indicated by an "X" on tiw curve labeled







Figure J-F-2 contains tile same data but has. in additin,1, plotted data from other files. These
files contained system tests o1"_.:_. 4.7, _,;.'1, and _/_,:s days. Tile nlinimum pomt,_ of these corn.
binations are allgreater than tile one on File ¢r?.&'. It can ne seen that as tile system lesl length
is increased, tile lost value decreases until a length of 5e,:_ days is reached: alter that point, cosls
increase with increased test time mole quickly than any _,ain dt|e In increased averaFw avail;dqlity.
in general then, a_ the test pl'ogr_lln length increases, lhe average, availability in orbil increase,_:
however, overall costs reach a nlinilnunl at some point during this continual availability increase,
The plol on Fig, J-F-3 results from the user's having input a desired aver_,Geavailability.
Whereas on Fig. J-F-2. availability is constantly varyi,lg, in Fig. J-F-3. availability is fixed, in
Fig. J-F-S, individual points are plotted against an abeissa of component test hours. Each point
has associated with it a number that indicates th,_.number of planned test days; the combination
of system test days and component test hours results in the desired average availability. The
optinmm point is again marked with an "X" plotted over the "+" mark used to designate th..'
point. Tile data that is plotted is _.ontained on page J-F-5 and the corresponding parameters
for the optimum program are contained on page J-F-0.
If the optimum program is listed in the last file, it is an indication that longer test times
may be needed. This may be done by entering a longer maximunl component test length or in-
creasing the system test trat:sition or dwell times.
if one operates the program so that tile average availability is initially entered as zero and
then subsequently changed to some trial vahv:, the points as plotted in Fig..I-F-3 may be o_,r-
laid on the curve:; as plotted in Fig. J-F-2.
This overlay format can be seen in Addendum J.-G. In that addendum, the payload param-
eters have been held constant except lbr length. A variation in length results in varying tile STS
launch costs. Tile lengths have been entered as 10 feet, 5 feet, and 0 feet (the latter :'esulting in
J-6
_-,--_-"........(": .. ........- ............_'--_ -_.............................., "--k__ ..-..
.... O0000002'T$D]4
a launch cost based oa payload weight). Tile resulting data may be seen on pages J-G-l, J-G-2.
and Fig. J-G-I, pages J-G-4, J-G-5, and Fig. J-G-2, and pages .I.43-7, .I-G-8, and Fig. J-G-3
respectively. Tile average availability required for optimization call be seen to decrease with the
launch cost as does tile minimum lost value. In the foregoing cases, a medium sized chamber
was selected for the system test: pages J-G-10 and J-G-I 1. and Fig. J-G-4 show a case with a large
chamber for a 10ft, long payload.
o
Addendum J-H presents a case where the average availability is varied. Fig. J-H-I shows
" the case of an average availability of 0.75 as compared to the case where the overall optimum
was sought; no system level test is found to be required for the 0.'75 average availability. In Fig.
J-H-2, average availabilities of 0.75 and 0.85 are compared. It ia interesting to note that by in-
creasing the required availability, a system level test was found needed to achieve optimization.
The apparent discontinuity in going to the no-system-test optio a is due to the deletion of start-
up costs for the system level test.
One of the test parameters accounted for within the analytical model is the test cycle, that
is the time the unit takes to go from one temperature extreme to the other (the transition time)
and the time spent at temperature (the dwell time). These may be entered in any combination
by the user. If the user enters "0,0", indicating no particular choice, the program with automat-
ically enter a 3 hour transition and a 6 hour dwell time lbr the component test and an 8 hour
transition and a 12 hour dwell for the system level test. There is no apparent "'best choice" to
input based on inspection of the algorithm inasmuch as temperature levels enter into the consider-
ation. Addendum J-I contains a comparison of three combinations, all summing to the same
period.
Addendum J-J presents data for a case in which the ratio of transition to dwell time is
constant but the period is different. As indicated elsewhere (Ref. 14 et al.), one wotfld expect
the shorter period (resulting in a greater number of cycles over a given time) to result in a more
effective program and this is indicated by the data in Addendum J-J.
J-7
O0000002-TSEO'I
Inspection of the algorithm would indicate that savings could be accomplished by increasing
the range over which the test temperature is cycled. This is evidenced in Addendum J-K. It
should be recognized that the model assumes that no new failure modes art. introduced by in-
creasing the temperature (in fact, by any test program parameter change). In practice, one would
have to make sure that this is in fact true.
This Appendix can be extended indefinitely because of the infinite number of variations that
the model can accomodate. However, it is considered that the foregoing data provides an insight









18 REM: #1 FILE FOR TVTO PROGRAM, PHASE-I VERSION (1979)
15 DIM R$[19],TS[12,14]
20 FIXED 0
30 REM= FLAG 0 af£eots print-out o£ in£orMation
40 CFLBG 0
50 REH: FLAG I Bet when P/L lenoth =0; deletes comparisons hosed on length
60 CFLBG I
70 B=R9=B9=C5=DT=DO=N9=O9=T3=T4=TT=TO=O
90 DISP "I£ You need 9en'l info, enter 1 ";
100 INPUT B
110 IF B=l THEH 130
120 SFLRG 0
130 PRINT LIN1
140 IF FLRGO THEN 360
150 PRINT "In order to use this program, the user _ust know or estimete a "
160 PRINT "number o£ iteBs to be used _s prooram inputs."LIN1
180 PRINT "Rs e Bini_um, the user t0ust know:"
190 PRINT "a) the number o£ oomponents in the payload (P/L)"
210 PRINT "b) the _ission time in orbit"
220 PRINT "o) the type o£ item! protoflioht, £irst £1ioht item, or £ollow-on"
230 PRINT "d) whether en e×pendable launoh vehiole (ELV) or Shuttle (STS)"
240 PRINT " is involved; i£ the latter, whether its a Free-Flier or a"
250 PRINT " Speceleb _ission."
260 PRINT "e) the _ini_,un end maximum teat temper_tures.";LIH1
270 PRINT "The user will also be asked to input various other d_t_. If the"
280 PRINT "answers are unknow, the user should input 0; in this oese the"
290 PRINT "prograa will provide auereoe value estimates or will skip over"
300 PRINT "thet itea."LIH1
310 PRINT
320 PRINT "Questions should be answered with 1 £or yes end 0 £or no.",LIH1
330 PRINT "For _uestions that ere not epplioable, enter O.",LIN1
340 PRINT "When two values ere requested, enter rhea with a comma inbetween"LIH1
350 PRINT TAB25,"* * * * * _ _ _ _ * * * "_LIN2
360 DISP "Hr. o£ components in _he P/L";
37@ INPUT N9
380 PRINT "The P/L has";Ng;"coMponents."LIH1
390 PRINT "Input mini_uQ acceptable P/L augerege _v_il_bilicY es a decimol;"
395 PRINT "input 0 i£ unk_c,wn or £ull optimization run desired."LIH1
400 DISP "Minimum ecceptable avg. aueil.";
402 INPUT Q9
404 IF R9=0 THEN 430
406 IF R9>0.07 THEN 412
4oeA4=AO,210 GOTO 414 --,n,V
412 R4=RO-O. 05 ,_1_O_]_l_Uy_,41_ _00_,




426 PRINT "The Rinimum ecoeptable availability input _s";RO*100;"_"LIN1
428 RO=R4
429 GOTO 440
430 PRINT "The mini_u_ acoeptable availability input as";RO*1OO;"%"LIHI
435 BT=R9
440 PRINT "Input _is_ion time in orbit."LIH1
450 DI_P "Mission time in orbit (doYs)";
460 INPUT 09
470 PRINT 09;"days reauired in orbit."LIN!
490 PRINT "Inpu_ the e_ti_ated _inimum time _n average co,,,ponentwill to.ke to"
500 PRINT "set fro_ one temperature e×treo_e to the other durin9 test and the"
510 PRINT "miniRuB dwell time at temperature. Enter O's _here unkno,,m. 'INI
J-A-I
...." ; : " O0000002-TSE04
4528 91$P "CoMpsTrans time, 9well time (h)"!
530 INPUT T?,D7
540 IF T7=0 THEN 560
550 GOTO 570
560 T7=3
570 IF 97=0 THEN 590
580 GOTO 600
590 97=6
600 PRINT "Component test profile contains"lTT;" hour transition times"
610 PRINT "_nd"!97_"hou_ lon9 dwell times."LIN1
620 PRINT "Input the estimated miniQum time it will take the P/L system to"
630 PRINT "sat from one temperature extreme to the other durins te_t and the"
640 PRINT "minimum dwell time at temperature. Enter O's where unknown."LIN1
650 91SP "Sys: Trans time, 9well time (h)";
660 INPUT TS,S8
670 IF T8=0 THEN 690
680 GOTO 700
690 T8=8
700 IF 98=0 THEN 720
710 GOTO 730
720 90=12
730 PRINT "SYstem level test Profile contains";TS;"hour transition"
740 PRINT "times and";SQ;"hour Ions dwell ti_es,"LIN1
830 PRINT "InPut the seneral QiniRuB and maximum sYste_ level test"
840 PRINT "temperatures in des C."LINI
850 9ISP "SYs lul test T_in,T_ax (de_ C)"!
060 INPUT TS, T4
870 IF T3>T4 THEN 890
880 GOTO 910
890 PRINT "Tmin must not exceed Tmax."LIN2
900 GOTO 830
910 PRINT "System test tamp. levels: TBin=";T3;", Tmax="lT4;"des C"LINI
912 GOTO 916
914 PRINT "R I OR R 2 MUST BE ENTERES."LIN2
916 PRINT "$yste_ level tests can be conducted in e larse che_ber"
917 PRINT "(in the order o£ 30 £t in diameter and 60 £t hish), enter a I,"
918 PRINT "or in e medium size_ chember"
919 PRINT "(in the order o£ 12 ft in diameter end 15 £t hish), enter a 2."LIN1
920 DISP "Larse (i) or medium (2) chamber";
922 INPUT C5
924 PRINT CS;"has been entered."LINl
926 IF C5#I RN9 C5#2 THEN 914
930 PRINT "The P/L may be a protoflisht (enter I), a first flight."
940 PRINT "unit (enter 2), or a follow-on uni_ (enter3)."LINl
950 DISP "Pflt (i), Flt#1 (2), or F-O (3)";
960 INPUT 09
970 IF 09=I OR 09=2 OR 09=3 THEN 1000
980 PRINT "YOU MUST SELECT EITHER 1,2, OR 3."LIN2
9g0 GOTO 950






R 70 108 118




B9 70 960 970 970 970 1000
C5 70 922 924 926 926
D7 70 530 570 590 610
D8 70 660 700 720 740
N9 70 370 380
09 70 460 470
• T3 70 860 870 910
T4 70 860 870 910
T7 70 530 _40 560 600
T8 70 660 670 690 730
84 408 412 414 416 416 420 420 428
R3 414 416 416 416










10 REH: #2 FILE FOR TVTO PROGRAM, PHRSE-I VERSION (1979)
20 REM: This portion develops P/L and launch costs







50 PRINT LINI,"The £ollowin_ _uestions pertain to the launch vehicle,"
60 PRINT "Shuttle ($T$) or an e×pendable launch vehicle (ELV)."LINI
70 DISP "STS (enter I) or ELY (enter 2)"!
80 INPUT V9
90 IF V9=1 OR V9=2 THEN 120
100 PRINT "YOU MRY ENTER ONLY 1 OR 2"LIN2
110 GOTO 70
120 IF V9=2 THEN 1090
130 GOTO 150
140 PRINT "YOU MAY ONLY ENTER 1, 2, OR 3"LIN2
150 PRINT "This is an STS mission."LIN1
160 PRINT LINI
170 IF FLRGO THEN 260
180 PRINT "This program considers onl_ payload weight and length. Full"
190 PRINT "computation of STS launch costs includes consideration o£ payload"
200 PRINT "volume; this has been omitted to simpli£y the e££ort. If lenth"
210 PRINT "was entered as 0, only weiht will be considered."LIN1
220 PRINT "OMS kits are only considered £or Free-Flier and attached"
230 PRINT "non-S/L payloads in this model."LIN1
240 REM: Dimensions should be: weiht-lbs, lenth-ft
250 REM: W4= OMS kit wt, W5= upper st9 wt, L5= upper st_ inth
260 PRINT "This _ay be a Free-Flier P/L (F-F>, enter I,"
270 PRINT "an attached but not Spacelab P/L (Rtt), enter 2,"
2@0 PRINT "or a $paoelab P/L (S/L), enter 3."LIN1
290 DISP "F-F (I), Art (2), or $/L (3)"! OF300 INPUT C9
301 DISP "Will P/L be reflown"; __'_ODU_j3_[JI_'_PAG_ IS
302 INPUT R5 OR£G_ I_
303 R5=R5+1
304 IF R5=I THEN 310
305 PRINT "I£ the number of re£1ihts is unknown, enter I."LIN1
$06 DISP "How _anY reflihts";
307 INPUT R
308 R5=R5+R-1
$09 PRINT (R5-1);"refli_hts are expected."LIN1
310 IF C9#1 AND C9#2 AND C9#3 THEN 140
320 PRINT "The fliht _ay be dedicated to this P/L (enter I),"
330 PRINT "or shared with other P/L's (enter 2)."LINI
340 DISP "Dedicated (I) or shared (2)"!
_0 INPUT DI
:'60 IF C9#3 THEN 1000
_70 REM: Spacelab computations
380 REM: Foll subroutine to develop P/L wt, Inth, and cost
390 GOSUB 40O0
400 PRINT "This _odel makes decisions on pallet and pressurized module factors"
402 PRINT "based on weight distributions. If there is no pressurized Qodule,"
404 PRINT "assuMe all the weight i_ on the pallets even thought some may,.
406 PRINT "be in the aft flih% deck. Enter £raction of weight on the mallet"
410 PR!NT "plus the aft £1iht deck as 0.%% (or 1.00 if appropriate)."LIN1
420 DISP "% wt on pallet(s), enter as X.XX"!
430 INPUT P
440 IF DI=I THEN 850
450 PRINT "S,L elements (pallets or press, mod.) can be"
460 PRINT "dedicated to the P/L (enter I) or shared with others (enter 2)"LINI
J-B-I
O0000002-TSE08
470 DISP Dedl,..et_.d,_1>or _ho.red <2)"|
480 INPUT E9
490 IF E9=I THEN 650




540 IF P=I THEN 620
550 GOSUB 6088
560 GOSUB 6200












690 IF P=I THEN 790
700 PRINT "S/L missions wi%h the Ion_ pre_.surized module ma_ have"
703 PRINT "no more thmn 2 pallets."LINl









790 PRINT "S/L without pressirised P,odule may have no more than 5 pollets."LIN1





850 IF P>O THEN 880
860 C8=(22+I,67)*15
870 GOTO 2000
880 IF P=I THEN 940
890 PRINT "S/L wi%h Ion9 pressurized module moY haue"
895 PRINT "no more t.han 2 pallets."LIN1




940 PRINT "S/L wi%hout pressurized module may h_ve no more than 5 pallets"LINl




990 REH: Free-Fliers or attached P/L's
1000 GOSUB 8000
1010 GOSUB 4000












2000 REI4: Output mi_.slon costs
2010 FIXED 3 I
2015 IF V9=2 THEN 2108
2020 PRINT LINI J
2025 T=C3+S+R+K8
2830 PRINT "STS LAUNCH COST IS"ITI" HILLIOH (1978) DOLLARS'_LINI
2040 IF C9=3 THEN 2090
2045 IF S=0 THEN 2855
2050 PRI_:T "Upper !tag_ Portion =";S
2055 IF K9=0 THEN 2078
2068 PRINT KgI"ONS kits; total cost =";K8
2070 IF R:g THEN 2116
2080 PRINT "Revisit cost i_ included at"IR;"million (1978> dollars."LIH1
2090 GOTO 2120
2100 PRINT LIN1
2110 PRINT "ELV LAUNCH COST IS";TI" MILLION (1978) DOLLARS"LINI
2113 GOTO 2120
2116 PRINT LIN1
2120 PRINT "PAYLOAD COST IS";Ug;"HILLIOH _1978) DOLLBRS."LIN1
2130 IF C9=2 OR C9=3 THEN 2160
2135 IF FLAG2 THEN 2160
2140 PRINT "Instrument ¢o_t =";U7




4000 REX: Subroutine for determinin9 P/L dimensions and co_ts _*__*_
4010 FIXE_ 0
4020 PRINT "P/L dimensions are to be determined."LIN1
4030 IF V9=2 OR C9=3 THEN 4130
4040 PRINT "Pro,ram internally adds OMS kit and upper stage data! payload"
4050 PRINT "weight or length inputs should not include the_e £actors."LIN1
4060 PRINT "Enter P/L length (in feet); i£ unknoun, enter 0. This model does"
4070 PRINT "not e_timate P/L len_th uhen 0 is entered; all subsequent STS"
4080 PRINT °'computations are based on uei_ht alone."LIH1
4090 DISP "P/L length (feet)";
4100 INPUT L9
4110 PRINT "P/L length (feet) entered as";Lg,LINl
4120 GOTO 4140
4130 L9=0
4140 PRINT "Enter P/L weight (Ibs); enter O If unknown."LINl
4150 DISP "P/L weight (Ibs)"I
4160 INPUT N9
4170 IF N9#0 THEN 4308
418_ REM: Develop P/L wt from component count based on
4190 REM: regression o£ 26 S/C from the period 1970-1975 uhose
420U REH: component count i_ established.
4210 W9=118.28*EXPKB.Q381*N9)
42?0 IF C9=2 OR C9=3 THEN 4278 _;
4230 PRINT "Estim,ted platform uei,ht (ibs_:":_ii!_ ._'__ _T_,;; _
• ,, i: " ,. _¥
4240 PRINT "Estimated instrument weight (lb_ ,___4258 PRINT "Estimated total P/L uei,ht (lbs) NI__I_T
4260 GOTO 4310 ._..,_?_
4270 wg=Ng/4 ,_j._,42@0 PRINT "Estimated P/L weight (ib_) :";Ng_LINI
4290 GOTO 4310
4300 PRINT "P/L ueight (lbs) input a_";N9
4310 REM| Foll determines P/L COSTS
4320 FIXED 3
4330 PRINT "Enter P/L cost in millions o_ 1978 dollars! if the a_ount is"
4340 PRINT "unknoun, _nter O.";CIH1
4350 DISP "P/L co_t (1978 MS)";
4360 INPUT U9
4376 IF U9#0 THEN 4398
J-B-3
- _ ,




4400 PRINT "P/L co_t (1978 MS) input a_"IU,LIN1
4410 GOTO 4940
4420 REM: Generate the P/L co_t
4425 IF FLRGQ THEN 4600
4439 REM: Recurrin9 Platform costs <i_, I_s_ ili_.truMen?_._per SRHSO ,.,,:,del
4440 REM: "Unplanned Spacecraft Cost Model", TP-78-61, Feb 1978
4459 REM: D_ta adjusted to 1978 co_t_
4460 REM: Instru_ent costs based on Planntn._ Re_.eorc.h Corp. Tec.h Brier 11o. 40
4479 REM: 3c.ientific instrument. Co_.t Mode[", PRC D-ZI_t,, Dec.. 15,1978
4480 REM: Do,t.n. froF, GSFC " ?'3 "t.,-.I_-73-66_Feb 197:3 zndicate_, in_tru_.,er,t ,.,,;z_ht
4490 REM: is rouehIy i/4 of the P/L uel_ht
4500 PRINT LIH1,"Instrument co_ts r_ay be e_ti,.,_tedbased or, the type"
4510 PRINT "0,nd ueieht of the ,nstruQens."
4520 PRINT "The follouin9 classes _pply:"
4530 PRINT " cl_ss I: Incer£ero_eters"
4540 PRINT " class 2: Telescope, Spectrohelio_roph, Po_._i_.,eMzc.rowa,_e"
4550 PRINT " RadioQeter, PhotoQeter_ Spectror_eter, T-V L.o,_era_"
4568 PRINT " Maneto_eter"
4570 PRINT " class 3: Rctiue Microuaue, Mass Meosure_ent, Plos,qa Probe"
4580 PRINT " Charge Detector, F_I_ C_era"LIN1
4590 PRINT "If type is unknown, u_e class 2 as an auerae."LIN1
4600 DI$P "Instrument cl_ss, 1, 2, or 3"!
4610 INPUT 19
4620 IF I9=1 OR 19=2 OR 19=3 THEN 4650
4638 PRINT "ONLY THE NUMBERS 1, 2, OR 3 MRY BE SELECTED"LIN2
4640 GOTO 4600
4650 FIXED 0
4660 PRINT "Instrument class";I9;"is selec_e_."LIH14670 FI×E_ 3
4680 REM: I£ attached or S/L P/L, bra,_ch ouer
4690 IF C9=2 OR C9=3 THEN 4790
4700 W?=W9/4
4710 GOSUB I9 OF 4850,4890,4920
4720 PRINT "E_ti_ated instrument cost (1978 MS> :"_U7
4738 REM: SRM80 _odel, U8= platforr_ co_t, ut = P.'L*3/4
4740 U8=(O.O2498*(W9_3/4)tO.81)*1.558/1.307
4750 PRINT "Estimated plet£ora cost (1978 MS) :";U8
4760 U=UB+U7
4770 PRINT "E_ti_ated total P/L cost (1978 _$> :";U9,LIN1
4780 GOTO 4940
4790 REM: CoQpute costs for atteched or S/L P."L
4800 N?=W9
4810 GOSUB 19 OF 4850,4890,4920
4820 PRINT "Esti_ated P/L cost (1978 MS') :";UT,LINt
4830 U9=U7
4840 RETURN
4850 REM: Co_pute cost of an instru_=ent based on cl_ss
4860 REM: class I
4870 U7=B.O27*W710.953
4880 RETURN
4890 REM: class 2
4960 uT=e. o3*WTtQ.776
4910 RETURN




5990 REM: Subroutines for Load Factors & L_d Fr_ctions ***********'************+

























































6800 REM: Subroutin_ to de%'M'n if l<=R<=N and adJus% a_ re_ulred
6810 IF 8>1THErl 6840Q







7880 REM: Subroutine to develop F-F and Rt,. P.L Load Facto,_ **_*******_*****+*
7810 REM: Coapute total P/L chargeable uei._ht





7070 REH: Load Fa,:,or_
7888 N=N3',:600eg*O,75':,
J-B-5
, • . . . .... ,', _-_.-_... ............ ...,..
.... ._._.......... :z....... 4;., _-: -_,- . __ . ...... : .... :,_,.r,.
.- ,_ o '_' .. _, . ,. .. " - ,, - ............... , ,,-'-'_-7"--- " . _.... ----_ - ,,.._.,._
O0000002-TsE12
7090 IF L9=0 THEN 7110
7100 V=(L+Q,5>/((720/12)+0,75)
7110 H=0,067
7120 REH: Det.'Q'n lo.r_er of H or V
7136 IF W=O THEN 7220
7148 IF L9=0 THEN 7190










8000 REM: Subroutine for 8TS extro_.: upper sto_e_ r:P/L re,_zlt), OHS kit_ _+_'_
8010 IF C9=2 THEN 8258
8020 REM: 88US-D, 8$US-R, IU$
8030 DISP "I_ upper staee required"!
8040 8=0
8050 INPUT 8
8060 IF $=0 THEN 8240
8070 DISP "SSUS-D"!
8080 INPUT R
8090 IF R=l THEN 8490
8100 DISP "8$US-R"_
8110 INPUT R
8120 IF R=I THEN 8540
8130 DISP "IU8 two st_ee"_
8148 INPUT Q
8150 IF Q=i THEN 8608
8160 DISP "IU8 twin stese"!
8170 INPUT Q
8180 IF B=I THEN 8660
8190 DISP "IU$ ruin steee +spinner _
8200 INPUT R
8210 IF R=t THEN 8728
8220 PRINT LINI_"THERE RRE NO OTHER CHOICE3 IN THIS HODEL",LIN2
8230 GOTO 8030
8240 PRINT "No upper st_ee is used,"_LIN1
8250 REH: P/L revisit
8268 REH: DISP "_oe_ _ission need P/L" reulsit"_
8270 REH: INPUT R
8280 REH: IF R=O THEN 8310
8290 REM: PRINT "There i_ e P/L re,,isit planned for thi_ ,,,i_ion.",LIH1
8300 REM: R=0.35_I5
8310 DISP "How r_ny OMS kits (up to 3)";
8320 INPUT K9
8330 IF K9=0 THEN 8458
8348 REH: OMS kits ueieht: 1.) 16302_ 2) 29468_ 3) 43033
8350 REH: They ere eech 9 feet lone






8420 PRINT K9I"OH$ kits ore u_ed in this _i_ion.",LINl




8478 REM: Routine for upper _t_e infor_,etion
8480 PRINT "Ni_ion u_es $SUS-D",LINI
8490 REH: SSUS-D c_t in 1980 $'sl _en._th=7.5 ft,_ ut _ppro_: 7580
J-B-_







854C1 REI,11 <'.U< Ft c,_,:t it, 1':-_2,:,.t',: l,-_,-_lh_4:: ,tl _.,t:820C1+40u__ ior ,:Fo.dl,
8558 F'F'IIIT "Hl...:.l,:,l_ u:_,'.:.'-,']IJ'5-FI",L 1 tl
8555 [16:2




8688 REH: lOS tu,:, .::.t ,:.l";h .q 198til .t' :, 1, I'l_lt', ,r,f..r,:,. Im,.lt,:d






866b REII: IUS t.uin _,t,.t.._e_1988 _.'_.,length oPPro>:.IHo.ted
8678 PkIN'f "Hi_sion u=-'.e_ILIF;tuin s.to.._e",LINl
8675 I)6=4




8728 REM: IU$ t,,.,in st.aee + .-'-.p_nner, 1988 $.'--., l_:n.eth epr.,r¢,...lr.:,.ted
8738 PRINT "His_.ion u:..es IUS tuin sto._e + s_inner"_tINi
8735 ])6:5





9568 REN: Subroutine for development or e'_.._:_r_do.L,l_:Iounch ,.,*_hicle ;.ELY.., ,:ozts **
9518 FIXEB 3
9515 R5=I
9520 PRINT "Thi'=. mis_ior, u_.e--, o,', e...pend,lble l,!ur, ch ,..,_h_cle."LIN1
9530 PRINT "OnlY' three vehicles ,ire included in thtl. r,odel: ent.er 0."
9548 PRINT "1 for e Scout.., o 2 for o 2988 :erie-_-. Belt.e,"
9558 PRINT "end ,1 3 for £t 3988 series Delto.."LIN1
9568 DISP "Exr-.end_tble 1,lunch vehicle code":
9570 INPUT D5
9588 GOTO D5 OF 9598,9628,9658
9598 REM: Scout i_ epprox 2,2H + .214 for .=.upr..ort ser'uices
9688 T=2.4
9605 PRINT "A Scout l,lunch uehicle hos be_.n selected."Li;.11
9618 GOT0 9678
9620 REM: 2988 lerie$ Belt_t (C,lsr, or II), include-=._.uPr.,ort ser"..,ice. =.
9630 T:15.4
9635 PRINT "A 2908 series Delto. l_,.mch ,.,ehi,:.lehos been ._.ele.,i.ted."LIHl
9648 GOTO 9678
9650 REM: 3988 serie.=. Belto. ,..C,lstor IV'.,, include-:. :-upport s_r,Jioe '_.
9668 T=19
9665 PRINT "A 3988 series Delte lo.unch ,..,chicle h,.a_ been _-'.elected,"LIN1
9678 RETURN l.,_D1m t ,-,,.h,...__
9688 END "--_n'h)'ful._lLITy OP _B
XREF
48 387 :388 1060 6038 6050 6088 6188 6119 6238 6258
6288 6300 6318 6438 6458 6488 6580 6518 6520 6d)8 6658
6686 6810 6828 6840 6860 7160 7190 7220 8888 8090 8118
8120 8148 8150 8170 8188 8208 8218
J-B-7
_,-'--"" -.................. %-. ......,_ ............_--.................0-" .......<T- ::.... .,." _/
00000002-]-SE14
,4
b_ 40 528 580 608 638 678 758 770 830 868 920970 1038 1068 2825
C9 40 :380 310 310 :318 :368 2348 2130 2138 4830 42284228 4690 4690 8010
DI 40 350 440 1020
D5 40 9570 9580
_6 40 8495 8555 8615 8675 8_+.,_'=
E8 40
E9 40 480 498
I5 40 45 520 580 680 630 670 750 770 830 860
920 978 1030 1060 84,_8 8448
19 40 4610 4620 4620 4620 4660 4718 4810
K8 40 2025 2060 8440
K9 40 2855 2060 7050 8320 8338 8360 8420 8448 8448
L 48 6508 7030 7858 7188
L1 40 570 580 630 748 758 838 6050 6450 6510
L2 40 580 580 600 630 670 740 750 6108 6650 66606670
L3 48 520 570 6250
L4 40 520 580 600 6300
L5 48 7050 852_ 8580 8640 8780 8760
L9 40 4180 4110 4130 7020 7050 7090 7140
M 40 6020 6070 6220 6270 6420 6470 6620 6820 6868 7ii_
N 40 710 758 770 818 838 910 928 960 97a 64]06460
N9 41 41 4210
P 42 438 580 540 650 698 858 880
R 42 2025 2070 2080
R5 42 302 383 303 :304 388 388 309 9515
$ 42 2825 2045 2050 8848 _' ="
8740 .,8_e 8068 8588 o_.-+......t,e _:620 86:3U
T 42 2025 2030 2110 9600 g ""
.6oU 9668
U7 42 2140 4728 4768 4820 4838 4878 4'300 49_:6
U8 42 2150 4?40 4750 4768
139 42 2120 4:360 4370 4400 4760 4770 4S30
V 42 7100 _ = 7160
J-B_
O0000002-TSF01
V9 42 88 98 98 128 2815 4830
W 42 6818 6830 6868 6888 6218 6238 6268 6288 6418 6438
6468 6488 6618 6838 7888 713_ 7158 7198
Wl 42 6818 6868 6418
N2 42 6210 6268 6618
N3 42 7868 7888
N4 42 7868 8378 8398 8418
N5 42 7868 8518 8578 8638 8698 8758
W7 42 4788 4888 4878 4980 4988
N9 42 4168 4178 4218 4238 4248 4250 4278 4278 4288 4388








10 REM: #3 FILE FOR TYTO PROGRAM_ PHBSE-I VERSION (1979.
28 REMt ProoraR computes hUMber 0£ cn_Pohet%% test failu'e_ ,.,_, tir)e _nd ,_,,=tel_
30 REM: test time and failures for either a fixed launclm failure rate or ior













170 PRINT "Enter _axi_u_ number o£ oo_ponent _est hour_ to be investio_ted."
180 PRINT
190 DISP "MAXIMUM HR COMP TEST HOURS";
200 INPUT T5
210 DISP "FILE HR. FOR 1ST DATA ARRAY";
220 INPUT F9
225 REM: F9 IS B FILE NUMBER COUNTER FOR STORING EACH tRRBY
230 FB=F9
240 Al=A9
250 DISP "WANT RELIABILITY DATA PRINTOUT";
260 INPUT Z
270 IF '=I THEN 290
280 SFLRG 1
290 y2=DT/(T7+D7 ) ^_ _,_!_._
300 DISP "NRNT COST/PROJ. DATA PRINTOUT"; .,_T U_._












440 REM: K2= EXPECTED VRLUE OF IHITIRL CUMULATIVE FRILUi_E R_TE FOR UHTESTED"
450 REM: COMPONENTS.
460 FIXED 1
470 REM: PROGRAM INITIALLY SETS COMPONEHT TEST TEMPERRT,_RbS TO SYSTEM TEST


























710 REM: PROGRAM NOW COMPUTES COMP. TEST FAILURES YS. # OF CYCLES, AND INITIAL'
720 REH: SYSTEM TEST K(DAYS)
730 FORMAT F6.1,279.0,F8.1,F9.1,F10. I,F10.2,77.3




750 PRINT 'C.TEST (HRS) PLANNED (DAYS)
760 PRINT "NO.OF 1/2 COMP. SYSTEM SYS. T COMPONENT SYSTEM MISSION END"
770 PRINT "PERIODS TEST T CYCLES E(T) TEST FAIL TEST FAIL AYAIL.,FQCTOR"




820 IF TS+D8>24 THEN 850
830 P9=2
850 FOR J=O TO 40 STEP P9
870 Ni=0
910 FOR A=O TO T5 STEP (T5/10)
915 K4=(24fB2)_K2e(B2/BI)*(E2/E)t((B2-1)/B2)








1030 IF T2 <= 0.4 THEN 1060
1032 F2=F2+Ng*KZ*E2*KTZ-O.4)tB2
1034 I=T2/(TT+DT)












1122 IF K*B >= (KI_B1) THEN 1140
1124 IF Y>I THEN 1270








1152 IF A=O THEN 1220
1153 F4=0




















































1600 T[Y_ 12 ]=F
1610 IF FLAG1 THEN 1660
1620 WRITE (2,730)I,T[Y,2],P5,rI,F2, FI,RI_D
1630 NI=NI+I

















. _' . ,,_, v_..=_........m_ T-!_ i .....;,T...,,C rL____















1910 STORE DATA #1,FD,T
1920 FOR I=2 TO 12





1980 IF FLAG1 THEN 2000
1990 PRINT LIH1
2000 IF R9#0 THEN 2100
2010 IF FLAG1 THEN 2070
2012 FIXED 2
2015 PRINT "E(COMP)=";E2;TRB20,"E(SYS)=";EI;TRB40,"E SPICE)=( ";E
2017 PRINT
2020 PRINT "C.TEST (HRS) PLANNED (DAYS)
2030 PRINT "NO.OF 1/2 COMP. SYSTEM SYS.T COMF'ONEN"SYSTEM MISSION END"
2040 PRINT "PERIODS TEST T CYCLES E(T) TEST FAIl. TEST FAIL AVAIL/FACTOR




2110 PRINT "RUN(S) COMPLETE.",LIN2





2162 DISP "CHANGE AVG. AVAILABILITY";
2164 INPUT A3
2166 IF R3=0 THEN 2178
2168 DISP "NEW AVG. AVAIL.(_ust be >0.04) ";
2170 INPUT R9
2175 GOSUB 2470
2178 DISP "Try new teQperature conditions";
2180 INPUT Z
2190 IF Z=O THEN 2280
2200 PRINT "Current f_in, max system test te,._perature_,,Je_. C:";T3;",";T4,LIN1
2210 DISP "Enter new systeP_ test T_in, Tm,_× ";
2220 INPUT T3,T4
2230 PRINT
2240 PRINT "Co_ponen_ test temps are now inorer._ented";D,_;"d_9.C hzgh_r, lower"
2250 PRINT "than the system test te_peratures. InPut I_,t,, temp. incre_ent"LIN1
2260 DISP "Enter new comm. temp. increment ";
2270 INPUT D4
2280 DISP "Chanse transit'n or dwell times";
2290 INPUT R
2308 IF R=l THEN 2330
2310 IF Z=8 AND R3=0 AND R=O THEN 2430
2328 GOTO 218
2330 FIXED 0
2340 PRINT LIN19"Current component test tr_h_,ition ond h,J_11 t, ime_. (h,:,ur_) _r_'l
2350 PRINT TTI",";DT,LINI





2380 PRINT LIHl"Current systeQ test transition and duel. tiQes (hours> are";
2390 PRINT TQI"t'°IDS_LIN1





















4008 REH: Subroutine £or develo_in_ test oosts
4810 REM: Q1= repair costs/£ailure! 02, based on histor.oal dtta_ =
4820 REM: (sys tests with retests)_(sys tests with end uithout re¢ests)




4070 FOR I=2 TO 12
4000 REM: CoM_ level test costs; 1.70 ooze/test already inoluded




4130 IF B9#2 THEN 4150
4140 T[I,4]=2*T[I_4]
4150 REH: Sys level test oosts
4160 IF T[I,6]#O THEN 4190
4170 T[I,9]=O
4100 GOTO 4510
.. 4190 IF C5=2 THEN 4220
4200 GOTO B9 OF 4230,4270,4330
4210 REM
4220 GOTO B9 OF 4370,4410,4470




4270 REH: L_r_e chamber, Qu_l tests + Fit uni_ #1
4280 T[ I,9]=N9"3400+ 147000+T[ I,6 ]*(N* 177+ 17000 )+02* (N9,158+6160 )+T[ I,7 ]*QI
4290 T[ 1,9]=(T[ 1,9]+Q3*H*(T[ 1,6].0.34'1.34))
4300 T[ I,9 ]=T[I,9 ]+N9.861 +40300+T[ I,6]*(H9,44.5+7008)
4310 T[I,9]=(T[I,9]+Q2*(N*I58+6160)+OI*T[I_7]+O3*N*(TI 1,6]*0.34.'1.34))/10t6
4320 GOTO 4510
4330 REM: Lar_s chamber, Follow-on unlt
4340 T[_,9 ]=(<I+02 _(N9.155+6160 .+T[I,E:]_.II_+44.5+7000, -T[I,7 ]*QI)
4350 T[1,9]_(T[ 1,9J+Q3*H_*<T[ 1,6]+0. _4 I. ::4 , I016
4360 GOTO 4510
4370 REM: Mediu_ chamber, Pt'o_otl1_I,, ,*,,l'
4380 T[I,9]=H9*2860+69000+T[I,6]_,H'?*'_..;'i.4," ,_,_..N:,+_+_920>+T[I,7]'01
4390 T[I,9]=CTEI,9]+Q3*N*_T[I,6_o_.:4 1.._ ]_'_
4400 GOTO 4510





4420 T[I,9]=Hg*2860+69800+T[ I,6 ]*<H9,9_3.4+124_)+02*(N9* 33+2920,', ,_
4430 T[I,9]=(T[I,9]+Q3*H9*(T[I,6]*O.:34/1.34))
4440 T[ I,9]=T[I,9 ]+N9*697+19100+T[ I,6 ]*(N9,24.2+516>+02..-<N9*133+2928> +T[ I,7 ]*01
4450 T[I,9]=(T[I,9]+Q3*Ng*(T[I,6]*0.34/1.34>>...'1016
4460 GOTO 4510
4470 REM: Mediur.'lot',ar,,ber, Follow-on unit
4480 T[ I,9]=(I+Q2 )*(N9*1:33+2920)+T[ I,6 ]*.::N9,24.2+516 >+'flI,?],l;_I
4490 T[I,9]=(T[I,9]+Q3*N9,(T[I,6],O.34/1.34)>/1016
4500 REN: Total flight oo_.t_, MS
4510 R2=0






5000 REN: Subroutine for data Printout
5010 IF FLRG2 THEN 5260
5020 PRINT LIN2
5030 PRINT "DATA ON TRRCK#1, FILE#";F9
5040 PRINT LIHI
5050 FORMAT "T_in, de9 C: ",F4.0,12M,"T_in, de9 C: ",F4 0
5060 FORMAT "T_lax, de9 C: ",F4.0_12X,"T_ax, de9 C: ",F4 0
5070 FORMAT "Transition tiAe_ hl",F4.e,6x,"Transition t _e, h:",F4.e
5080 FORMRT "Dwell ti_e, h:",F4.0,6M,"Dwell ti_e, h:",F4.0
5090 FORMAT " Progra_lat ic"
5100 FORMAT F4.0,FS.0,"/",F4.0,F5.0, FS.3, F6.1,"/",F3.0,1_6.1,F4.0,F8.3,F8.2,Fg.3






5170 PRIHT " --";
5180 PRIHT ....
5190 PRINT
5200 PRINT "Test Nr o£ Nr"SPAlg"Planned Actual llr"SFAlg"Lo_ot"
5210 PRINT "Dur. tests o£ Cost Dur/C_c Dur. of Cos_ Rv_";
5220 PRINT " Value"
5230 PRINT " h plan/aot Fail MS days days Fail N$ Avail. ";
5240 PRINT " MS"
5250 PRINT
5260 FOR I=2 TO 12
5265 IF T[I,13]=0 THEN 5566
5270 IF XT>TEI,2] THEN 5290
5280 XT=T[I,2]
























7470 IF MIbZ2 IHEN 5490
5480 MI=Z2
5490 IF %9>Z4 THEH 5510
5500 X9=Z4
5510 IF X8<Z4 THEN 5530
5520 X8=Z4
3530 Z5=T[I,9]
5540 IF FL_G2 THEN 5560
5550 WRITE (2,5100)T[I,2],Z,Z1,TEI,3],T[I,4]'Z2'T[I'5]' [l,(],f[I,,'i,/5,;"i:,/4
5560 NEXT I
5563 60TO 5570
5566 PRINT LINI,"ROW";I;", COL 13 =0"LI111














M6 50 5410 5430
R6 50 5460
D4 60 350 360 2240 2270
X7 90 5270 5280
X8 100 5510 5520
29 100 5370 5380
X9 I10 5490 5500
AS 140 160
T5 200 910 910
F9 220 230 1470 1910 1970 1970 2120 5030 544_
F8 230
AI 240 1480 1590 1620
A9 240 570 1110 1114 1115 1120 2000 2170 2475 2480 d500
2530 2540 2560 2570
J-C-?
Ir
,_ " . ._ . _ ---'k$ -== " _.q" . , v ._, .:, ....... " ..... "_t:"- ''---'----'_ _ " [_" - "_; "--_''
° O0000002-TSFIO
i 1
: ? 3,- 260 "_" _o
_1,:,0 219fl 231f:_ 24":'0 "'_':'_ _o:, _o," "
: 5550 - ,-...,,.., .,_L_4 ...,__.:.t
Y2 290 410 410 410
D7 290 290 410 540 1034 1180 _-'_",- :,._tU 2370
T7 290 41A 5:38 1034 1180 2350 _-":"_C-.%', f I_
: Tr ] 340 490 500 510 520 _':-'- J, 0 _:"C1o.:,U 540 550 5_.,0 _" ..0,.
590 _';_.°..:J 660 1500 1506 151 f-'l 1520 1530 1540 1550 1560
1570 1580 1590 1600 1620 191A 1940 4090 4100 41_0 4120
4120 4120 4140 4140 4160 4170 4240 4240 4240 42_0 4250
,..j.
4250 4280 4280 428*3 4,.90 4290 4290 4300 4300 4300 431g._
4.'.-:10 4310 4310 4340 4:340 4340 4350 4350 4?58 4380 4380
4.,,:,0 4390 4:390 4390 4420 4420 4420 4480 4430 4430 4440
4440 4440 4440 4450 4450 4450 4480 4480 448_ 4490 4490
4490 4540 4540 5120 5120 5130 51:.::0 5140 5140 5150 5150
5265 5270 =_'_,.,_,:,05282 5300 5310 5"_'_ta.-._,5330 53:30 5:330 5330
5373 5376 5400 5410 5420 54:-:0 5450 _="" 55 _=="
5550 5550 5550 .,..,._0 5550 ..50 .-.,,.,0
i 62 :350 370 .370 410 5_:10
=_ 74 350 520 610 610 650 2200 2220
Cl 360 380 380 410 49A
T3 360 510 620 620 _.-50 2200 2220
E2 370 390 390 410 410 430 590 743 915 10.32 11701200 2015
EI 380 390 630 650 b50 660 74:-: 1126 1280 1350 1390
1720 1790 1820 184L_ 3015J
B2 400 410 410 430 _15 915 915 915 103_ 1090 1160
; 1160 1160 1170 1200
K2 420 430 915 10B2 1160 1_200
, H2 43 t 580
T8 55_ 600 650 820 I::10 1_R20 1690 2390 241_
D8 56 I 600 600 650 :/:20 1310 1'-:20 1690 239_: 2410
B7 59 ; 2560
.Z
YI 60 I 650 650 650
• E4 61 I 630
...
'. E3 62 I 630
B1 641 650 650 915 1122 1126 1126 1126 1270 1270 1280!.
_ _i ;0 1390 1720 1720 172A 1790 1790 1790 1:-:20 1820 1820:0 84
E 67 _ 680 743 915 1112 1126 1170 1280 1400 1410 1420
. 14:0 1720 1,._0" " ,1_'_'$':t.-'_--1 O_..... 0" ,._0 l t'
, _ g'-_-,,., 1112 1114 1120 1120 1122 1160 1270 1400 1410 1420
.; 14:0 1720 1790 182A. 18-:0 1'-'"_nc,:, 2 1E:50
E: 691 1112 11,'-'2 1126 1160 1270 1400 1410 1420 1480 1;'20
,. I7 '0 1820 1850
" J-O-8
" .,.... _,._ ._'
O0000002-TSFqq
C8 70,1 1112 1114 I¢80 1850
H9 70,1 950 1000 10.3_ 'I12 1114 1157 12'00 J2_0 122A I._t5_I
14 0 1480 1040 1050 412u 4240 4240 4240 4250 4280 4_8_
42.10 4290 4300 4300 4310 4310 4340 434B 4350 4:380 ,;]SA
43:0 4390 4420 4420 4420 44_0 4440 4440 4440 4450 44_:0
44,_0 4490 5290 5300 5410
Hi 79,t 870 1630 1630 1640 1660
Y 80,t 1124 1490 1490 1500 1506 1510 1520 lb36 1540 1GSu
15,;0 1_" 1580 1590,.,,0 1600 I620 1'_'_',:,,:,0
P9 80,t 830 850
J 85.t 1470 1690 1700 1710 2070
A 91.t 920 990 1152 1510 1870 2290 2300 _::10
K4 91; 960 1070 1090 1090 1095
T2 931 990 1030 1032 1034 1040 1090 1100 1100 1154 1156
11.;0 1170 1170 1180 1190 1190 1195 1200 1506
I 9311 1034 1060 1158 1180 1470 1500 1620 1920 1940 I960
40'0 4090 4100 4120 4120 4120 4120 4140 4140 4160 4170
42¢0 4240 4240 4250 4250 4250 4280 4280 4280 4290 4290
42_0 4300 4300 4300 4310 4310 4310 4310 4340 4340 4340
43';0 4358 4350 4380 4380 4380 4390 4390 4390 4420 4420
44_0 4430 4430 4430 4440 4440 4440 4440 4450 4450 4450
44'_0 4480 4480 4490 4490 4490 4540 4540 4550 5260 5265
52'0 5280 5282 5300 5310 5320 5330 5330 5330 5330 5373
53'6 5400 5410 5420 5430 5450 5460 5530 555_ 5550 5550
55';0 5550 5550 5560 5566
F2 93,_ 1000 1032 1032 1157 1200 1520 1620
F3 95,t !010 1134 135P 1740 1770 1840
KI 96,1 1070 1095 1122 1126 1270 1350 1390 172@ 1790 1820
18_0
09 11 2 1410 1420 _480 1850
K5 II 4 1126
A7 ii 5 1430 1440 1440 1850
T1 11.28 1150 1270 1280 1280 1290 1290 1300 1300 1310 1320
13'&O 1340 1350 1550 1620 1690 1760 1830 1340
P5 11_0 1150 1310 1320 1330 1330 1540 1620 17AO
F4 11:0 1153 1220 1360 1410 1480 1740 17'80 1810 1850
FI 11:4 1150 1350 1560 1620 1730 17"0 1840
HI 13'¢0 1570
H 14,10 1580
F 14 0 16u0
R3 14:0




B 14 ,_.1 1450 1 150 1,t70 15 i:O J620
8
I 1 1 " :0 194£1 1 '.a.5E1 I
I:l_ 21 ,4 216e; 27:1,71 24?u .:-'51,:1 ,-%;:'u L'5,._FI 2520 25;"!L
A4 24:0 £'5_1t-1 ,2510 2%.:_'0 .-:t,,:O ,?S,t0 ;"L;,40 ,e':,;'C,
B.7:_ ,?5 '0 2530 2540
O1 4Et .,71 4120 4/40 ,12::]u 4>:10 4.::40 ,1..;_-;U 442_t q4,,{ ,44:_:N ,t'.,41_
02 40 ,0 4240 4280 ,l _ 1 (_ 4.:;4,} 4 Tl:-:O 4,1.'0 4,t,I,71 4.1:':A
O.7..t 40, ,0 4250 42'90 4 ::10 ,I _::50 ,1.:P)U 4.1 <.;0 ,1,! 50 44 '_0 _;,11U





gl 52_4 5-:00 5550
22 53 0 539EI 547VI 54_:0 5550
















10 REII: #4 FILE FOR T',ITO PROGkRI't, F'HQSE--I ',,,'EP'SIOII , l':'7'.,
12 RENI LISTING OF PROGRRII PRPRMETEF"_,RHD F'LI_-ITPAUTItlE
15 CFLAG 7
28 PRINT R$_LIHI
30 PRINT "PROGRFIN PHRAHETERS:"_LIHJ
40 FIXED 0
50 PRINT "PAYLOAD=",LINt
60 C,OSIJB B9 OF _o- "_A,',.,e,o'_,- , 820
?0 PRI FIT "Humber of c orlporlent z : " ; I|9
80 PRINT "P_':,'lc,a,'_ .tei'.ht, lbs=";N9
90 FIXED .3
100 PRINT "Po','lou.4,:.o_.t, H$:";U9
102 FIXED 0
104 IF R5=1 "FHEN188
106 PRINT (.R5-1);"refli._hts are _lo.rJr, ed ztJ o.d,Jltlor0 Io tt,_. _ li._l,t."
108 F'F.'.f :t r
110 PRII4T "NISSION PARRMETERS:"_LIH1
t, • (_130 PRINT "tqi--._ionlengt,h, dax_: ,0.
140 FIXEI) 2
150 IF T[I,13]=0 THEN 180
160 PRINT "Desired avero.De o.vail,lb=lit..-:";T[1_1-:]
170 GOI'O 190
180 PRINT "Averaee avo,ilabilit'_ not zpec.l_ied."
190 PRINT "E'.pec.t.ed,nul_ber Of mo.l_'Llnc.tlorls ot.,Er the l'll'=-=],.Hi ,1'41,]t |.'lq: " "!i,',l'._!
200 PRINT "LAUNCH VEHICLE INFORIIRTIOH:",Llfll
210 GOSUB V9 OF 850,890
220 PRINT
230 PRINT "TEST PARAMETERS" "_LIHI
240 FIXED 0
250 PRIHT "Component. test tr,.msiti,:,r,tlr,_ , d,,ell ti,._e,h._.,_tz:"_I.;", :b'
260 PRINT "System test tro.nsitior,, duell title, h,z,ur=.l";T',::I","l[IE:
262 PRINT "Component. tent. rain, max t.emPe ro._ ut _.--, de B C': ";r ,. ; ", ";r2
264 PRINT "System t.est min_ mo.....t er_,ero.ture-=|,iIe._r: ";TS; "_";[4_LIllI
268 GOSUB C5 OF 1300,1320
270 PRINT "Maximum comF>onent te_.t. ]erv._th ih'.'eztl._otEd, hc,,.I, : ';lr.,
280 FIXED I
290 PRINT "Naxi,,um planned "-.','stem t ec-t l_n.._t.h lt,,.,e.=.ti..m._ted, .J.,.-: ;HI,I lti]
293 PRINT "OPTIIIIZED PARAttETERc,. LINI
296 FIXED 0
300 PRINT "Nlnimum oc,_t, progr,.-tm_ other t.h_.t-, zE.t-,:_te_.t._ ,:,r_ t _I_ "_F5
302 FIXED 1
305 PRIHT 'Component test leneth_ hours:";112
310 FIXED 1
315 PRINT "P1o.nne,J system %e_t. ler,._th, do.:.'::"H:3
320 FIXED 3
325 PRINT "Component t.est ProDt'o.l',i,-o=.t, Hf:"IH4
330 PRIHT "System test r,ro_ram c.ost_ M$:";I15
335 PRINT "Harc.hin9 o.rmy co_.t_ H$:"II'16
348 PRINT "Mis_ior, average auo.ilo.biliy:"l, 1-86,,
345 PRINT "Hission end inst.ant.o.neou__ ,i,Jo.ilo.b_lF,],.:"|R5
350 PRINT "Minimum lob.t,vo.lue_ N$I"IZ9,LIIIZ
380 GOTO 5000
: ,% '.390 FIXED 3 ,'..
400 PRINT "Thi.=. J_ ,:,.n ,._.t.t(tched (non-'.:Jpo.,:.el,_b, r,a.l,:,,:,.d,"
410 IF DI=Z THEN 450 . C'*"I"_'
428 PRIHT "Thiz _s o. de_i,'_.ated mz_sior, i ,:o'_t, I'I$:"IT .'_
430 GOSIJE: 1070 *._P'A_"¢'X,
440 GOTO 470 _ %?,-.''$50 PRIHT "This zs o. shared mi.=.zlnr_; ,-.o#t_ /,!$:"IT
460 GOSUB 1070 _4_ £',."470 REIURN
480 PRIIIT "Thi_. is o.Sr,o.celo.br.,_.s'_or,." _1" "'"







53:0 F'PIIIT "lhJ. l_ o ,J,_d|,.otFd t,,.,,l,,,._<t ,,,1.:_1,_-,t,i ST'5 ,'.o:_t, 1.1t:"I1









620 If" F' Lt ffllD ll=O IHEll 670
630 FII;ED 0
640 IF E?=I tHEfT _..,>0
650 N=I
660 F'PIIIT lll"r.,oil_.t,-, oi"6 u-,:d ,.,itl,";F'*lOUl"'. ,,t *I,+ r-,,.,,l,,,._,J ,.,_.s.,ht ,;,t, tl._,,,."
670 IF P--I 1HEll 690
6:::0 PRINT ,I-P,*IOOI"', o¢ th,: r-,.,.l,;,,id i.,6i._l'it ]_-- lr, the: r..t__.:-uliz_.,j ev,,J,llE."
690 RETI.IRI#
700 EIID
710 F'PIIIT "lhe po.,l,'_,od ,.¢ze! o d,i.Ji,:ole,-J el_.p,,.--r,t.
,'_k_ GO':;UEIb20
730 GOTO 760




72,0 PF:II(T "Prot,:,+ ll_.h+ Unlt "
790 RETURN
800 PRINT "First. +I1.1ht ur,it"
810 RETURN
820 PRINT "Follot._-on unit"
890 RETURN
840 END
850 PRINT "Shuttle lounch"
860 GOSUB C9 OF 990,390,480
870 P.ETURtl
880 EI.ID
890 GOSUB D5 OF 920,940,960
900 GNTO 220
910 END
92-0 PRINT "Htz=.ion u_e_. o. Scout lo.ur,.,xh :mhtcle, co-.t, I'15:"_
930 RETURN
940 PRINT "Mis--.sor_ uses (t 2900 series Delto., ,.o_t_ I'I*:";T
950 RETURN
960 PRINT "I'lissionuses o. 3900 serzes Deit.o., cost., H$I"IT
970 RETURN
980 EHI)
990 PRINT "This. is o. Free-fl_e.r _,_/loo,'t."




1040 PRINT "Thi_ mission i_ dedicctted to this p,._'loo.d.t STS co-t, |.I,t".tT
1050 GOSU8 1070
1060 GOTO 112-0
1070 IF D6:0 THEN 1088
1075 GOSUB D6 OF 1130, 1150,1170,1190,12-10
1080 IF V9:0 THEN 1100
1090 PRINT KgI"OHS kits _tre used! cost, ['15l"!K8
1100 IF R=O THEN 1120







1130 PRINT "Nip,ion u_,e_ e SSIJ'_-_ uppE, t _to9_| ,:O_t_ _1_|"':,
1140 RETURN
1150 PRINT "flip,ion u_e_ o $StJS-H upper _tv_| ,.o_,, l'Ir:';.
1160 RETURN
1170 PRINT '°Mi_on u_e_ on IUS tu,:,_,_; ,:o_t_ M_:"_S
1180 RETURN
1190 PRINT "Mi_._.zon u_ _n IUS ruin _t,l._ c¢,_t_ N_:";S
1200 RETURN








1300 PRINT "S_'_te,_ te_t. i_ ,-_qducted sn o lo,_e _e._. 3Oft _:_t . t,.,,:_l_' ..
1310 RETURN
1320 PRINT "S_ste_ te_t Is conducted In o ,.,ediu,,:e.e. 12_,15tt, to,_l_,..'
1330 RETURN
1340 END
5000 REM: PLOT ROUTINE
5010 FIXED 0
5020 FORMAT 131,.... ,F4.0,F7.0,F10.0,F11.0
5030 FORMAT 131,.... ,F4.0,F7.0,F10.0,Fll.0
5040 FORMAT F6. I
















5200 IF R<l THEN 5260
5210 IF R<2 THEN 5280
5220 IF R<5 THEN 5300
5230 IF R<10 THEN 5320


















5530 FOR 16=(13+84) TO (14-$4) STEP $4
5540.PLOT X6_Y5_I
J-D-3








5600 LABEL (*)"CO_IPOIIE|tT TEST DURATION, H"




5607 LRBEL (_)"SYS TEST"




5640 FOR Y@=Y3+S5 TO Y4-$5 STEP $5
5650 PLOT %5,'¢8, 1
5660 CPLOT -5.5,-0,3
5670 IF $5>I THEN 5690
5680 FIXED 1









5755 REH: Plot onI, zero test file and Hire tE"-'.t flJe
5760 FOR B6=F8 TO F5 STEP (F5-FB".
5780 GOTO 5820
5790 REH: Plot ,._.r,.,t zl_
5800 TII'=';P "St,._rt In._, et',,:Jzr,_, tzIe r,u_',_b_r-"_
5810 IHPIJT E:6,E6
5815 IF E:6=0 THEH _210
5820 LORD DRTR #I,E:6.,T
5830 Zl=lOl9
5840 FOR I=2 TO 12
5850 R=T[I,13]*T[I,14]+T[I,4]+T[I,'?]
5_60 IF T[ I.,2].:.',..',4 OR R..Y4 THEH _000
5870 IF R9=0 THEN 5960
5872 IF T[I-I,2]=r[I,2] THEH 6000
58:90 PLClT T[I,2],R,I
5885 rF'LOT -0.3,-0. 3
5890 LRBEL ,_""+"







5965 PEN: Fzr,d ,:.oot-dit'_o.t.ez. of ,,,in w:,c,]r,t






60:30 CPLOT 2.,-0 '"
6040 IF I-3>'(4 THEII 6130
6050 IF R9#0 THEH 6070
f:-060 LRBEL "5040 ) (.T[ I - I., 6 ]., I, :34:,
6070 F'LI]T ,="'-',Z1,la





6100 IF FLAG5 THEN 6130





6140 IF B6=E6+I IHEN 6160
6150 60TO 5820
6168 PLOT X2,Y3,1
6178 DISP "Further plo_"|
6188 INPUT A













T[ ] 150 160 5:XZO 5850 5850 5850 5850 5_60 5_,'_ 587C 5880



























l'il 410 490 1000
T 4?.0 450 5:30 580 920 ')40 '.:'60 1040 1_:50
P 620 6t.O 670 680





t 9 I0:-:0 1090
t ::: 1090
F' 1100 1110
'B 11"-:0 1150 1170 1190 1210
:.:4 5050 50:-:0 5090 5150 _--:-:0 55:;0 56_J2 5:::60 _.0_'0
,, ," ..*kt..,U
","3 5060 5120 5120 51.'-.'05140 5I'.40 =-,.'_'_05640 616U
',;-:8 5060
','4 5070 5120 5130 5130 51'90 5.9'%0 5602 5640 5:-:t.t' 6040
:.':9 5070
:.:1 5080 5:370
V'-' . _,"0 5610 6160'_,: 5090 =i'_
: , X3 5100 5380 5530
::":5 5110 5:::9_ 5=
...... ,.,80 5650 5710
: Y6 5120 s_"
._,;,_t-1 5610
" Y7 51:30 5:370
t ,J_ii




. . ..................................................... _._. ..... .. ;:_ _L._
.... -" .... 00000002 -TSG06
$4 'J16@ 5180 5380 5530 5530 5530
FL 5198 5260 521e 5220 5230 5240 5850 58_J 508_, 59_,('_ '..,q7A
.5980 g020 6040 6180 _190
',{6 553_) 5540 55_.,0 5570
R'.=,I 5 _ I._II S:E:_O t,(150 _; 10_- '
'f8 5640 5650 5690 57£_0
86 5760 t,:7,15"I5',:.:158L:0 _,11kl ,-,I'4_ _-,ISO 614_'I
F8 576,0 57t,0
E6 t&:', 10 E,[ ,41"I
Z1 58S0 5970 59:::_ 6070
I 5:'_:40 5:=:50 5:Z-:5I_i 5:=:50 b:.:It,O _,::1t.1.1 L:;;::,"t 5',-i ;' _.' 'U::';;H t,'4_I0 ','_4 _1






' o . __" ' (; ,j o
00000002-TSG07
ADDENDUM J-E




" - _ i _i_
, . _= .___ E__
....;f
: p_ _ =
x
i
; _ = .












If /ou n_,_d _eh'l lnfo0 enter % 'T'l
It, order to u_.e.t.h:s, prosre,,_, ,h,: u._e.r ,,,ust t.r,c,,, or es.t._,,,o,_ o
nuf,,ber of it e'rl_, t.o be used a_. r, ro]ra_,0 _nr.0uts.
R_. o i,lir, ll%_,,,_ the' I,i_._l" i',lIjSt kt-iO_l
O,_ I the' rlUl,ih_,r o}' ¢.Ol, ll_onent_, ih fi-,l_ r#,_)lo,:id ip. L)
b) the, mi._._ion t. IP¢ in orbit.
¢.) lhl t_'pi Of itei,,l protofii._ht_ t|l'_.t lil'lld It_r,_ or tollo*.*-¢0r,
d) uhe_her or, e:.::r.,endob|l. Iounc,h u_l',i¢.l_ ,:ELV, or _;hutt II. ,',:;TS,
1._, in_._ol,,..,edl if t.h(. iot.t.i,r_ uh_.ther lt._ o Fri,_.-F1i_r or o
$_0.¢.e 1¢b ,,,i'_._ior,,
e) t.he [qinit,un ,_r,d _,,o.:1,,,u,,, test ter,r_E.rotqr_.s.
Th_ u_er ,_iI] oI_o b_. _ked t.o lr, r.,u_ ,_or_ou_, other doto. It the
o.n_we.t'_ o.re ur&nou, the u_er ';.t',ould :r,r.,ut O; It', th_$ ,:o._e the
_ro,_ro.e_ uill r.,rouide o,.,ero._e _.,,,_lue est. i,,,ot¢_ o,- uill skit, o_.,er
t.ho.t_ i t.e,_).
Quest. ions _.hould be ansuered uit.h I for ':,e_ ond O for no.
For _luest. ion -_. t.hof ,._re not. or_r_lico.ble, enter O,
When t.uo ,._o.lue_ o.re rE_lueste,;J_ ent.er ther,, ,_._ith _ ¢.o,,.,0. inbetueen
Hr. of cor, r_onent.._. in the P/L?3O
The P/L ho._ 3g c o_ponent_.
In_u_ e,ini,,,u,,, o.cce_to.ble P...'L o.*..,_et-_e o.uoil_bilit':," o_. o. dec._,,ol!
input, e if kmk:.noun or full ol_t. im_zo.tior, run de_.ired.
: Hinie_ue) ¢¢.c.er_t.(_ble o.ug. o.vo.il.?O
The _,_inimum _c.cer.,tCble _voil,_bil_t.:,,' inr.,qt o,$ O .'.._
InPut. e_i._'=.ionti_,)ein orbit.
.; Mi._.._.iont.i_,lein orbit. (d_y_)?365
365 do.:,"srecluired in orbit..
Input the. e_t.ir,c_.ed r,ini_,_u__i,._eo.n oA.,et-o_.e,-.o_onent u_ll to.ke to
9et. fro{,1 one t_erqPet'o.tut'e ex_t-e,_e to t.he or.her durin_ te_t and _he
' ,,_ini_,_u_,_d,,.,ell t. ie_¢ _It, t.e_,_erot.ure, Ent._r 0_ uhere unknoun.
: Co,,_p:Tren_.t.im_._ l)uell ti,,_e,::h'.)?O,g
Co,,_r-,onent te"=.t._rofile c.ont._in- _. :3 hour tt':n_i_.ion t.i,rie-=.
_: (md 6 hour lon._ duell tic, e.--..
" Inr>ut. t.he est.i,,_ted _ini,,_u,,_t.i,',_eit uill t.,.:kethe P..."L _._'_.t.e_,;to
9et. from one t,efqpet-o.t.tere e'.:.(tre.,,_e _o the other durin9 t._.._,t. ,:t_d the.
; r_inir,_u,,_duell t. ir._e at. t.e,,_r,ero.t.ue-_'. Entet O_ uhere unknouh.
S'.,"_:Tr0.n_ t.i_,e_I)uell _i,,,e(h:,?:3,48
S_.st.e.,_ le,.._e.1 t,est. _rofile ¢ont(_ir, _-. 8 hour t.r_tt)_itior_
t.i_,_es, o.nd 48 hour lon9 duell times.
Inr-,ut. the 9ener,ll ,,,inimu,,'_o.t',d ,",o..:..'.imumz':,'$te_, leuel t.e_.t
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E_.t. ii,,._ted r-,l,._t.iorr,i co.<t (1978 bli,;., : 2,63!
E_t.i_,.._.ted toto,} PL C.ot,t ('_'_"_' '_
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l'o_:',| 1'1111'Ilip l;OI'iP I E'_,I HOUP'],'4::.:O
rILE liP. F£d.' I'_,T bHTH RF'F'fi'_''I
|,JRtI[ PELIFoBILIT'( [IRTR PI_:ItlIOI.IT'"O
HR)IT o:rr-,T PI;'OJ, I.mRTFIF'PINTroUT'-'
.-*  t 0T,._l,:ul,._v ,:,l t ol, .:tt ,'_,ut ¢,_ F'PIII1 RLL r_,:,d_:. "***
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t:'1,:,' ,-,t t 1 It,t ItllJ 1
ttltl'l_:** t' ,.*t '-'U'II",tI_ Ill _ .:I:l
f'n, I,:,,_,I I*, I _l,v, IL,. I .;_:,"
l'll",'],lullI'nPI-IHLIFI,",:
H"(F*| h' ,t",l)],tl,I]lt , It,:tt .t'_'o_ )t S,,I,
l.'*_*'v*.*.ltoO4r_l,,t ,',t vtn]tt4lt,t l,,t* ,*,,tt Iltt 4'_I_.I*,tI ,Jill'dll,.*ltI I, _;c,
LH.IIItIIY'IH|IIf: |IIFOPIIII|It:HI|
l'll:_.l,:lr_ _J_,:_ ,t ':',,:out l,:,un,:l, ",:l,s,- l,., ...... t , l,ll'I2.40
TE':'.T I:'HPflME1EI_")'
I-*:H,II_.*OIIEI'I _ tE_.f t. tOl'h_ It lOl"l t J,l't_: * ClhI_ ]. ], t ]t;,,:q I'iC, I.4I':| J ' _.
':,,it_t't t, :t ttnt,_ltl,'*t_ , ,Jt,t_l] tl,,t_._ It, nil I :-: q 4',_',
l:ot,iF.,Otl__rll tff t l,llta, ,L,', i<H_,__tO_tltv:_ CI_: .t I::-_. , _ ,-1__
S,_tEI't t*'-? t'llll* I'lL 1 t,;.I,,I:'_.I'L'ltU/I_ _ *_*:4 t': I1 _ *_[:1
|'t,3 Tl'di*'t ,T,:,_'ff:,On_.t'it t _..::" [_¢'l'_.t h l¢'l"_: .£t 1 _ldt _.,L(, l_,:,*.It-3 I 4I.':-',I.I
1'10' ln,_u.4vn l',_r_t'ff'iE,:J 2 ,.E:t_t,t t t :t _:t't._t lt ltn,,,:.-:t ! ._01 ,:,3_ ,J_ _ • ,:4., :,,
OPTIMIZED FRPRHETEpSI
I" O l,l _,,:_ t'l rE_t-i _ i _,'-t _.rl3t h_ hou F _, I 2 l.:II::',, 0
PlOt'_r,_.rl :,_:_.H t_.'_ l_.n_._h, do,-'-_: 5;-',.:'
l:ol't_,Cq'IEf'll YE:;I r.,f,:,.._t'Ol,n FO.ZI ._ I'I_II O, ::.:42
'S.-'?_:rl ?,'Et r..ro_r,11,1.. c,:,-:_., 1'I$I O, ='-'_U,:,
Horchsn.._ or,.,. ,:,:,zt, I'I_': 0._21
/'li:_*ot', ,._,,_:ro_._ o,,oil,._blllt,: 0.7:'-:9
Hz -=.=i ,:,r, end zt'r=tot'_to.t-_eou _ ,3,.,oil,._b_llt,: n..2;
Mzni,,u,,_ lo-t ...._lue, 1'14_:2,283
J-F-4
....... ":-(--.,_........ ::......... -:. :---':..... ,.,.........
00000002-TSG14
--_ ) $
E<r:OM°)= 16.01 E('.SYS'.:,=14.32 E,;,SPAC£)= 14.26
( ,,°'3 ,
C.TES_ ,,HR_:,. PLANHED <DAYS",
tlrl.oF I/2 CONF'. SYSTEM 8'0'::J.T COMPOIIEHT 'S'f'_;TEM MI'SSIOH END
' PERIOD_-; TEST T CYCLES E(T> TEST FAIL TEST FAIL AVAIL/FACTOR ,
0.0 0 27 8:3.4 0.0 2:7.8 0.19 0.700
4.2 48 2 6.2 :3.2 1.7 0.19 0.700
• 9.6 9t% 2 3.7 5.2 0.9 0.19 0.700
14.9 144 1 2.9 6.9 0.7 0.19 0.700
_ 20.2 182 1 2.5 8.4 0.5 0.19 0.?00
. 25.6 240 I 2.2 9.8 0.4 0.19 0.700
o_ 30.9 288 1 2.0 11.1 0.4 0.19 0. 700
_----4_: 36.'2 4::6 1 1.9 12.3 0.3 0.19 0.700
40.4 374 0 0.0 13.2 0.0 0.19 0.700
40.4 374 0 0.0 1:3.2 0.0 0.19 0.700
40.4 :374 0 0.0 13.2 0.0 0.19 0.700
DATA ON TRACK#l, FILE# 42.00
Cc,_onent Test Program S:,$t.e_ Te._t Proero.m
T,_in, de9 C: -5 Tmin, de9 C: 0
Tmax_ de9 C: 45 Tmax, de9 C: 40
Transition t.i_.',e,h: 3 Transition t.i,,_e,h: 8
Dwell fine, h: 6 Dwell time, h: 48 Progra,_,.,atio
:" Test Hr of He" Planned Rctu,_l Mr Lost
====_
_7 Dur. tests o{ Cost Dur/Cy¢ Dur. o{ 6o._% Av9 Valqe
-_- h r,lan/oct Fail MS days da_.'s Fo.iI MS Avail. MS
_ 0 O/ 0 0 0.000 62.2/ 14 83.4 27 0.778 8.30 4.953
-_.,-/. 48 17/ 19 3 0.086 4.7/ 1 6.2 2 0.205 0.30 4.466
-, _ 96 17/ 20 5 0.143 2.8/ 1 3.7 1 0.187 8.30 4.505
_, 144 17/ 21 ? 0.202 2.2" I 2.9 i 0.180 8.30 4.558
°°'_. 192 17/ 22 8 0.263 1.8/ 1 _'.5 1 0.177 0.30 4.616
_ 240 17/ 22 10 0.327 1.6/ i 2.2 0 0.175 0.30 4.677
288 17." 23 11 0.392 1.5/ 1 2.0 0 0. 174 0.30 4.741336 17:" 24 12 0.460 1.4z i 1.9 0 0.173 0.30 4.888
-'_'_ 374 17f 24 13 0.515 0.0/ 0 0.0 0 0.000 0.30 4.690
_-j f 374 17/ 24 13 0.515 0.0/ 0 0.0 0 0.800 0.30 4.690
_74 '"_," 24 13 0.515 0.0/ 0 8.0 0 0.000 0.38 4. 698
i"i, _(S> COMPLETE.
o
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De ,=.ired ,:'.,er._..._eo.,...,,._,iIrib.iI}t':,.':8 ._ii""
E:,:prc.ted rluf,,ber ,:,{ mo.lfuric.tioh.:. ,-,.,_.r the #,,i_:-:.loh durL_tior,; 7.18
LRUHCH VEHICLE IHFORNRTIOH:
• i. 4|4i'=.slor, u:-.e-_-.,3.._c.Dut lo.urich ,..,ehictE, c,:,=.t,_ H$: .-." 48
TEST PRR.RHETERS:
CoFtF.,Ot]eht test tr.l.h':.itloh time _ duell ti(,iE', hOL4r'_.: :_ _ 6
o:,.-:.tem te.:.t tro.nsigiort , duell t. i,,le._ R,DL4rS: _ ,. 4i_'c,
Cof,'JF.,orletht test JqlR._ f,=o.y., tePIDerotL4re.s._ ,;]e.._ C: -.J= _ 45
S:,st_ te'=.t. P'mih_ fqO.Xt.emper(tture-c; de.e L;: 0 ., 48
•:,:,..=.t_..v,test. i_. ,c,snducted Jr, ,.1.vJe,4iur,J ,e..e. 12ft.,.:.lSf't.) f,:c.}tlt':,..
N,.'t.:<imLh"l r.o(._porterlt test ler,.._th ih,JeSt i'd.at ed_ hour.=. -" 488
No.::<iP,u,','lPlo.nhed systeF_ test ler, gt.h ir,ve._.t.:.._o.ted_ do.',.s: 62. _.-_
OPTIHIZED F'BRBNETERS:
• ?*1NiniP',u,Y, cost F.,ro.._r*e,_)_other then zero t.e_t., or', file 4=
CoF,por, ent test. length, hour_: 48.8
Plo.nned s,st,em te_t length., dAYs: 4.7
, Co,._poner,t test progro_.,cost, N$: 8.886
8,'stem test pro.-3ro.F# c o_.t_ MS" 0.195
Nerchin_. er,w cost, N$: 8.8t8
Hission (u..,er_._e o,.,,eilc_bilit'/:8."'_klEl
; Nis_ior, end ir,sto.nt._tn_ou_o.vo.il,.tbilit.'>.:8,186
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Nunber of components: 32
Po'_oad weight, Ibs_ 430
P_ .cad cost, MS: 4.009
MISSION PARAMETERS:
Mission length, days: 365
Rverage availability not s_eci£ied.
Expected number o£ Bal£unctiors over the mission durttion: 1.21
LAUNCH VEHICLE INFORMATION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-£1ier _aYload.
This _ission is shared with other payloads! STS cost, MS: 5.468
TEST PARAMETERS:
Component test transition fine , dwell time, hours: 3 , 6
System test transition , dwell time, hours: 8 , 48
Component tess rain, max temmero,ures, de9 CI-5 , 45
Syste_ test _in, _ax te_per_tu,es! de9 C: 0 , 40
Systea tess is conducted in a medium (e.g. 12£tx15£t) £aoility.
Maximum component test length investigated, hours: 480
Maximum planned syste_ test length investigated, days: 93.3
OPTIMIZE9 PARAMETERS:
Mini_uA cost program, other than zero test_ on file 35
Co_eonent tess length, hours: 336.0
Planned syste_ test length, days: 79.3
Component tess _rogram cost, MS: 0.491
Syste_ test _rogra_ costp MS: 0.657
Marching army cost, MS: 0.176
Mission average ¢_vailability: 0.811
• Mission end instantaneous auaila_llity: 0.755







Humber o_ components: 32
Payload weight, lbs: 450
Payload cost, MS: 4.000
MISSION PARAMETERS:
Mission length, days: 365
Desired average availability: 0,30
Expected number o_ malfunctions over the mission duration: 7.24
LAUNCH VEHICLE INFORMATION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-_lier payload.
This miss:or is shored with other payloads; STS cost, M$: 5.460
TEST PRRAMETERS:
Component test transition time , dwell time, hours: 3 , 6
System test transition , dwell time, hours: O , 40
Component test min, max tem_eraturos, deg C:-5 , 45
System test min, max te.i_eratures; de_ C: O , 40
-': System test is conducted in a medium (e.g. 12_tx15_t) _acility.
Maximum component test length inve_ti+ated, hours: 488
Maximum planned system test length investigated, days: 69.6
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimum cost _rogram, other than zero test, on _ile 1
Com+onen" test length, hours: 4S.O
Planned _ tem test length, days: 5.1
Comnonent test _ro+rom cost, M$1 0.091
System test _rogram COSt_ MS1 0,207
Marching army cost, MS: 0.011
Mission average ova:lability: 8.308
Mission end instantaneous ova:lability: 8.186
Minimum lost value, MS: 6.935
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Number of components: 32
Poyloed ueieht, tbs: 45e
Poylood cost, MS: 4.088
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
Mission length, doys: 365
Ruero_e ouoilobility not specified.
Expected number of molfunctions ouer the _ission durotion: 1.39
LRUNCH VEHICLE INFORMRTION:
Shuttle lounoh
This is o Free-flier poylo_d.
This mission i% shored uith other _oyloods; STS cost, MS: 2.864
TEST PRRRMETERS:
CoMponent test tronsition time , duell time, hours: 3 , 6
System test tronsition , dwell ti_e, hours: 8 , 48
Component test rain, mox tem_erotures, des C:-5 , 45
System test Rin, mox tem_erotures! des C: 0 , 48
System test is conducted in o medium (e.9. 12ft×15ft) £ocility.
Hoximum component test length inuestisoted, hours: 488
Moximum _Ionned system test length inuestigoted, doys: 93.3
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimum cost Drosrom, other thon zero test, on file 28
Component test length, hours: 288.8
Plonned system test leng(h, doys: 63.8
Component test pro_rom cost, MS: _.418
system test _ro_rom cost, MS: e.559
Morohin_ ormy cost, MS: 8.148
Mission overuse ovoilobility: 8.786
Mission end instontoneous ouoil_bility: 8.724
Minimu_ lost uolue, MS: 2.586
J-O-4
.... =. • o •
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NuBber of coB_onents: 3_
Payload weight_ lb$: 458
PaYload ¢ost_ MS: 4.000
MISSION PARAMETERS:
Mission len_th_ days: 365
Desired average availabilitY: 0.30
Expected nuBber of _alfunctions over the Bission duration: 7.24
LAUNCH VEHICLE INFORMATION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-flier _aYload.
Thin Bission is shared with other payloads! STS costJ MS: 2.864
TEST PARAMETERS:
Component test transition ti_e , dwell ti_e, hours: 3 , 6
Sys%eR tent transition _ dwell ti_e, hours: 8 _ 48
Component test _in, Max teB_eratures, de9 C:-5 , 45
Syste_ test _in_ _ax temperatures; de_ C: e , 48
Syste_ test in conducted in a BediuB (e.9. 12ftx15ft) facility.
Maxi_u_ co_onent test length investigated, hours: 480
MaxiBu_ _lanned syste_ test length investi_ated_ days: 69.6
OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS:
Mini_u_ cost _rogra_ other than zero testm on file 1
CoBponent test length_ hours: 48.B
Pl_nned svste_ test len_th_ days: 5.1
Con_onent test =ro_raB costm MSm 8.891
Syste_ test _ro_ra_ cost, MS: e.207
Morohin_ ar_y oost_ MS: e.e11
Mission aver_ee availability: e.3ee
Mission end instantaneous auail_bility: 8.186











Number of oo_ponents: 32
P_yloed weight, Ibs: 45Q
Peyloed cost_ MS: 4.QOQ
MISSION PARAMETERS:
Mission length, days: 365
Average eveilebility not specified.
Expected number of _elfunctions over She F,ission duration: 1.55
LAUNCH VEHICLE INFORMATION:
Shuttle ]eunch
This is e Free-flier peyloed.
This _ission is shored with other peyloedsI STS cost_ MS: 1.570
TEST PARAMETERS:
Component test trensition ti_e _ dwell time, hours: 3 , 6
System tess trensition , dwell ti_e, hours: 8 , 48
CoMponent test Min, _ex temperatures, de9 C:-5 , 45
System tess min, _ex teMpere_ures! de9 C: 0 , 40
: Syste_ test is conducted in e _edium (e._. 12ftxlSft) facility.
MaxiauQ component tess length investigated, hours: 488
Maxiaua planned systeQ test length investigeted_ days: 93.3
OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS:
:Minimua cost progrea, other then zero tess, on file 25
CoMponent test length, hours: 248.0
.." Planned syste_ tess length_ deys: 56.0
: CoQponent test progreQ cost, MS: B.348
System tess program cost_ MS: e.518
M_rchin_ er_x cost, MS: 0.I_4
Mission evere_e _veilebility: 8.7_6
Mission end instent_neous eveil_bility: 0.698
Mini_u_ lost velue, MS: 2._9_
J-O-?
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PFtYLOAIJs
Protoflight Uhit
|,lumber of ,:,omr,or0er0t ,_,: ;.-_,_"Q
Po.YI o,_.d ,.,Jei'_ht, 1b_:,, 450
Po._.l,:,,._.dc,:,_t, r,i$: 4. eee
i o" I l, " ,I11.:_,:,I 0iN PRRRHETERS:
Mi_,sior, len,_th, d,.l':,,'_,: 3_5
])e_.ire,'J Ll,,..,ero.._e(_u_ilo.bilit,'._':0,30
Ext:oec, t, ed r0uf,0ber of _o.lfuhctioh':. ,:,uer the 0,iis,:,ioh dqr,_tioh| 7.:F."4
LAUNCH VEHICLE INFORP1ATIOH:
Shut.tI• l,._.ut'0c.h
_ TF',i_ is o. Free-¢lier r.,(_vlo_d.
Thi._ ,,',issior,is.sho.red with oti;er r.,_:,'locv:l_STS ,-.,:', P!$: 1.570
TEST PARRMETERS:
?
CoFot_ot'ler0t est tr(m-z..itiontime, dwell time_ _'."_r-=."' ,,
: S':,._te_,',te.---.ttro.r,_ition_ d_ell time, hou,"" , _,
., Co_','o_o_ent.test mit_., ,','_(_xte_'0_er_tut'_.,:- .-_;. j _ 45
.- Sy_t, ef¢! test miro9 l',',o.x telql_er_tojres_ ' -:. "'".. _,. _._ ., 48
S'_'st.emtest is cor,du0:.tedin : medium (e..._._2ftxl5_'t'.:,_'o.¢.ii_.t./.
;. N:xi,,'_u_,_c.o_','mor,ent test.len_;h in,...,esti._.o.te,:_,hour.---.:4o_''"
--_ Mo.xi,',',um_l,._nn¢.d_'ste,'.',test length ir_,..,e=.ti._,:_ted,d,._: .'s:69._
OPTIMIZEI PRRRNETERS:
:' Ainimu,,',cost r.,rogro.m.,other th(_n zero te-_.t, Oh i_ile I
Component test. lengt.h_ hours: 48,8
:, Pl(_nned s':_'stemtest length_ d_ys: 5,1
._ Component test _rosr(_ ¢.ost_ MS: 0,091
S'.,.'--'.temtest. _r,:)sr_m¢.ost_ MS: 0,207
Z' H(xrc.hir,,_ ,:_rm:, co_t, MS: 0.811
:-_;, Mission _,...,er,_,._e_u(_il(_bilitv:0 300
Mission end inst:nt.ar,eous o.,,_o.ilabilit':,.':e.186














Humber o_ ¢ommonents: 3_
Payload weisht, lbsl 458
Payload cost, MS: 4.Bee
MISSION PBRBMETERSI
Mission lensth, days| 365
Rverase availability not specified.
Expected number of mal_unctions over the mission duration: 1.77
LRUNCH VEHICLE IHFORMRTION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-flier payload.
This mission is shared with other payloads! STS cost, MS: 5.468
TEST PARAMETERS:
Component test transition time , dwell time, hours: 3 _ 6
System test transiti'on _ dwell time_ hours: 8 _ 48
Component test min_ max temperatures, des C:-5 , 45
System test min, max temperatures! des C: 8 _ 48
System test is conducted in a larse (e.s. 30ftx60ft) facility.
Maximum component test lensth investisated, hours: 400
Maximum planned system test lensth investis_ted, d:ys: 93.3
OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS:
Minimum cost pro:ram, other than zero test, on tile 12
Cdmponent test lensth_ hours: 432.8
Planned system test lensth_ days: 25.7
Component test pro:ram cost_ MS# 8.642
System test pro:ram cost, MS: 1.857
M_rohins _rmy cost_ MS: e.e5?
Mission averase av_il_bility: 8.737
Mission end instantaneous availability: 8.663









Hu_ber of components: 32
. PaYload weight, lbs: 458
Payload cost, MS: 4.000
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
Mission length, days: 365
Desired average availabilitY: 8.30
Expected nuP_ber of _alfunctions over the _ission duration: 7.24
LRUNCH VEHICLE ZNFORMRTION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-flier _Yload.
This _ission is shared with other Payloads; STS cost, MS: 5.468
TEST PARRMETERS:
ComPonent test transition ti_e , dwell tiP_, hours: 3 _ 6
SYste_ test transition _ dwell ti_e_ hours: 8 , 48
Component test min, _ax te_peraturesp des C:-5 _ 45
SYste_ test _in, _ax temperatures; des C: 0 , 40
SYsteM test is conducted in a large (e.g. 30ftx60ft) facility.
Maxiau_ ooaeonent test length investigated, hours: 480
Maxiaua planned sYStea test length investigated, days: 69.6
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Mini_ua cost progvaa, other then zero test, on file 1
Coaeonent test length, hours: 96.0
Planned sYste_ test length, days: 3.0
Component test progra_ cost, MS: 0.153
SYste_ test _rograM cost_ MS: 0.362
M_rching arMY oost_ MS: 0.887
:" Mission average availabilitY: 0.380
Mission end instantaneous _vailabilitY: 0.186















Number of comPonen;s: 15
Payload weight, lbs: 288
Payload oost_ MS: 1.831
9 refli_hts are planned in addition to this flight.
MISSION PARRMETERS:
Mission length, days: ?
Rverase availability not speoified.
ExPeoted number of malfunotions over the mission duration: 8.52
LRUNCH VEHICLE IHFORMATION:
Shuttle launoh
This is an attaohed (non-S_aoelab) _ayload.
This is a shared mission; oost, MS: 1.578
TEST PARAMETERS:.
Component test transition ti_e , dwell ti_e, hours: 3 p 6
System test transition , dwell ti_e, hours: 8 _ 12
Component test min, _ax te_peratures_ des C:-5 _ 45
System test min, _ax temperatures; des C: 8 p 48
Systea test is oonduoted in a medium (e.s. 12ftx15ft) facility.
Maximum oom_onent test lensth investisated, hours: 248
Maximum planned systea test lensth investisated_ days: 33.3
OPTIMIZED PaRaMETERS:
Mini_ua oost pro:ram, other than zero test_ on file 9
CoMponent test lensth, hours: 96.8
Planned system test lensth, days: 13.3
Component test _rosra_ ¢ost_ MS: 8.872
System test _rogra_ COSt_ MS: 8,171
Morohins army oost_ MS: 8.814
• Mission averase availability: 8.899
Mission end instantaneous availability: 8.867








NuMber o£ components: 15
Payload weight, Ibs: 20B
PaYload cost, MS: 1.831
Q reflights are planned in addition to this flight.
MISSION PARAMETERS:
Mission length, days: ?
Desired average availability: 8.75
Expected number o£ Malfunctions over the MissLon duration: 1.41
LRUNCH VEHICLE INFORMRTION:
Shuttle launch
This is an attached (non-Spacelab) payload.
This is a shared Mission; cost, MS: 1.578
TEST PARAMETERS:
CoMponent _est transition time , dwell time, hours: 3 , 6
System test transition , dwell time, hours: 8 , 12
Component test Min, max temperatures, deg C:-5 , 45
System test min, max temperatures! de9 C: 8 , 48
System test is conducted in a Medium (e.g. 12£tx!Sft) facility.
Maximum component test length investigated, hours: 248
Maximum planned system test length investigated, days: 38.3
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimum cost program, other than zero test, on file 1
CoM_onert test length, hours: 136.8
Planned system test length, days: 8.8
CoMponent test program Cost, MS: 8. 896
System test program cost, MS: 8. 888
Marching army cost, MS: e.808
Mission average availability: e.75e
Mission end instantaneous availability: 0.679







Nu_ber of components: 15
PaYlo_d weight, Ibs: 200
P_Ylo_d cost, MS: 1.831
": 9 reflights are planned in addition to this flight.
. MISSION PARAMETERS:
: Mission length, days: 7
Desired average availabilitY: 0.85
: ExPected number of Malfunctions over the Mission duration: _.80
LRUNCH VEHICLE INFORMRTION:
Shuttle launch
This is on attached (non-Spac_Irb) payload.
This is _ shared mission! cost, MS: 1.578
_ TEST PRRRMETERS:
Component test transition t_Me _ dwell timep hours: 3 _ 6
Syste_ test transition , dwell _i_e_ hours: B _ 12
_ Component test mint _× temperatures, de_ C:-5 , 45
Syste_ test _in_ max temperatures; de9 C: 0 _ 40
System test is conducted in a mediu_ (e._. 12ftx15ft) facility.
Maximu_ component test length investigated, hours: 240
,_ Maximu_ planned syste_ test lentth investigated, days: 125.0
OPTIMIZE9 PRRRMETERS:
" Mini_u_ cost prosra_, other than zero test, on file 2
Con_onent test lensth, hours: 40.0
Planned syste_ test lentth_ days: 8,8
: Component test prosra_ cost_ MS: 0.043
SYste_ test pro_ra_ cost, MS: 0.154
:. Marchins army cost, M_: 0.009
•: . Mission averase availabilitY: 0,S50
Mission end instcntaneou_ availabllit_: 0,004
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Number o_ components: 32
Payload ueisht, Ibs: 75e
PaYload cost, MS: 5,000
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
Mission lensth, days: 365
Rverase availability not specified,
Expected number o_ malfunctions ouer the Mission duration: 2.20
LRUHCH VEHICLE IHFORMRTIOH:
9hurtle launch
This is a Free-_lier payload.
Thi_ mission is shared with other _aylo_dsl STS cost, MS: 1.579
TEST PRRRMETERS:
Component test transition time _ dwell time, hours: 8 _ 16
SYstem test tc_nsition , dwell timer hours: 8 , 16
Component test _in, max temperatures, des C:-5 , 45
SYstem test rain, max t.emper_tures! des C: 0 , 40
SYstem test is conducted in a larse (e.s. 30ftxSO_t) _acilitY.
Maximum component test lensth inuestisated, huur3:480
Maxi_u_ pl_nned system test lensth inuestisated, days: 40.0
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimu_ cost prosra_ other than zero test, on file 11
Component test length_ hours: 384.8
Planned syste_ test lensth, days: 20.0
Component test prosra_ cost, MS: 0.535
System test _rosra_ cost_ MS: 0.8S4
Marchin_ arRY cost_ MS: 0.e44
Mission auerase availability: 0.685
Mission end instantaneous availabilitY: 0.600








Nu_ber o£ components: 32
Payload uei_htt Ib$l 750
Payload cost, MS: 5.000
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
Mission length, daYs_ 365
Ruerae auailability not specified.
Expected number of _alfunctions ouer the _is_ion duration: 2.60
LAUNCH VEHICLE IHFORMRTION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-flier Payload.
This _ission is shared with other _ayloadst STS cost, MS: 1.570
TEST PRRRMETERS:
¢omPonent test transition time , dwell tiMe_ hou_s: 22 , 2
Syste_ te_t transition _ dwell time, hours: 8 _ 16
ComPonent test _in, _ax temperatures, de9 C:-5 , 45
Syste_ test _in, _ax temperatures! de_ C: 0 , 40
: SysteR _est is conducted in a large (e._. 30ftx60ft) faczlit_.
M_×i_uM coMPonen_ test length inuesti_ated, hours: 488
= Maxi_u_ Planned system test length investiated, days: 40.0
: OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Mini_u_ cost mro_ra_, other than zero test, on file 13
ComPonent test length, hours: 480.8
Planned sys_e_ test len_th_ days: _4.0
¢o_ponent test _ro_ra_ cost_ MS: 0.549
Syste_ test Pro_ra_ cost_ MS: 1.011
•
Marohinm ar_y cost, MS: 8.053
> Mission averae availability: 0._40
Mission end instantaneous availability: 0.546







P rotofIisht On it .4,-
Number of components: 32 _ "
Payload l,_eight, Ib_m 750 ,t,,,"
PaYload co_,t, MS'I 5,900
MISSION PARAMETERS:
Mission length, da,/s: 365
Rverage availability not specified.
Expected number of' malfunctionl, over the mission duration: 2.18
LRUNCH VEHICLE IHFORIIIRTION:
Shuttle launch
This i_ a Free-flier _ylo_d.
This mission is shared with other po.yloads! STS oo.t, MS: 1.570
TEST PARAMETERS:
,3.__
Component test transition time , dwell time, hour_: 2 , ._
System te_t transition , dwell time, hours: 8 , 16
Component te_t pin, m_x t.emperature_, de_ C:-5 , 45
S','_temtest min, max temperatures; deg C: 0 , 40
0
System test, is conducted in a large (e._. 30ftx60ft) facility.
Maximum component test len_;th in,...,esti_ated,hours: 430
Mo.ximum planned system test length investigated, days: 40.0
OPTIMIZED PRRBMETERS:
Minimum oost pronto.m, other than zero te_t, on file 11
Component test len._th, hours: 336.0
Planned system test length, days: 20.0
Component test program cost,, MS: 0.485
System test progr_Q Cost_ MS1 0.884
Marohin_ army cost, MS: B.044
Mi_sion average avo.ilability: _,687
Mission end instantaneous availabilitY: 0.683















Hu_ber of ¢o_ponents: 32
• Payload weiqht_ Ibs: 758
Payload oost, MS: 5,ggg
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
.
Mission length, days_ 365
i Average av¢ilabilitY not speoi£ied.
: Expected number of _al£unotions over the mission duration: 2.g4
LRUNCH VEHICLE INFORMRTIOH:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-£1ier payload.
This mission is shared with other payloads! STS oost, MS: 1.578
o
TEST PARRMETERS:
Component test tr_hsition ti_e p dwell time, hours: I , 2
SYstem test transition _ dwell time, hours: B , 16
Component test min, _ax temperatures, de_ C:-5 _ 45
SYstem test _in_ _x temperatures; de_ C: g , 4g
: SYstem test is ¢onduoted in a larse (e._. 3_ftx6gft) faoilitY.
Maximum oo_onent test length investi_ated_ hours: 4Be
Maximum planned system test lensth investisated, days: 4_._
;;
OPTIMIZE_ PRRRMETERS#
_inimum oost progrom, other than zero test_ on tile 32
Component test length, hours: 288.8
Planned sYste_ test length, days: 2g.g
-" - Component test program ¢ost_ MS: 0.457
SYste_ test program cos%_ H$: g.883
; Marohin_ ar_Y cost, MS: 0.044
Mission average availability: 8.783
_. Mission end instantaneous avoll_bilitY# 0.622










Nu_ber o_ components: 32
Payload weight, Ibsl 750
PaYload oost, MS: 5.888
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
I
Mission length, days: 365
Rverage availability not s_eoi_ied.
Expeoted number o_ _al_unotions over the _ission duration: 2.28
LRUNCH VEHICLE INFORMRTION:
Shuttle launoh
This is a Free-_lier payload.
This _ission is shared with other _o_loads| STS oost, MS: 1.570
TEST PRRRMETERS:
Co_onent test transition time , dwell ti_e, hour_ S , 16
S_ste_ test transition , dwell time, hours: 8 , 16
Co_onent test min, _ax temperatures, deg CI-5 , 45
Syste_ test Min, _ax temperatures; deg C= 8 , 48
Systea test is oonducted in a large (e.g. 38_tx68_t) _aoility.
M_xi_uM oo_ponent test length investigated, hours: 488
M_×iMu_ elanned system test length investigated, days: 40.0
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimum oost erograR, other than zero test, on _ile 11
Co_onent test length, hours: 384.0
Planned sySte_ test length, da_s: 20.0
CoP,_onent test _rograR cost_ M$I 0.535
Syste_ test mrogram oost, MS: 0.884
M_rohing army cost, MS: 8.844
Mission average availability: 0.685
Mission end instantaneous availability: 8.680












Hu_ber of oomponents: 32
• Payload weightp Ibs: 750
PaYload oost, MS: 5.eee
MISSION PRRRMETERS:
4
Mission length, days: 365
Ruerage availability not speoified.
Expeoted number of malfunotions over the mission duration: 2.28
LRUHCH VEHICLE INFORMRTION:
Shuttle launoh
This i_ a Free-flier p_Yload.
This _ission is shared with other payloads! STS oost_ MS: 1.578
TEST PRRRMETERS:
Component test transition time , dwell timed hours: S , 16
System test transition _ dwell timed hours: 8 , 16
Component test min, _ax temperatures_ deg C: 5 , 45
System test mint max temperatures! des C: 18 _ 48
SYste_ test is ¢onduoted in a large (e.g. 38ftx68ft) facilitY.
Maximum component teat length inuestigated_ hours: 488
Maximum planned system test length investigated, days: 4e.e
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimum oost _rogram, other than zero test, on _ile 33
Component test length, hours: 384.8
Planned system teat length, days: 22.8
. Component test program oostt MS: 8.522
_ystem test program oost_ MS: 8.945
Marching army oost, MS: 8.849
Mission average availability: 8.6?6
• Mission end instantaneous availabilitY: 8;589








Number of components: 32
Payload weight, Ibs: 75B
Payload cost,.M$: 5.000, o
" MISSION PRRRMETERS:
Mission length, days: 365
Rvera_e availability not specified.
Expected number of malfunctions over the mission duration: 2.49
LRUNCH VEHICLE INFORMRTION:
Shuttle launch
This is a Free-flier payload.
This mission is shared with other payloads! ST$ cost, MS: 1.570
TEST PRRRMETERS:
_ Component test transition time , dwell time, hours: 8 , 16
System test transition , dwell time, hours: 8 , 16
• Component test rain, max temperatures, de9 C: 5 , 35
System test min_ max temperatures; de_ C: 10 , 30
_; Syste_ test is conducted in a large _e._. 30ftx60ft) facility.
•_ Maximu_ component test lenDth investigated, hours: 480
. MaxiMum planned system test length investigated, days: 40.0
OPTIMIZED PRRRMETERS:
Minimum cost prosram, pther than zero test, on file 12
Component test length, hours: 432.8
Planned syste_ test length, days: 22.8
Component test program cost, MS: 0.569
i System _est progra_ cost, MS: 0.944
Marchin_ army cost, MS: 0.049
Mission averase availability: 0.652
Mission end instantaneous availability: 0.560
i_ Minimu_ lost value, MS= 3.849
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